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Intro 
The goal of this book is simple: help you unleash your dating power. 

I know that you have extra resources you are not using right now.  

The key is to dare!  

Lift up your resistance.  

Delete doubts and limiting beliefs and go for it. 

Good luck and keep in touch 

Francisco Bujan 
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Dating success - 

Coaching 
 

Check this link: 
 

http://vitalcoaching.com/coaching.htm 
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Dating success – 

Videos 
 

Check them here 

http://vitalcoaching.com/datingforwomen.htm  
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Dating success - 

Audios 
Check them here 

http://vitalcoaching.com/datingforwomen.htm  
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Part 1 – Wake up 

your dating power 
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Wake up your dating power 

If you want to succeed with dating, you need extra power and 
effective strategies. 

You have two options:  

• The first one is to keep on doing what you have been 
doing till now. 

• The second one is to connect with a new refreshing 
mind set. 

What you want is an extra power kick to free your potential and 
open new doors in your dating life. 

To do that, you need to use your conquering power. 

Dating is like hunting.  

You can sit down and wait. It won't work! 

If you want to break through, you want to take action! 

The target is simple, right?  

You want to know how to relate to men.  

You want to feel comfortable around them, understand their psyche 
and know how to make your relationship with a man work. 

These are your goals!  

These are your targets. 

You don’t want just a man in your life!  

You actually want to be able to connect with any man your like 
effortlessly! 

No shame! No guilt! Fearless! 

What do you want to conquer?  

A man's heart!  
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A man's mind! 

This is not about dominating his mind. 

It is about establishing a deep and profound connection which is 
totally fulfilling on both sides. 

The core of your connection is love, attraction and mutual desire. 

When you connect with a man on a profound level, you simply 
remove what stands between the two of you. You open doors and 
empower your common emotional foundation. 

You master a relationship or connection. 

This connection you establish with a man you like is a source of joy, 
pleasure and happiness. 

You want him to win from this exchange as much as you do. 

Trying to limit him in any way does not work on the long term. 

You want to be a freeing force in his life.  

You want to be there to help him reach his goals and be at his best. 

The same the other way round. 

The connection you have with him is a source of power and energy 
in both of your lives. 

It is based on authenticity, respect, freedom and clarity. 

If you feel you are not manifesting your ideal connection with men, 
you want to gain extra power and skills in the way you relate to the 
opposite sex.  

If you are not getting the results you want, it is time to wake up a 
new source of instinctual power in you and do what it takes to 
succeed. 

Soft approaches don't work when it comes to dating. 

Why?  

Because love is precious and there is lots of competition to be in the 
spot light. 
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Your love life is a territory you want to master and conquer. 

The dating world is a competitive battle.  

If you want to win, you need to sharpen your sword and use real 
tools to break through. 

You need power to open the path and remove resistances. You need 
power to strengthen your emotional foundation.  

You want power to strengthen your confidence. 

Love needs powerful channels to reach its target. 

Your intention needs to be strong and directive.  

It takes determination and will power to reach your goals.  

It is this power you want to use with dating. 

Going into the nurturing and romantic mood does not work when 
you start dating. 

Why is that?  

Because the first thing you have to do is conquer a new territory.  

Your connection with a man is like a forest.  

You want to open pathways which trace new energy lines between 
the two of you. 

The romantic relationship and the nurturing of what you have 
comes later.  

The soft energies of romance do not open doors.  

If they did, you would have succeeded already. 

You manifest them once you have a strong foundation to work on.  

The first steps are to initiate contact and connect with a guy you 
like. 

The quality you want is a force which can open channels into your 
future. 
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In today's dating world, you want to do one thing: radically shift 
your mind set.  

You need to go into dating as if you were going to battle.  

On one side, you have love, romance and attraction.  

These forces will already open some doors for you. 

The extra forces which will open doors are will power and 
determination.  

You know your goal and you want to hit your target. 

Simple, to succeed, you need the right mind set.  

Here are some key ideas about successful dating: 

• Dating is first about love. Make sure that you approach the 
dating scene with an extra reserve of love, the desire to 
exchange and connect. Master your sources of love. 

• Do whatever it takes to break through. Your goal is 
valuable and meaningful. You want someone to share your life 
with. You deserve happiness. Use all your tools to get it! 

• Dare to be sexy. Sexual attraction is the key attraction force 
in dating. If you want to succeed, you need to use all your 
weapons 

• Don't tolerate rejection. Rejection will only bounce on the 
surface of your mind. Keep it out of your system. Don't let an 
inch of doubts or negative beliefs reach you. If you are 
attacked, defend yourself! 

• Use your instincts! A part of you knows all the right moves. 
They are embedded in your instinctual nature. Trust yourself! 
Trust your instincts and go for it! 

• Be aggressive and assertive! Don't be scared of these 
words. If you want to play the game, you need to focus on 
hitting the target. Determination and will power are two 
powerful weapons. Use them! 

• Create alliances. Join forces. Create this empowering stream. 
Get all the support your need from those who can help you 
get what you want. 

• You are number one! Think about yourself first! Dare to be 
selfish and focus on your goal. It's great to be helpful, 
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however, you don't have time for it right now. Your life 
requires you full focus. Don't dissipate your energy! 

This is 100% ethical.  

All you are doing is using your natural power and concentrating it to 
manifest something in your life.  

Put it this way: no one else will do it for you. 

It is your life!  

It is your power!  

Remove obstacles and hit your target! 

You are worth it!  

Use your dating power!  
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A radical shift 

If you are single and wonder what you need to do to find love, I will 
give you a straight answer. 

I'll be direct, okay? 

What you still miss is risk taking and effective strategies. 

The moment you connect with a mind set which does work when 
relating with men, you know it straight away. 

You know that you are reaching them because of the way you feel 
and the way you make them feel. 

You discover this strong base of confidence.  

You know that you own the connection you have with him. 

If you spent the last few years of your life conditioning yourself to 
believe that dating is hard to do, remove this belief right now.  

Dating is not hard to do!  

It is easy once you have the right mind set and all the tools you 
need to succeed. 

What you miss right now is simply tools and strategies which do 
work! 

Dating is fun!  

It is powerful.  

You deserve to find love.  

You deserve to establish meaningful connections with men. 

You deserve to find someone who cares for you and enjoys your 
company. 

What you need right now is a radical shift.  

You need fresh perspectives and new “weapons” to break through 
your situation. 
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The difference?  

Power! 

Dating is a conquest.  

Unless you are number one in a guy's mind, he simply won't date 
you. 

You need to be in his mind flashing red lights of joy and passion.  

He does not need concepts, ideas or security. 

Guys want one single thing: they want to be thrilled.  

They want to be excited about their existence. 

Your role is simple: open new doors in his consciousness.  

Guide him to explore territories he never saw before. 

Dating is about fun and pleasure.  

It is a fire of emotions which can wake up in your life right now. 

The number one force in dating is your desire.  

Your desire is your emotional fuel.  

It is your desire which guides your steps.  

Dating is at least 80% emotion driven.  

Unless you feel excited by connecting with a man, you won't take 
action right? 

This radical shift is about waking up your dating instincts.  

Your dating instincts tend to fall asleep when you don't use them.  

You let them rest and wake them up once in while. 

It is not enough! 

Succeeding with dating takes focus and dedication.  
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You need to invest in yourself and do what it takes to establish a 
connection with a guy you like or win someone's heart. 
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Remove obstacles 

A key step to succeed with dating is to remove obstacles.  

Obstacles are first in your mind in the form of doubts, fears, 
hesitations and lack of energy and determination. 

Obstacles are as well around you in other people's limiting beliefs. 

If anyone pities you, stay away from them.  

You need pity from no one. 

You are a winner!  

You want your friends to trust and empower you with their will 
power and desire to see you succeed. 

You are a winner, not a victim! 

If you tend to put yourself in the victim role in the dating scene, 
remove this thought or attitude straight away. 

Your new dating vehicle is a vehicle of confidence.  

Trust yourself and trust life! 

You love men! 

The more you love them, the more they love you in return. 

Beware though.  

The kind of love we talk about is not a needy, demanding, 
controlling or obsessive. 

The love we talk about is a respectful opening between two spirits.  

It happens in freedom. 

If you first thought is wanting to change them, forget it!  

Accept men the way they are.  

You are touched by their moves, attitudes, words or beliefs.  
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You simply enjoy being around them.  

You feel comfortable in their presence. 

You express your feminine qualities and at the same time see how 
men’s qualities complement what you have to offer. 

If you hate guys, are frustrated with them or get tense, when you 
are around them, what do you feel will happen? 

Get familiar with men’s minds and their ways of thinking and help 
them fulfill their destiny rather then trying to shift them around to 
something they don’t want to be. 

It is all about respect, right?  

Mutual respect!  

The moment you connect with a man and give him space to be 
himself, he gives you back the same love and openness.  

This is the perfect base to create long term happiness with someone: 
respect and freedom. 

The next challenge has to do with competition.  

What is competition?  

It is anything in a guy's mind which stops him from dating you right 
now. 

It can be his job, an ex girl friend, another woman or simply other 
priorities in his mind. 

If you want to date him, you need to be number one in his mind. 

There is only one way you will achieve that: if you are a positive 
force in his own evolution.  

You want to be the best thing that ever happened to him.  

That's your goal.  

Nothing more! 

Nothing less! 
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This is breakthrough power.  

Remove obstacles!  

Take away whatever stands between you and your target.  

Go for it and use all your power and determination. 

Don't scream!  

Don't be loud or complicate!  

Use your full dating power to conquer his mind and his heart. 
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Wake up your passion 

Passion is even stronger than desire.  

Passion is your fuel.  

It is the fire of dating.  

Seduction is the play of passion.  

It is the play of desire. 

Passion is a beautiful and challenging force in you. 

Your goal is to tame that energy. 

You can be the slave of your passions or you can be their master.  

When dealing with your passions, you might tend to resist taking 
control of them or taming them. 

You believe that your emotions and desires simply do what they 
want.  

It is not the case. 

Mastering your love life is about mastering the flow of your 
emotions.  

You don’t control them, you help them flow in a creative and 
constructive way. 

If your passions tend to enslave you, you want to learn how to tame 
them. 

The goal is to use this source of inner fire in a creative and positive 
way. 

In what situations do you need to tame your passions? When you 
have a crush or feel attraction to a guy. 

When this happens the passion instinct usually drives you give your 
“life away”.  

You start investing emotionally in a man before you even met him. 
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You build up high expectations and then you tend to get hurt when 
he does not respond the way you expected, right? 

If you want to succeed with dating, you need to use both your 
passion and your reason. 

If you are driven by passion alone, you can end up going in circles. 

Now, if you ad a new dimension of skills and realism, you will stay 
focused on your “life course” and head straight towards your target. 

Your target is not a man. 

Your target is happiness. 

Suppose you have a crush on a guy who is happily married. 

Your passion says: “I want him. I will pursue him until I get him!” 

Your head says: “He is married and unavailable. Move on!” 

Obviously listening only to your passion at that moment is a dead 
end.  

You need to use passion and realism hand in hand. 

This is the number one skill you want to develop. 

Your passion is a source of fire and energy and you are the master 
of it. 

If you passion enslaves you and takes you into a self destructive 
spiral, you want to wake up and tame that force, right? 

This is your role! It is your life purpose. 

You decide where you energy goes. 

This is a key mind shift you can take right now. 

You won't kill the magic by actually manipulating the passion 
“substance” in you. 

Where to start?  

How to do it?  
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The goal is not suppress your passions. It is to ad a new taming 
quality which will allow you to stay awake and in power at all times  

You first wake up your passion by challenging yourself and taking 
risks.  

You go with the flow of your emotions rather than hiding yourself 
from them.  

You don’t stop your passion.  

You encourage it.  

You unleash it. 

You play with these forces rather than being afraid from them.  

You wake up your instincts and trust yourself. 

Anything which is fun and exciting wakes up this thrill. 

Once your passion is alive, you ad this dimension of realism and 
stay awake! 

You stay master of your life and keep your two feet firmly on the 
ground. 

This is exactly what it takes to succeed with your love life. 
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What is risk taking? 

You can take different kinds of risks.  

One type of risks is about putting your life, security or health in 
danger.  

You don't want to do that.  

You don't need to walk through a dark alley at night. 

No, the risks we talk about are emotional risks.  

When you date, you expose yourself to judgment, emotions and 
people's reactions. 

This is the real challenge.  

The moment you take steps, you open yourself to rejection.  

This is usually the number one force which stops you from taking 
steps, right? 

The real reason you don't call this guy you fancy to go out with you 
is because he might say “no”.  

Maybe you are afraid as well that he might say “yes”. 

What is the worst think which can happen when you take a risk? It 
is usually rejection. 

If you have an efficient strategy to handle rejection, you realize that 
the risk is quasi non existent. 

Another alternative is to become super good at asking any guy out; 
that way you make sure that no man will ever reject you again (☺). 

Now, let’s be realistic: when you ask a guy out or go on a date, 
there are always some chances that it won’t work out the way you 
expected. 

This means that there is always some emotional risk involved when 
asking a guy out or going on a date. 
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If you have a strategy to deal with this, the risk stays to a minimum. 
You can for instance ask him out in a very casual way and be ready 
to step back if he does not respond. 

Check more strategies on this in the “emotional freedom” section. 
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Strategies? 

A strategy is a battle plan.  

This battle happens between energies, people, will powers, beliefs 
and conflicting interests 

A strategy is an action plan.  

The goal is to protect yourself and create win-wins. 

This is why you want to have solid action strategies.  

This is what this book is about: 

Giving you ideas and solid action paths that take you exactly where 
you want to be. 

These are not rigid beliefs.  

Everything stays flexible of course.  

Your situation is always unique.  

However, some general patterns usually repeat themselves from 
one dating situation to the other. 

When you have greater awareness and understanding of how dating 
works, you give yourself greater chances of succeeding.  

You want to win.  

You want to make sure that you empower your love life.  

This is not about winning over someone.  

It is about love winning. 

Strategies give you action lines.  

A strategy grows in an organic way.  

It is never rigid but keeps evolving depending on circumstances. 

Dating strategies always stay flexible.  
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The goal is to help you expand your inner freedom, not to limit you 
in any way within a rigid mind set. 

You are your own master.  

At the end, you totally own your dating vehicle. 
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What are these new strategies? 

The number one strategy you want to use is: taking action! 

Go beyond your comfort zone.  

Take risks.  

Do things you never did before. 

It is very simple:  

If you want more, you have to do more.  

Gaining skills in the dating scene means taking action.  

Doubts come from fear of rejection and insecurity.  

This freezes your moves and stops you from taking action.  

The moment you stop taking action, you stop learning. 

The dating scene is a school of life.  

If you want results you have to invest what it takes to be successful. 

Connect with men?  

How many actions did you take in the last month which were 
oriented towards that goal?  

What was the outcome? 

The idea is to do more.  

Multiply what you do by 10 and within a month, you'll be dating 
someone you like. 

What actions?  

You are on the net right?  

This is the first place you can start: dating sites are your training 
ground.  
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They show you what men like and don't like, who they are and what 
they are looking for.  

Connecting with guys online gives you a boost of energy and trains 
your flirting skills. 

Right now, take a white page and write down 10 simple things you 
can do about your dating.  

Don't think.  

Just write them down, whether you believe you can do them or not. 

Of course, love and passion are the centre of the dating world.  

Desire, excitement are you emotional fuel.  

They are the fire which motivates your actions.  

Dating skills are the other side of the story. 

If you want to be successful with dating, it is these skills you want 
to develop. 

What stops action?  

Doubts, fears, negative past experiences, lack of energy, lack of 
ideas lack of strategy, etc. 

Any resistance can be cleared and overcome!  

It is a matter of understanding what happens inside yourself. 

It is very simple: if you want to connect with a man, you have to 
take action!  

Action is what makes the difference!  

Take action regularly.  

Take at least 10 actions every week which bring you closer to your 
goal! 

Here it is to summarize: 

• Write down 10 actions you could be taking within a 
week 
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• If you can't start, find out exactly what your resistance 

is 

Take action.  

One step at a time! 
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You are a winner! 

If you go to therapy, you are given the space to solve old pains and 
negative feelings.  

If this is what you need, go ahead and do it.  

Sometimes it is healing you need. 

The approach I propose you here is quite different.  

I want you to connect with your inner power and use your fire. 

When your being wakes up and thinks:  

“That's it! I want more and I will get it!”  

You simply make a significant shift in your mind: you decide. 

In fact, you take your life in your hands.  

You stop blaming past or circumstances and you start designing a 
life you love! 

Who is in control?  

Who is in charge?  

It is you!  

You are the sun of your existence.  

Events in your life evolve around you.  

You are the core of it.  

It is in your being.  

It is breathing in you as this form of unique life force. 

It is your spirit, your life power, your ultimate source of energy. 

Power involves a few things: creating, controlling, preserving, 
conquering, renewing, and much more.  

This is about life mastery.  
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The dating scene is your training ground.  

It is the occasion to discover something about you, your existence 
and the role you play on this planet.  

Can you see that? 
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Trust your instincts! 

When you want to take action, you can use various inner resources. 

Suppose you met this man.  

You have his cell number and you are not sure about what to do 
next: should you call him or not? 

Doubts and hesitations kill the magic and life force.  

What you want is to take action. 

In life there are various resources you can use: intuition, reason, 
passion, instincts, etc. 

Instincts are powerful and usually underused.  

You will talk about your situation with friends and sometimes make 
it more complicate than it is. 

The truth is that your instincts already know all the right moves.  

This is where you find your dating resources.  

Flirting is a courting behavior.  

It can be your foreplay to intimacy. 

Your instincts already know all the right moves.  

What stops you from fully taping in them are fears, doubts and 
hesitations.  

The alternative is to trust your instincts.  

Passion and reason walk hand in hand.  

Reason gives you the strategies.  

It gives you a ground of logic and understanding of human behavior.  

It shows you the underlying power dynamics in relationships.  

The goal is to use both your instincts and understanding. 
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Once you know the basics and are aware of the invisible power 
dynamics, trust your instincts, take steps and go for it. 
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Where do you start with dating? 

The first place is yourself!  

You are the first person you have to love!  

Nurture and take care of your being before you go in the world.  

If you love yourself, it will show in your every move.  

After that, take action.  

The dating world is a river of inspiration.  

It is an exciting stream of energy motivated by the desire to love 
and give love.  

It is a challenging world and environment as well.  

Mastering this environment means realizing that it's not only about 
love.  

It is about power, fight, conquering, competition and challenge as 
well.  

You know what? Great!  

Be realistic about the dynamics of dating. 

This shift of awareness is essential!  

You must understand that dating is like a training ground!  

It is an opportunity to learn something about who you are.  

It is an incredible chance to develop key life skills, abilities and tap 
into your full human potential.  

This is the big picture.  

When you put this game into a fresh perspective it allows you 
to walk into that field with trust and confidence. 

Of course you want to win!  
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But the fun and excitement of simply participating is the key to 
success.  

Your passion is alive.  

Love, romance, passion and flirt are one side of the medal. 

The other side is power, strategies, understanding and realism. 

Give yourself the tools to succeed by staying awake! 
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Get ready to date! 

Getting ready to date means understanding what stands on your 
way and knowing where you want to go. 

What can stand on your way to you being successful are fears, 
doubts, negative past experiences, lack of knowledge, lack of skills, 
etc.  

If you are unsure about where you want to go or where you want to 
be, there are good chances you won't leave your starting blocks. 

• First step - Know what you want 

Do you want to simply date?  

Have fun?  

Find Mr. Right?  

Do you want a long term steady relationship?  

With what kind of man do you want to be? 

This is not limiting your choice! 

You are not closing doors here, simply pointing out the right 
direction for you. 

• Second step - Understand who you are!  

Write down the top 10 key qualities you have to offer.  

Write down 5 key qualities you certainly don't want to express 
in the dating scene.  

If you were meeting yourself somewhere, would you date 
yourself? 

Yes? Why? 

No? Why?  

If the answer is no, do something about it and remove 
anything which feels unattractive in you. 
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• Third step - Strategy 

The dating world is a competitive environment.  

You want to be ready for the challenge.  

What is the challenge?  

Possibility to face judgment, rejection, doubts, etc.  

It is all a game, so take everything lightly. 

On the other hand, it's hugely fun if you simply accept the 
dating world for what it is: an opportunity to grow, 
understand yourself, develop meaningful relationships with 
people, a place to create, be creative and share your passions, 
desires and excitement with others. 

• Fourth step - Understand your past 

You don't want anything standing on your way to you having 
a great time.  

You need to be free.  

Feel emotionally free!  

If you feel trapped in negative mind frames, identify what is 
going on!  

Identify the underlying dynamics and don't be afraid to deal 
with it.  

This is not therapy, it is a "freedom move" which allows you 
to eliminate any conflicting forces in your mind! 
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How to gain confidence in the 

flirting scene? 

Every time you sit back and hesitate, you feed your doubts!  

The key to gain confidence is to take action!  

Success gives you confidence, so take a second to celebrate a 
victory, no matter how small.  

A simple smile you get back from a guy can make your day, so take 
a second to take it inside like a compliment. 

Confidence has to do with power, skills and knowledge.  

The more you know about the dating world, the more confident you 
feel. 

If you have been there before, you'll feel less threatened. 

Practice and repeat what you already tried.  

The key is to shift attitudes and master your skills.  

This does not stop you from being spontaneous and free.  

Imagine you would go on stage.  

What would you do? 

Rehearsal, right? 

Practice your moves!  

Observe the tone of your voice!  

Develop your body attitude! 

Imagine yourself in the streets of Hong Kong.  

How do you feel the first day you get there?  

Pretty lost, right?  

After one week, you feel much better. Almost at home!  
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Why?  

Because you gained experience! You have been there for a week!  

Dating and flirting works in a similar way.  

Establish your roots in that field, master your dating skills and very 
soon, you'll feel totally at home in this environment.  

Here are a couple or extra steps to build your confidence: 

• Be gorgeous 

It all starts with feeling great about yourself and your looks.  

It takes focus and determination to build a “flirting body” you 
love.  

If you make the mistake of believing that only personality 
matters, you’ll burn 50% of your chances straight away.  

The way you look tells a lot about the way you feel. 

Any guy knows that. 

Remove what is unattractive in you. 

To feel confident, you need to feel great about yourself: your 
looks, body and attitude. 

You want to feel attractive.  

The way to feel attractive is to remove what is unattractive in 
you. 

• Dare to experiment 

Experimenting is the best and most direct way to develop new 
skills.  

Go with the flow.  

Respond to opportunities and don’t miss a chance to try a new 
smile on a fresh innocent victim. (☺) 
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• Be prepared 

The next step to feel really confident is to be prepared.  

Training your dating and flirting skills gives you an extra boost 
of deep confidence. 

It really works.  

The more you know about the dating scene, the more 
confident you feel. 

Go out a lot.  

Develop a social network.  

Follow up on your contacts. 

Stay active and dynamic. 

Dare to be sexy.  

Flirting is a lot about stepping beyond the limits of your comfort 
zone. 

Your self confidence is the extra element which gives you the power 
to break through and connect with men. 
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Go beyond your present limits 

Renewal!!!  

On one hand you have the territory of what you already know: your 
comfort zone.  

Feels good, Aye? 

On the other hand you have the territory of the unknown! Scary!!!  

To go beyond your present limits, you must shift this belief!  

Comfort zone is boring.  

New stuff is exciting! 

Go and explore the world.  

Right now, take a white paper and write down 10 exciting things 
you never did before!  

Which of these things can you do within one hour, one day, one 
week or one month?  

Which ones are easy?  

Which ones are exciting? 

Renewal means taking steps!  

It means as well taking at least small risks!  

This is for the day by day stuff. 

Designing a long term plan or vision?  

Apply the same principle!  

I must tell you: the pleasure you can gain from simple daily steps is 
immense.  

Make it a habit of going beyond your natural limit at least once a 
day. 

Taking action is a thrill.  
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It stimulates your life force, brings excitement and gives you an 
energy-kick. 

Now you have the choice: sit back and contemplate this idea until it 
fades away or stand up and take action right now.  

The solution is in front of you! 

DARE! 
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Part 2 – Love, 

mystical dimension 

and life force  
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Why it works 

A man needs freedom.  

He needs space.  

Your role is to free him from the limitations of his own mind.  

This is why he will allow you into his world.  

You can't cheat with his spirit!  

You can't cheat with his destiny line.  

The only way he will let you into his life is if you have something to 
do in it, something very specific. 

This is about establishing a connection.  

You want this connection because it will free you!!!  

Emotional freedom is what you are looking for.  

This is the nectar of dating and relationships.  

When you connect with someone, you create space.  

You free yourself.  

You love and establish a new line of life force with a man. 

Everyone needs that.  

Life force is essential.  

You create life force by exchanging with people and nature around 
you.  

The moment you connect with a man, you create this powerful 
exchange of energy.  

This is your goal and it is his desire as well. 

That's what every human being wants to create. Your goal is to 
remove what stops you from establishing such connection. 
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Your spirit is immensely powerful.  

When you date, you are looking for something very specific.  

It is exchange of life force.  

This is the essence of your desire. 

All thought forms you create around dating are related with this 
specific desire to share something with a man. 

There is no control involved!  

It is not like you limit a man's life.  

It is exactly the opposite.  

The reason this works and is 100% ethical is because you bring 
something he needs in his life.  

It is a refreshing stream of power and desire.  

You wake up his senses, you stimulate his will power, love, 
attraction.  

In other terms you make him alive.  

You make yourself alive. 

This is why he will thank you for conquering him.  

Why?  

Because you go out of your way to reach him and bring him 
something precious he needs. 

Your presence is a freeing force, not a limiting one. You want to 
connect with him to open doors in your and his existence. This is 
why it is okay to use all the power you have. 

This is why his "spirit" lets you in!  
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LOVE! 

I know we talk a lot about power, right? 

In the dating scene, two key forces are at play, always: Love and 
Power. 

Love is the emotional drive, desire to connect.  

Love is the force which unites you with a potential lover and creates 
this inner blissful emotion. 

Love is the desire to be united with someone.  

When you date, you empower your love.  

You give to the other and receive in return.  

It is a winning mutual exchange. 

Love is great.  

You need to master both love and power to succeed with dating.  

Without love, your dating will be far too manipulative.  

On the other hand, dating without power takes away your chances 
of succeeding as well. 

The key is to play with these two forces at the same time.  

You can empower your love.  

This intensifies the way you relate to a man.  

He will feel both: your determination and your respect. 
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Love - Synergy 

Love is the recognition of a common essence.  

The spirit in you is not that different from the spirit in someone else.  

When you love, you acknowledge this common spirit. 

What you have in common is life force.  

The absolute totality of humankind functions on a common essence. 

Love is the recognition of that essence. 

 When you love a man, you see yourself in his eyes. 

Synergy means that your energies are synchronized.  

You have a common vision and you join forces to create something 
greater together.  

This is the vision. 

You don't put yourself aside.  

You join forces.  

This is not about women winning over men or the other way around.  

You and I are tired of these conflicting models where someone has 
to lose.  

No one needs to lose.  

We are in a stage of our evolution where we have the power to 
create win-wins. 

Your relationship and love life is a win-win.  

This is the real union.  

No games! 

If you want to create a win-win, you need to use your power.  
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You need to be fully present to protect and preserve what you 
create with a partner.  

Whether you are on your first date or after a few years together 
does not really matter: the dynamics to empower your relationship 
are always the same: have a common goal, a common vision or a 
common plan. 

Even if this plan is just for one evening, it is still worth it.  

The plan can be: "Let's have fun this evening".  

It can be as well: "we want to get to know each other". 

It can be anything.  

What matters is that you are on a common ground.  

You can tease each other, challenge or seduce.  

It is still part of synergy.  

You can bring in all the fire, passion and magic you want.  

You can take risks and work with lively emotions. 

This is limitless! 
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Unleash your love power 

The next step in your love life is to unleash your love power. 

Dating is first about exchange of love.  

When we talk about power, it is because this is one key challenge 
you can face with dating. 

Now, none of that would happen if it wasn't for the energy which is 
in the very core of your dating life: love. 

Love is attraction.  

It is magnetic.  

It wakes up desire and a whole stream of powerful emotions. 

In fact, love is truly one of the leading forces in your life. 

Are love and desire the same thing? 

Is love totally linked to your sex drive? 

Well obviously, you can love without feeling any sexual attraction.  

So, sex drive and love are two different things. 

What about desire? Desire is a full independent emotion in itself.  

You can feel desire in situations where there is no love and many of 
your desires have nothing to do with your sex drive. 

This means that love, desire and sex drive are three different things. 

These forces can however wake up simultaneously and what you 
will feel is a combination of these three forces together. 

In most dating situations, these three forces play a role.  

Let's focus mainly on love, okay? 

Love is a unifying force.  

When you love, you connect.  
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Without connection there is no dating. 

You can't be with a man unless there is a sense of attraction. 

The reason people date in the first place is because they are 
attracted to each other.  

This attraction is not a thought.  

It is an emotional instinctual response which goes far beyond your 
individual limits. 

Love is essence.  

It is energy.  

It is a state of mind or state of being.  

Is love an energy you can master?  

Should you simply surrender to it?  

Well, it is double, right? 

Imagine yourself surfing the waves.  

You want to work with the forces of nature and at the same time 
tame them. 

Taming is not so much about controlling.  

It is rather giving it an extra power kick and direction. 

Love is very instinctual.  

It is related with your emotional nature.  

It wakes up specific feelings and emotions.  

With a force which seems originally so pure, there is this feeling 
that it is taboo to use your will power or directive desire. 

Can you actually direct love?  

Can you enhance it?  

Can you wake it up and manipulate the way it plays in your mind? 
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Is love an energy which should be kept totally free?  

Or is it better to ad your own will power, vision and direction to it? 

What works best? 

This book is a lot about discovering how to work with the forces of 
love and how to enhance them and stimulate them in your life. 

The dating world is a key environment where you can play with love. 

The goal is to achieve some from of mastery in playing with these 
forces. 

In the dating world, the better you play with the forces of love, the 
greater your experience. 

The more you know about love, the more you can discover the inner 
rhythms associated with it. 

You can discover what wakes it up further and what tends to 
destroy it. 

These are love dynamics. 

You can learn about love.  

You can open up new channels of love in your life. 

Your mind is not a fixed architecture.  

There are many secret doors waiting to be opened. 

This is what love is about. 
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Love dynamics 

The moment you have feelings waking up for someone, love starts 
flowing in you. 

When this happens, there is a whole set of new emotions appearing 
in you. 

These emotions are related with a new link or connection you 
establish with a man. 

The moment you are in love, you exchange invisible energies with 
that person. 

Love is an exchange.  

It is a connection. 

This exchange creates pleasure and delight in your being.  

It wakes up your senses and enhances your life experience. 

You might have new sensations and fantasies waking up in you.  

You might have dreams, desires, wishes and life visions popping in 
your mind. 

This is magical! 

What you want is the power to protect this experience. 

Love can be fragile and vulnerable. 

Your goal is to empower your love life so that this sense fragility or 
vulnerability is shifted through the right care and nurturing. 

You want the link with the person you love to become strong and 
indestructible.  

You want this force to unite you within a fresh mind set and 
empowering spirit. 
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Love is the core 

There is lots of confusion in the dating world.  

We hear words like playing games, getting hurt, break up, 
insecurity, etc. 

The reason you might feel trapped in such dynamics of pain and 
games is simply because your love power is not strong enough. 

The moment love is very strong and becomes your leading force in 
the dating world, you realize that it is very easy to relate to 
someone you want to connect with. 

Love is the core of all that.  

This is what creates the first level of attraction and desire.  

This is why it is the first force you want to strengthen in your dating 
world. 

Put it this way: if you want to play games and be manipulative, this 
is what men will feel.  

Men like women have a form of "sixth sense" and intuitive abilities. 

Somehow, men know what you are up to.  

They will feel your emotions and intentions, and respond 
accordingly. 

If you get in touch with a man and want to play games, it is fine as 
long as love is still the core of what you share with him. 

If you want to strengthen the link with him and establish a 
connection, you want to bring in extra love, find ways of nurturing 
and making the flame grow. 

It is like adding water to a stream. 

The truth is that there are ways of stimulating love between you 
and someone else.  

There are ways to invite more love in your life. 
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The moment you know how to stimulate and wake up this inner 
force, you realize that you head for greater pleasure and 
satisfaction. 

Imagine being in a club with some friends. Imagine that nothing is 
really happening. It’s simply not there. Imagine how you would feel 
if you could actually influence your mind set right now. 

Imagine that you have inner sources of love and power you are not 
using you right now. 

The goal is simple: wake up your full love resources. 

You can be superconductive to love.  

You can actually stimulate it and invite it your life. 
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How to wake up your love 

This is powerful!  

This is the core of your love life. 

You can wake up love through action, mind sets, attitudes and by 
simply going with the flow of it rather than resisting it. 

When you love, you open up. 

When you open up, you tend to become more vulnerable.  

This is the number one reason you might resist the flow of love. 

This is why you want to master the exact moment you open up.  

You want to understand the dynamics of love. 

Love is like electricity.  

It is transforming.  

It shifts your emotional base.  

It establishes connections in places where there were none. 

Love establishes complicity.  

It is a flow of refreshing energy which nurtures your being. 

It is truly like fresh water.  

It is life force.  

The more of it you have, the happier you are. 

The goal is simple: if you feel you don’t have enough love in your 
life, you want to invite more of it! 

You want more! You want it to flow between you and others.  

What is love? It is a connection.  

When you love someone, you establish a link, You create a bridge of 
energy between you and that person. 
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This is why it is such a transformative experience. It is the essence 
of life exchange. 

Life force flows.  

The more it flows in and through you, the happier you feel. 

Before you even start dating, you want to create a reserve of it. You 
want to know where and how to tap into it. 

There are two essential ways you can relate to someone:  

• The first one is competition. 
• The second is complicity. 

When you meet someone for the first time, you can smile or shut 
down.  

These two expressions say two different things: on one hand, you 
have an open door; on the other hand you have a closed one. 

The reason why you want to open up is because you want to 
exchange with that person.  

In fact, you want to create a bridge.  

You want to link. 

If you shut down, you keep your energy for yourself.  

You give nothing.  

There is little exchange of love.  

At least no external expression of it. 

If you shut down, you say something like:  

• “I am afraid of relating to you”  
• “I don’t want to”  
• “I have something else in mind” 
• “I am not interested by what you have to offer” 
• “I don’t need this 

• “I compete with you” 
• etc. 
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If you open up, you say: 

• “I am interested in you” 
• “I want to establish a link with you” 
• “I want to open up” 
• “I have something to offer” 
• “I like what I see” 
• “I want to establish complicity” 
• etc. 

As you can see, any connection between you and someone else can 
take different roads. 

Depending on your mind set, you will choose to smile or not to 
smile. 

Sometimes, you really can’t choose. You feel that whatever happens 
is fine.  

Other times, you feel like you are just on the edge between a smile 
and a grimace. 

If you want to develop your flirting skills, you need to play with 
those mind sets.  

Flirting is about deciding to go for smiles more often. 

A smile is an invitation. It is already taking the path of love.  

Deciding to go for a smile is a choice! 

The more love you have in you, the more naturally it happens.  

When you have lots of love, there is no choice involved.  

Your smile simply happens.  

It is the natural state of your being. 
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Part 3 – Stay 

emotionally free 
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What is emotional freedom? 

The expression emotional freedom is self explanatory, right?  

Right now, what is your level of emotional freedom?  

Do you have it or not?  

Do you have any hang ups from the past? 

Is there anything in the way of you feeling 100% happy? 

Emotional freedom is a gift.  

Right now, it can be your target for the rest of your life.  

The moment you decide to achieve it, you can consciously invite it 
in your life. 

Emotional freedom is about creating space in you.  

It is about getting rid of what you no longer need: past relationships, 
negative experiences, toxic friends, etc. 

Gaining emotional freedom is a key life skill. 

Strangely enough, this might be the first time you hear this 
expression! 

Your mind is your territory.  

Your thoughts and emotions are yours.  

When you feel emotionally free, you feel like you are in charge. You 
are in power of what goes on in your mind.  

This is what you want right now. 

You don't want old experiences and people having unwanted 
influence over your emotions. 

The key to feel emotionally free is to have the power to protect your 
inner space. 

Your mind is energy.  
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Sometimes, someone can gain access to your mind.  

Somehow, you open your inner door and let them steal your 
attention.  

This is the moment trouble arises. 

You don't want this to happen.  

You want to stay emotionally free.  

This is why you want extra power to protect your territory. 

This is a battle of energies.  

You want emotional freedom.  

No one can take this from you.  

Why is that?  

Because it is your birth right to be in charge of your life. 

Do you realize that your time, actions, attitudes, personal space, 
thoughts and emotions are all yours.  

It is your birth right to have control over them.  

Nobody else but you owns them. 

This is why you must stay in charge.  

The moment you give away that power, you lose yourself.  

Don't! 

It is your life!  

It is your power!  

This is the first step of emotional freedom: realizing that you own 
your life.  

Eventually, this is the only concept and idea you might ever need to 
stay emotionally free. 

Don't give yourself away.  
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Nobody but you owns your life. 
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Crushes 

Crushes are great and exciting as long as you understand the 
dynamics of your desire.  

Feeling in love is a wonderful state of mind. Go for it and enjoy, but 
stay awake! 

A crush builds up a stream of fantasies. What do you do with it? 

Should you act on it? Should you tell a guy you are falling for him? 

You can tell him of course but without words. Free flirting is a much 
better approach than this "serious" conversation you'll have on a 
cafe's terrace. 

A crush is an opportunity to have fun. It is not an opportunity to 
suffer or be rejected.  

Within your emotional landscape, you can decide where you want to 
go. Imagine yourself at sea. As Khalil Gibran was saying in his book 
"The Prophet", the wind is your passion and the helm is your reason. 

You enjoy the wind but stay awake at all times. If you sail without 
helm and direction, you'll end up turning in circles driven by passion 
alone. 

What is your direction? What is reason in all that? It is a plan, a life 
vision. It is your personal foundation, your work, the place you live 
in. All these elements in your life give you a base. They give you 
power and stop you from turning in circles. 

You can get hurt in the dating scene. It will happen if you abandon 
yourself and lose your direction. Stay awake! 

Having a crush is a powerful emotion.  

Use it!  

It brings pleasure and delight in your life.  

Wake up the stream of romance and play with it.  

Never be the slave of it.  

Stay master of it. 
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The obsessive trap 

Love can become obsessive.  

Passion has two sides to it.  

One side is a thrilling experience. It brings joy, pleasure and 
excitement. 

Another side is painful and draining. It can consume your being and 
destroy your life. 

The term passion comes from the ancient Greek "patir" which 
means suffering. 

This means that etymologically, suffering an passion are one and 
same thing. 

Of course, the modern expression of passion takes another meaning. 
When you talk about a passionate lover, you mean someone who is 
fully engaged into their dream and desire. It is a positive expression 
in that case. 

When your love is obsessive, you suffer. You don't want to suffer. 
You want to be emotionally free. 

Why can your love become obsessive? It becomes obsessive when 
you don't reach your goals. 

If you love a man who does not love you back and you keep on 
pursuing him, two things can happen: You either break through or 
you burn yourself. 

The art of dating has a lot to do with playing with your desire. 

You need to learn when to insist and when to give up. Sometimes, it 
is a lost battle. If for instance, you keep pursuing someone who is 
way out of you league, and does not respond no matter what, you'll 
alienate yourself if you try to force destiny. 

It's not just about you. It is about him as well. This man has the 
power of self determination. This is a birth right. It is a human right. 
His will power has as much "weight" as yours. However, he was 
given the right to decide for himself. This is why, sometimes, you 
can't break through no matter how hard you try. 
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The goal is to work with the forces of human nature rather than 
against them.  

You need to be awake and know when it is time to give up. 

How do you give up? You disinvest. You let go. You get back your 
full emotional freedom. You get back your full power. 

You need to stay master of your desire, not its slave. 
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What if you fall for a guy who 

does not love you back? 

If you felt challenged in the past with your love life, I know exactly 
how you feel. 

One of the main tests is this one: 

Loving someone who does not love you back to the same extent. 

You can feel emotionally challenged when he is in your mind taking 
too much space.  

His presence in your mind can literally overpower you.  

It can make you feel vulnerable and powerless.  

If you want to win this "emotional test" you need two things:  

Extra power and effective strategies. 

This is a battle for power: 

Who is in charge of your life? 

Who has the greatest influence over what happens in your life? 

If a guy’s attitude, thoughts or feelings rules the way you think and 
the way you feel, then you lose control over your life. 

It is simple: even when you are in love, you still want to be the one 
in charge of your life. 

Why is that?  

Because life is so much more enjoyable when you are the one who 
is in the control seat. 

You are in control of your life, not his. 

He is in charge of his life. You are in charge of yours. 

Don’t give up you power the moment you feel love for a man. 

When you give some love, you don’t have to give up your life. 
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Stay the center of your existence! 

From that inner place of emotional security, you share life and 
energy with someone who responds to it to the same extent. 

It is an exchange! 

When you fall in love or have a crush, a battle starts. 

This battle happens in your mind. 

It is a battle for control. 

It is a conflict between two energy realities. 

On one side, there is you.  

On the other side there is him. 

When you lose the battle and start feeling love ache in any way, he 
literally takes over your life. 

You don’t want this to happen! 

You want to stay in control of your life.  

In other terms, you need to stay in the control seat and kick him 
out of it the moment he tries to overpower you.  

It is a battle.  

It is a battle for your own life and emotional autonomy. 

You want to be in love and stay in charge of your life! 

It is very simple.  

Don't "abandon yourself" in your love quest.  

The dating equation is always to enjoy your love life at 100%. 

This won’t happen if you abandon yourself 

This article is a new and refreshing mind set.  

It gives you all the tools to stay in charge even when you are in love. 
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This is not about controlling your relationship. It is about staying in 
control of your life. 

This is your number 1 priority! 

Right now, you have two options: 

• The first one is to lose yourself next time you are in 

love. You'll start feeling insecure, missing him a lot, being 
overtaken by a flow of emotions without knowing how to deal 
with them. If it does not work out, you might eventually be so 
scared of falling in love again that you will altogether shut 
down to men and relationships. 

• The second one is to wake up your full power now and 
discover effective strategies to thrive with your love 
experience rather than suffering from it. 

Why do we say: "falling in love"?  

Because for many women, this is often how it feels.  

You want this to change! 

It doesn't need to be that way. 

You want to wake up your full senses of joy, pleasure and fun and 
stay in charge of your life.  

You don't have to give away the control seat to be happy. 

You want your love experience to be exciting and freeing! 

You want the perfect mind set and refreshing tools which allow you 
to fully enjoy love. 

Here are some powerful strategies you can apply right now: 

• Be in contact with more than one man. Why is that? 
Because the moment you do, you make sure that you stay the 
center of your universe. When you are in love, you become 
magnetically attractive to the opposite sex. Go with it! Flirt 
and stay open. Commit yourself only when it's 100% clear it 
is a two ways thing. 

• You are in charge! You decide what you want and when you 
want it. No one will boss you around or tell you what to do. 
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Don't let anyone tell you what to do! Give your love, not your 
power. You are in control of your life. Stay in charge! 

• Enjoy at 100%! You enjoy by focusing on the moment right 
now. Make sure that you stay centered in the present. Future 
plans and security come after. The first love skill is to enjoy 
right now what is in front of you. This is a gift! 

• Keep the mystery alive! Don't reveal your strategies. 
Protect your territory by keeping aspects of your life for 
yourself. 

• Be ready any time! He can cheat, leave or not return your 
calls. This can happen any time. Be ready for it. Stay awake! 
Have a strategy for every situation. You stay a winner always! 

• Invest one step at a time! If you give too much too soon, 
you'll crash. Guaranteed! Give a little, step back and let them 
respond. Too high expectations kill your love. Stay real! 

• Give each other space! Having a couple of contacts in the 
week is okay. Spending 24 hours a day with each other in the 
early stages will asphyxiate any new relationship. Stay socially 
active, challenge yourself and keep investing in your career or 
studies. 

You want one simple thing: enjoy your love experience. 

The way to go is not to fall in the first place: it is to thrive. 

The idea of succeeding with love has nothing to do with staying with 
a man for a life time. This can of course be part of the story but the 
real success has to do with the way you stand in it. 

You can master your love life.  

This is what you want to do right now.  

No more pain!  

No more hurt.  

You are in charge.  

Love is one of the key energies in your life.  

It is one magic gift given to you. 
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Now, if you ad this dimension of power to it, you multiply its effect. 

You want the own the tools to empower your love life.  
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Power dynamics when you have 

a crush 

If you got hurt because of falling in love, I know exactly how you 
feel. 

It is incredibly frustrating and painful to fall for someone who does 
respond the way you want. 

Why do you get hurt?  

Because you love someone who does not love you back. 

When you love, you give. 

If the man you love gives you back nothing, you end up depleted 
emotionally. 

You give and get back nothing. 

This creates a gap. 

You start believing that for it to work, you need to give more and 
more. The more you give, the less you get back in return. 

Love is fulfilling when it is an exchange. 

This is the moment it becomes a true feast in your life. 

Love is precious!  

When you give your love, you give your essence.  

Nature created love exchanges as a two ways thing.  

If you give and get nothing in return, you end up depleted and in 
pain. 

If you don’t want this to happen, you need to stay in the control 
seat and master the way you give and to who you give. 

If you are driven by passion alone without any form of control over 
the way this passion is expressed, you end up going in circles and 
get nowhere.  
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The goal is simple:  

Make sure you stay master of your love. 

Love is like any other form of energy.  

Learn to master how much you give and to who you give it. 

When a man "takes over" your emotions, he literally overpowers 
you.  

He psychically invades your mind space and makes a mess of it. 

This happens in the name of love but in fact it is a conflict of power.  

You fall in love.  

You open up.  

You abandon yourself to love feelings.  

In fact you lose control over your own mind. 

Someone else takes control.  

This someone else is a man who probably has no clue of what is 
truly happening to you. 

This is at 100% a psychic battle of forces and energies. 

Something in you gets "polarized" and you simply start giving: 
attention, love and desire. 

When the man you love responds, it is magical.  

It creates this responsive flow of beautiful emotions.  

This works when love is two ways. 

When he does not respond or feel the same about you, you end up 
giving everything and getting nothing in return. 

Your mind becomes a battle field of forces and energies. 

Falling in love is addictive.  

It makes you dependent.  
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It weakens your emotional base which is very destructive for you on 
the long term. 

After a while, you realize that you lost your base and that you need 
to put yourself back together. 

If you experienced this emotional recovery in the past, you know 
what I am talking about.  

It can be dramatic. 

The sad consequence of this is that you might shut down and 
actually cut yourself from loving again in the future because you 
believe that love will hurt you.  

You simply are afraid of getting hurt again and every time you feel 
these feelings and "butterflies", you recognize the warning signs, 
you get afraid and don't open up to these feelings. 

The long term consequence of this is that you might end missing 
real opportunities.  

You isolate yourself.  

You cut yourself form these feelings and make yourself very 
unhappy. 

Many women do give up on relationships because they don't 
manage to “stay above” it when it happens. 

Somehow, they “tried” a few times and believe that the challenge is 
too big. 

Love can be both a beautiful experience and a traumatic one 
depending on how prepared you are for it. 
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Why you can get hurt 

There are two key qualities which manifest in dating:  

Love and power. 

Everyone knows about the love side.  

When you get hurt, it is because you miss the power side. 

Power is what protects your mind space.  

Power gives you limits, boundaries and effective strategies to face 
any dating situation. 

You want extra power to face any dating challenge.  

The goal is simple: Stay master of your life.  

You can get hurt by men!  

Not because of love but because of the underlying power dynamics.  

• You can give too much and not get enough in return. 

• You can be "attacked" or challenged by other women or 
the community you live in. 

• You can get rejected. 

• You can expect too much. 

• etc. 

There are dozens of dating situation which can attack your self 
worth.  

The goal is to go into dating armed with the right tools. 

You don't want to kill the magic!  

Love stays the center.  

However, you want to ad this extra quality of power and awareness 
to make sure that your dating ground is secured. 
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This is what makes the difference.  

The moment you feel safe and have a strategy for any situation, 
you simply enjoy it more! 

This is the true secret!  

More power gives you more pleasure. 

You can relax!  

You can stay master of your emotions, play with them, rather than 
being the slave of them. 

This makes a huge difference.  

Your love life is there to be enjoyed!  

You want pleasure!  

You want fun!  

You want intimacy! 

Dating and love are sacred aspects of your life.  

You want the right skills to protect them.  

Use your power and your invisible weapons to make sure that these 
essential aspects of your existence are protected.  

Be a warrior if you have to. 
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How to disinvest 

When you let go of someone you love, it is like a break up.  

If you were not dating yet, it will be of course easier to get over 
that man.  

It will be a mini break-up. 

The inner emotional process is still the same: you want to be 
emotionally free.  

You want to own your life.  

You don't want your desires invested in a man who does not 
respond.  

You can of course stay in a state of ecstatic admiration for a man 
(this is what happens if you worship a pop start) but on the long 
term, this might stop you from going on with your life. 

Anything which sounds obsessive will hurt you.  

It drains your energy and stops you from going on with your life.  

You might miss your real opportunities. 

This is a battle for emotional survival. 

To disinvest, you consciously invest in something else.  

It can be your career, friends or other potential dates.  

You remove traces of his presence in your life.  

You give in other directions. 

This is the art of staying emotionally free. 

When you touch on emotional freedom, you realize how precious it 
is. 

Gaining your emotional freedom back is a battle.  

You want to own your emotions and simply be master of your life.  
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When you love someone who does not love you back, he has too 
much emotional control and influence over your life.  

He is in your mind and this stops you from being free.  

It alienates you. 

The goal is simple: you don't want him there.  

You want to be free. 

You need to go to battle to recover your full emotional 
independence.  

Remove traces of his presence in your personal environment: letters, 
pictures, emails, memories, etc. Get rid of them and create space. 

This is not an option.  

If you want to be free, you need to take action.  

Freedom is a quality you consciously invite in your life. It is your gift. 
It is given to you. You own it. 

If you invested too much, do whatever it takes to get your full 
power back. 
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You deserve happiness! 

You deserve happiness!  

It is as simple, as that. 

Love and happiness are precious.  

They are energies and substances in your life. The more you have 
of them, the better you feel.  

However, love and happiness are not enough, the extra quality you 
need is power! 

Power is what gives you the structure and energy to protect your 
love. 

Every interaction between human beings involves power dynamics.  

When two persons meet, there is always a natural balance of power 
being established.  

If you feel strong and confident, your power level is high.  

If you feel insecure and vulnerable, your power level is low. 

The goal is simple: create a powerful foundation in your life which 
gives you the resources to enjoy every single bit of it. 

Being in love is a beautiful experience. 

You can decide to enjoy it at 100% right now!   

You can be in love, date, flirt and feel free, secure and independent. 

This is the right equation.  

It is the one which works for you!  

This is what you want to be in because the moment you do, you 
simply feel great. 

Love is magical. The goal is stay in charge of your life. 

The stronger your emotional foundation, the better your love 
experience. This is what you will discover in this material. 
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Why emotional freedom is 

essential 

Emotional freedom is essential because your mind is made of 
energy.  

If you try to focus on a project and feel like half of your energy is 
invested in someone else’s existence, it simply keeps you from 
succeeding with what you want to do. 

Your life can be drained.  

You don't want this to happen.  

You want to master your energy.  

The moment you master your energy, you decide what you do with 
it.  

You see: you are in charge.  

No one else is. 

The more energy you have, the happier you feel.  

The goal is to exchange life with someone you love when you want 
to.  

If you are the slave of your emotions, you suffer a lot from it. 

Being in love is a mind set.  

It is an emotional state which involves very specific dynamics. 

The goal is to stay emotionally free while enjoying the love 
experience. 
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Fun of dating 

Dating is fun!  

It is about enjoying life.  

Once you know how to deal with your life’s emotional and material  
challenges, the goal is to enjoy your love life. 

When you connect with dating, you connect with a very specific 
environment. 

If you want to succeed with dating, you need two types of energies: 
Love and power. 

Dating is an exchange of love.  

That's one side of the story. 

The other side of the story is a battle for power. 

Dating is a challenging environment.  

People compete with each other for attention.  

Once you connect with a man, you “compete” as well with that man 
on an energy level: 

• Who will call who? 

• Will he reject me? 

• Does he like me? 

• Is he telling me the truth? 

All these questions are the reflection of a battle going on.  

This battle is a conflict of energies. 

There is your life plan and there is his life plan.  

These two visions can either work together or clash against each 
other. 

You might agree on specific points but then disagree on others. 
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There is a battle of interests, power and energies going on as soon 
as you relate to someone else. 

This is called power dynamics. 

Sometimes the energy base you are in is very harmonious.  

You know how to live together.  

You have similar perspectives on life.  

You feel this profound sense of complicity. 

This means that your power base is harmonized.  

Power dynamics is the reason you can actually get lost in the dating 
world. 

You can fall in love with someone who does not love you back.  

You can get rejected, be judged, be betrayed or even be insulted by 
someone else's actions. 

Now, all this must not stop you from dating!  

Not at all!  

If you stop and step back, you lose the battle! 

Why is that?  

Because love is precious.  

You deserve a lot of it.  

Dating and love are aspects of your life you want to own and 
conquer. 

Sometimes, you are lucky enough to have all this given to you 
naturally.  

It seems to just happens. 

However, very often, winning the “dating and love challenge” 
requires extra focus, energy and new skills. 

This is why you got this book, right?  
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You want to master your dating life. 

Imagine being in a storm in the sea.  

The goal is to be able to deal with any circumstances.  

Sometimes you will be challenged, true!!!  

Now, with effective strategies and extra power, you can deal with 
any challenge. 

Your mind is powerful.  

Your instincts are awake.  

In a way a part of you already knows all the right moves.  

All you need to do is wake up your dating instincts and trust 
yourself. 

You want to go into the dating world and stay emotionally free.  

You don't want to create dependent liaisons.  

You want to exchange with men in a positive way without feeling 
like your life will collapse if suddenly something happens. 

Anything can happen: he might not return a call, step back, find 
someone else, cheat, be distant, focus on his career, lose interest, 
etc. 

All these are challenges.  

They are various forms of rejection. 

Now, don't be scared of that word.  

Rejection is a challenge and with the right strategy, you won't even 
feel it. 

The moment you know you have a strategy for any situation, it 
gives you a massive confidence boost. 

You trust life and stay awake! 

Right now, you want to be armed for any dating challenge and be 
ready to deal with them any time. 
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At the end you will realize something: you are the one in charge 
and if something unexpected happens, you have all the tools to deal 
with it. 

The dating world is a training ground.  

It is a place where you can develop character and personality. 

It is a life training environment which gives you the opportunity to 
master your life. 

You master the dating environment by focusing on it.  

You stay awake and realize that the underlying power dynamics are 
always present. 

You simply learn how to work with these forces. 

You gains skills and develop positive strategies to deal with any 
situation.  

You thrive with your love experience.  

It is like surfing the waves.  

When you are on a rough beach, you can be taken over by the 
power of the sea.  

The sea is symbolically your emotions.  

There is power behind it.  

It is part of the forces of nature. 

Your instincts and desires are part of the forces of nature.  

Your goal as a human being is to work with these forces, not to be 
overtaken by them. 

Your emotions and instincts are very powerful.  

They are the driving fire in your life.  

Your passion is your emotional fuel. 

What brings you to dating is desire.  
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You can see that without desire, you would probably not take a step. 

Now, desire is a beautiful force.  

It is a nectar of energy in you. 

The goal is to use this force, work with it and tame it when needed. 

Take passion for instance: 

You can be the slave of your passion or you can be it's master.  

What do you think is best? 

You want to be the master.  

Being the master does not mean controlling or suppressing.  

It means using this infinite source of energy in a creative way. 

You want to unleash your life power.  

You want to unleash your emotions and give them space. At the 
same time, you want to give them direction. 

Reason and logic give you direction.  

Reason is a plan.  

It is a vision of where you want to go.  

Desire is your emotional fuel.  

This is what powers you.  

It is the wind in your sails. 

As Khalil Gibran described in his book "the prophet":  

"The wind is your passion in your sails. Your reason is your helm 
which gives you direction." 

Without reason and direction, you would end going in circles driven 
by passion alone. 

Staying emotionally free is a decision.  
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It is your decision. 

This is what makes dating fun.  

You thrive in it with all your power and awareness.  

You establish key behaviors and attitudes which allow you to step 
forward in your life.  

You want to open space, expand the level of joy, pleasure and 
freedom.  

These are the qualities you want to protect in your life and in the 
next few pages, I will show you specific strategies to help you do 
exactly that!  
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Avoid this early dating trap! 

The number one early dating trap is giving too much too soon.  

Avoid that one and you are in for the ride of your life. 

Maybe the dating challenge is as simple as that. 

When you give too much, you have very higher expectations.  

You fall in love and straight away start imagining a long life together.  

Expressions like "Soul mate", "He is the one" or "Mr. Right" come to 
your mind.  

Big mistake!!! 

You met this guy two hours ago and your emotions are already 
galloping, building dreams and incredible expectations about the 
future.  

This is the “Romantic Dream”.  

True, it is beautiful in itself.  

The good news is that there is nothing wrong with you.  

Dreaming has to do with desire.  

It is normal to project yourself into the future and have wishes. 

This romantic dream can power your day and give you immense joy. 

The risk however is to be very disappointed when it does not 
happen. 

The goal is simple: enjoy the romance, enjoy the dream, fantasies 
and add this dimension of realism which says something like: 

"You know what? I dream and I like it. It's okay for me to dream. It 
feeds me and makes me happy. I know it is just a dream at this 
stage and there are no guarantees. I stay awake and don't give 
myself away.” 

“I enjoy this love experience right now for what it is. A beautiful 
moment. I enjoy the moment for what it is. I don't give myself 
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away. I don't make promises. I don't give away my life. I simply 
enjoy a romantic vision in this moment. I have no expectations and 
while I do enjoy this experience I know I am and stay 100% 
emotionally free!" 

Can you see what happens?  

You dare to trust.  

You know you will be fine no matter what. 

You will be fine with or without him. 

You don't try to control the outcome of your dating experience. 

You are not attached to it.  

You trust that tomorrow will give you similar gifts. 

Now, you don't try to fix or crystallize a romantic moment.  

You don't take pictures as if it won't happen again tomorrow.  

Your romantic and flirting power stays awake.  

It is yours.  

You can use it again whenever you want to. 

You can be in love again because this experience belongs to you! 

You don't give it to just one man.  

It is your experience.  

Your flirting power wakes up this experience. 

If you are in love one day, you still keep your flirting power.  

You don't give it away.  

You don't say something like: "Well... I give up my flirting power 
because now I found a man..." 

No way!!! 

Keep your flirting power.  
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Stay active.  

If you step back, what you say is: "I make myself dependent 
towards the love of that man. I now rely only on him to validate 
me" 

If you do that, you emotionally commit yourself to him; which is not 
good. 

This is the first and major dating mistake.  

Why is it a mistake?  

Because you have no guarantee that he takes the same step on his 
side. 

In most cases, this type of emotional commitment is a one way 
thing. 

We are in a stage before you even talked to him about serious 
relationship.  

You might have flirted a couple of times.  

Maybe you have been slightly intimate.  

There is still no relationship. 

However, you emotions are already being polarized and you are 
ready to drop your other options.  

Don't!!! 

Wrong timing!!! 

If you like him and can imagine a steady relationship with him, first 
check out where he is at. 

You don't ask him straight questions.  

Read through his words, attitudes, body language, etc.  

Use your intuition and be realistic about it.  

Is he behaving like he is committed to you or does he want to stay 
free? 
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Does he look like a player? 

Does he have an ex with who he is still very close? 

In at least 80% of the cases, the guys you can meet are not 
emotionally free or ready to step into a relationship! 

Sometimes, it's their job which keeps them very busy.  

They can as well have other priorities or be coming out of a 
tumultuous divorce.  

They might be enjoy the flirting game but want to stay free.  

They might have someone else in mind.  

Maybe the idea of commitment is simply not part of their way of 
thinking.  

Don't commit yourself emotionally!!!! 

Wait! 

Check it deeper!  

Where does he stand? 

Even if he gives you some signs of serious interest, it still means 
nothing in terms of commitment! 

Stay free and keep your options opened! 

This early non committed stage of dating can last a few months.  

It is okay! 

During that time, the goal is simple:  

Build up chemistry.  

Flirt!  

Stay free and keep your options open. 

This is a battle strategy. 

What is your goal in this battle of energies?  
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Stay master of your life!  

You want to stay in charge of your existence! 

If you stay in charge of your life, dating and flirting are fun!  

It stays fun and freeing as long as you stay emotionally free!!! 
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How to stay independent 

You stay independent by not revealing all your cards.  

You can keep flirting with other guys. 

Don't behave like you belong to someone. 

Suppose you met this guy online.  

Don't drop your other contacts.  

Keep your profile active and respond to the messages that come in.  

Act as if you were available. 

No need to become intimate.  

Having guys tell you they like you is validating.  

Don't cut yourself from it. 

Are you in a committed relationship?  

No, you are not! 

You are free!  

You own your life and you decide what you do with your time and 
energy. 

Don't let a vague one time date limit you with that.  

This is the art of emotional freedom. 

This is the exact moment you can let go of your independence or 
strengthen it. 

Are you lying to your contacts?  

No. You simply keep your options open and the mystery alive. 

Believe me! Guys do the same. They won’t take remove their online 
profile because they had one date with a woman. 

They stay emotionally free and keep their options open. 
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Do the same! 

This is part of the modern dating mind set.  

It is totally okay to have light dates with a few different men to try 
it out.   

Even if your long term goal is to have a long lasting relationship 
with someone, it is still safer for you to keep your options open. 

Stay active and keep on flirting.  

This is strategy number one: keep your options open! 

Strategy number two: stay master of your life  

You decide when and how much you want to give. 

You want to keep on feeding your friendships, career or studies, and 
other activities.  

You have a life and this life is your number one priority. 

To a new date, you can consecrate a couple of evenings a week, 
maximum!  

Don't free your agenda as if your time frame was now belonging to 
him.  

It doesn't!  

Your agenda is yours! 

Stay in charge of your time and make sure that if you give him 
space, it is quality time and fun time and that you both want to 
immensely enjoy. 

Sharing quality time is a mutual commitment.  

Don't simply keep your evening open because a guy vaguely told 
you he would call that day. 

Staying at home waiting for him to call is the best way to make 
yourself totally clingy and dependent.  

You don't want that! You want the exact opposite! 
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You want to stay 100% free, so behave like it.  

Give him some space if he knows how to respect it.  

Don't give him everything!  

Free only some of your time and space. 

Maintain this for a couple of months at least.  

Spending every minute together in the early stages can kill and 
asphyxiate a new relationship.  

Give each other space. 

Give sometimes the priority to other aspects of your life. 
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When to have sex 

This question comes often in your dating life. 

Is it better to simply follow your wild impulsion and go with it or is it 
better to slightly hold back? 

When a man shows his interest is it better to go with what he wants 
or is it better to keep your mystery alive? 

I'll be direct: 

When a man loses semen, he goes into an after sex emotional dip. 

This means that the "sexual tension" drops. The intense desire and 
sexual drive has been released. 

When this happens, two partners usually want space. 

The same might happen to you.  

This after sex effect is a well known phenomena. 

The goal is simple: make sure that your newly built connection is 
empowered by sex rather than diminished. 

You want sex to be a reinforcer of the love you already have. 

After sex, you want the connection to grow stronger rather than 
weaker. 

This will happen only if there is a high level of love and complicity 
between the two of you. 

You want intimacy to enhance your love experience and give it a 
new dimension. 

Your first goal is to establish complicity, flirt, love and romance with 
your new date. 

Once your complicity is established, you can move safely to greater 
levels of intimacy.  

Intimacy does not mean intercourse.  
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It means touch, exchange, kisses, smile and your two naked bodies 
sharing energy. 

Sexual intercourse comes after. 

Sure, you can jump into a wild one night stand.  

However, this requires greater power and emotional autonomy.  

If you want to have a direct sexual experience, you need extra 
power and skills to really make it work emotionally. 

The risk is to go into sexual intercourse too soon. 

If you have a few dates with a man before you have sex, it gives 
you time to build sexual tension which will multiply the pleasure you 
can have from this experience. 

There is no given rule which works for everyone.  

However, if you keep the mystery alive and don't unveil yourself too 
soon, it builds up the sexual tension and increases your link with 
your date. 

Imagine having a couple of dates and not sharing intimacy yet. 

Imagine this going on for two weeks for instance. 

Imagine after that, sharing intimacy with that man without sexual 
intercourse yet. 

Kisses! Touch! Sensuality! Refinement! Pleasure! 

All the ingredients are there but you still did not have sexual 
intercourse.  

This immensely builds up sexual tension and mutual attraction. 

If you do have sex after two or three months of "flirting foreplay", I 
guarantee you that the moment will be magical. 

Why?  

Because love, complicity and freshness have been nurtured and 
empowered between the two of you.  

You know that attraction between the two of you is now solid.  
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There is romance and flirt. 

In other terms love is blossoming. 

Taking this "intercourse step" early on in the first or second date 
makes you emotionally vulnerable. 

Why is that?  

Because there is no guarantee he'll still be around tomorrow.  

You might have sex and then stay apart.  

This leaves an emotional gap behind which is bigger if you had sex 
than if you didn't. 

Sex is an emotional investment.  

It is a love investment you give to someone.  

If you give him all your pearls and he runs away with them, you end 
up with nothing. 

This makes it tougher.  

Much tougher!  

You don't want to go there. 

The goal is simple.  

Share intimacy, sure!  

Enjoy it, but delay the moment of intercourse until you know the 
sexual tension is strong enough. 

Sexual intercourse usually calls for some form of exclusivity. 

It is very rare for a woman to have sex with a man without feeling a 
sense of commitment to that person (unless it is clearly a one night 
stand). 

As long as you stay on the flirting ground, there is still no 
commitment.  

There is a dimension of innocence and freedom in it.  
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Sexual intercourse shifts this dynamic.  

It makes it "serious". 

Nature created it like that.  

Put it this way: sex could be the moment your decide to procreate 
together. (Create something together).  

This means some form of partnering. 

Of course the modern idea of sex is not so much focused on 
procreation.  

The first goal is pleasure, expression of desire and sharing of 
energies. 

However, nature still invests a couple who has sex with a very 
special touch.  

It is like a marriage and definitely shifts the dynamics between two 
lovers. 

My advice is simple: if you want to stay emotionally independent, 
don't rush into sex too fast.  

The ideal timing would be to flirt and be intimate over a period of 
one to three months.  

If the attraction keeps on growing and you feel a sense of mutual 
commitment, then take it to the next level and do enjoy it! 

No shame! No Guilt!  

Choose the right moment.  

Create the right space to enhance this experience and make it a 
wonderful exchange. 
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Emotional commitment 

There are two levels of commitment.  

The first one is an emotional one.  

It happens without you even noticing it or deciding for it. 

The second level of commitment is a mutual agreement with your 
partner.  

That's the moment your really decide to be together. 

The risk with emotional commitment is to give when the other 
person has no intention of giving back to the same extent. 

This happens over and over again in the dating scene. 

You love him but he does not love you back.  

When you have a crush, you tend to polarize your emotional being 
towards someone.  

The goal is simple: Stay awake!!! 

Observe the play of these emotions without abandoning yourself in 
them. Feeling in love is great as long as you stay "over it". 

Don't behave like you belong to someone.  

You are free!  

Being in love is sometimes like being drunk.  

You can lose touch with reality.  

Don't!  

Stay awake! 

Enjoy the experience but keep your two feet on the ground!  

If you do, you empower your love experience. You give it intensity 
and pleasure by not abandoning yourself. 

You play with these emotions by mastering them. 
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This is not control.  

Again, it is like surfing the waves.  

You play with the waves of your feelings. 

You don't block.  

You don't control.  

You tame these emotions.  

You observe them but don't let them overpower your actions. 

You stay in charge.  

There is a control center in you.  

There is this force which gives directions and decides.  

Stay in charge in the cockpit.  

You are in charge! 

Passion is powerful.  

Use this force to move you forward but stay awake! Always! 

Don't commit yourself emotionally.  

There is no guarantee that he will love you back.  

This means that you stay open and flirt with other men.  

You are still available! 

You stay on a light flirting ground and you decide when you are 
truly ready to commit yourself emotionally. 

Staying open means staying free.  

Use the energy of love rather than being dominated by it. 

You decide when and how you truly want to commit.  

Don't let the waves of temporary emotions take this decision for you.  
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You decide when and how it happens.  
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One way commitment 

One way commitment is the greatest dating mistake you can make. 

One way commitment happens in these key situations: 

• When you fall, for someone who is already with someone else. 

• When you focus only on one guy (online or offline). 

• When his ex is still very present in his life. 

• When his work is more important than anything. 

• When you say to a man "I love you. I want to be with you!" 
and he does not answer back. 

• When you tell your friends you can't live without him. 

• When you are the one who always travels miles to get 
together. 

• When he prefers hanging out with his mates. 

• Etc 

As you can see, there are dozens of situations which can generate a 
one way commitment on your side. 

The dynamics are always the same: 

You love someone who does not love you back enough. 

You give more than what you receive. 

If you are in any of these situations you are guaranteed to become 
emotionally dependent. 

What you want now is a solid strategy to tackle this challenge. 

The strategy is simple: 

Keep your options open! 

Go ahead and stay non-committed in the early stages.  

This is your best strategy. 

Don't let anyone limit your moves. 
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Ready for your next step 

The next step is to enjoy! 

We discussed many strategies.  

These strategies are a battle plan. 

You want to stay in charge of your life.  

This is your goal.  

The reason you want strategies is because there is a battle for 
power and energy going on.  

The moment you establish clear boundaries and respect these few 
guidelines, you are in for a very positive, freeing and exciting 
experience. 

This is your goal:  

Be in love and feel great at the same time.  

You want to stay master of your life and existence. 

The moment you build up this extra power, you realize that you can 
actually enjoy dating much more. 

Why is that?  

Because you know where the pitfalls are.  

You know how to protect yourself and your emotional freedom. 

This is very precious.  

You want to win! 
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How to be rejection proof 

Rejection is the number one challenge in the dating scene. What 
you need is a solid emotional strategy to handle it. 

What is the force you need to be rejection proof? 

Take this example: You are a woman. You like a guy. You ask him 
out. He says "no, thank you". This single response impacts on your 
life, self esteem and future behavior. Because of this one rejection, 
you might never ask a guy out again! Can you see the dynamics? 
It's crazy! 

One guy! One rejection! You build a mind frame around it which can 
create a prison of energies for the next 20 years of your life! 

That's one situation where extra power and understanding would 
definitely help:  

Dating is a battle field!  

Of course it is initiated by love but the context in which it happens 
is highly competitive. In fact, it's more competitive than a martial 
art's dojo. It is literally a psychic battle for power and love. 

When a guy rejects you, here is what happens:  

You say "Peace, love".  

He answers back with an attack!  

It is not conscious but this is what it is!!!!  

His rejection is an attack on your conquering power, your desire, 
your life, etc.  

Sometimes he is well intended and does not mean it.  

Sometimes though, he will do something consciously simply to 
make you feel terrible.  

If you go back home and say something like: "I'll never ask a guy 
out again!" That's it! He wins! You lose! When you lose, it's your 
whole destiny line which gets blocked.  
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In fact you let this single emotional reaction from one person decide 
the way you will feel about guys for the next 20 years!!! or even 
more. 

Come on! His reaction has nothing to do with love.  

It has to do with power.  

His mind wins over yours.  

His emotion impacts on your mind and grows in a cluster of 
negative energy.  

Can you see the dynamics? 

Now, here is the deal: Extra power gives you the energy to protect 
your mind space! Your thoughts are more important than his 
thoughts. A guy will not stop you. Not one rejection, not 1000! 

You see why we talk about power.  

Because no one has the right to kill your dignity!  

It is very simple.  

Your inner power has precisely this ability: To give you natural 
resources to preserve your mind space.
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The underlying dynamics of 

rejection 

There is a fundamental misunderstanding about the dating scene: 
When you get rejected, it has nothing to do with love.  

It is a power mechanism.  

It is battle between two energies. 

The first energy is your desire, life force, will power. 

The second energy is a minute emotion projected in your mind 
space. This minute emotion is a mind pattern. It says something 
like: "I don't like you and I don't want to go out with you". 

This negative emotion is projected by someone else. 

Here is what will happen if you don't show your power at that 
moment: This minute negative emotion will take root in your mind. 
It will grow, make "babies" in your mind. Before you notice it, you 
are taken into a stream of negative thoughts and beliefs which block 
your mind and simply kill your life force. One person's rejection did 
generate a limit in your mind which was not there before. 

Here is what happens now if you express your fighting power in 
rejection situations. 

The first step: You go prepared. You have an emotional strategy 
to deal with rejection. 

The second step: You react straight away. You simply do not 
tolerate any negative emotion to come inside. A battle goes on. If 
you lose, it can eventually kill your life force. Don't tolerate 
someone else's negative emotion in your mind. Kill it! 

I know these words are hard and direct. This is what it is. Put it in 
the balance. This is about your mind space, life force, power and 
energy. When someone rejects you, it's a simple battle for power. It 
is a measuring of who is stronger psychically. If you let someone 
else's negative emotion impact on you, you lose the battle. Simple! 
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Life force is more precious than 

money 

The question is: "why is this happening?", "Why are energies 
conflicting in the first place?", "Why would someone have such a 
negative impact by rejecting you?"  

The answer is simple: you challenged their space first.  

Imagine, someone is having a drink.  

You go and talk to that person with the intention of building up 
something.  

Your energy is a challenge, intrusion or opening in their mind space. 
Their rejection is nothing personal.  

It is a defense mechanism which says: "I have other projects in 
mind right now and I will be tough on you". 

It's part of your instinctual nature to measure your level of power 
when meeting someone.  

Competition is a natural instinctual response. 

This is why it happens. Of course, as a human being your emotions 
are more complex, but the basic mechanism is still the same. A 
rejection has nothing to do with love.  

It is a mutual measure of power. 

If you let rejection impact on your mind, it simply kills your life 
force. Your defense instinct gives you various options: 

• You can fight back: "I was just kidding anyway. You are not 
worth it!" 

• You can leave and step out of that person's zone of influence.  

• You can challenge others by fighting back or measuring 
yourself with them.  

• You can "reject rejection" and insist until you find an 
opening in the person who rejected you. 
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• You can ask for support and call a friend 

• You can let rejection bounce on the surface of your mind 
and simply laugh about it. 

I don't know about you but this last option truly seduces me. That's 
the one I want, don't you? 

Imagine rejection simply bouncing on the surface of your mind and 
you simply laughing about it. 

How can this happen? It can happen because you are prepared and 
you have other sources of power which do not depend on your 
"rejecter's" validation. 

Trust and confidence is built inside. They are rooted deep in 
your mind and stabilize your emotional space. 

These sources of power are your true instinctual power. You can as 
well get other sources of support. For instance, when you get 
rejected, pick up your mobile and call a close friend to tell what 
happened. Your friend will give you validation for your action and 
strengthen your inner power. 

These are all power dynamics. Love is there as well of course 
responsible for another set of dynamics. 

If you want to get the tools to be rejection proof, you need to 
gather this inner power and go for it. Remember, it is battle for 
life force and energy.  

These are very precious.  

Give yourself the power tools to protect them. 
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Wake up your fighting power 

The first step is to understand and accept these power dynamics. 

Once you realize and see them, it is already 50% of the work which 
is done.  

Developing your inner power happens quite naturally once you 
realize this is what you need. You simply go for it, because your 
"fighting" power is already present you.  

Often, you simply don't dare to tap into it or don't really know how 
to use it.  

Do you even realize it is already in you? 

Waking up your power is an exhilarating feeling.  

When it happens, it's truly like waking up.  

You realize it is this freeing force which removes layers of old 
conditioning, sets you free and ready to face future challenges with 
fun and excitement.  

A challenge is only an occasion to train your power.  

Using your power is fun and exciting. 

Be rejection proof! 
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If you got hurt in the past 

If you got hurt in the past when falling in love, I know exactly how 
you feel. 

You get hurt for one simple reason: 

You love someone who does not love you back enough. 

The reason you get hurt is because he is in your mind taking all the 
space.  

His presence in your mind is killing you. It is making you vulnerable 
and powerless.  

If you want to survive this "emotional test" You need two things: 
extra power and effective strategies. 

This is a battle for power. This battle is happening in your mind. 

What you want is to gain back control over your life. In other terms, 
you need to kick him out of the "control seat". It is a battle. It is a 
battle for your own life and emotional autonomy. 

You want to fall in love and stay in charge of your life! 

It is very simple. Don't "abandon yourself" in your love quest. The 
dating equation is now to enjoy your love life at 100%. 

This book is a new and refreshing mind set. It gives you all the tools 
to stay in charge when you fall in love. 

This is not about controlling your relationship. It is about staying in 
control of your life. 

This is your number 1 priority! 

Right now, you have two options: 

• The first one is to lose yourself next time you fall in 

love. You'll start feeling insecure, missing him a lot, being 
overtaken by a flow of emotions without knowing how to deal 
with them. If it does not work out, you might eventually be so 
scared of falling in love again that you will altogether shut 
down to men and relationships. 
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• The second one is to wake up your full power now and 
discover effective strategies to thrive with your love 
experience rather than suffering from it. 

Why do we say: "falling in love"? Because for women like you, this 
is exactly how it feels most of the times.  

Falling in love?  

Here are other terms for falling: crashing, getting hurt, collapsing, 
going down, descending. 

There is no sense of "rising" in these terms. There is no sense of joy, 
pleasure or fun. This is wrong!!! 

You want your love experience to be different! You want this to 
change! You want a new mind set and new tools which allow you to 
enjoy love rather than being a victim of it. 

Here are some powerful strategies you can apply right now: 

• Open up to more than one man. Why is that? Because the 
moment you do, you make sure that you stay the center of 
your universe. When you are in love, you become 
magnetically attractive to the opposite sex. Go with it! Flirt 
and stay open. Commit yourself only when it's 100% clear it 
is a two ways thing. 

• You are in charge! You decide what you want and when you 
want it. No one will boss you around or tell you what to do. 
Don't let anyone tell you what to do! Give your love, not your 
power. You are in control of your life. Stay in charge! 

• Enjoy at 100%! You do this by focusing on the moment right 
now. Make sure that you stay centered in the present. Future 
plans and security come after. The first love skill is to enjoy 
right now what is in front of you. This is a gift! 

• Keep the mystery alive! Don't reveal your strategies. 
Protect your territory by keeping aspects of your life for 
yourself. 

• Be ready any time! He can cheat, leave or not return your 
calls. This can happen any time. Be ready for it. Stay awake! 
Have a strategy for every situation. You stay a winner always! 
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• Invest one step at a time! If you give too much too soon, 
you'll crash. Guaranteed! Give a little, step back and let them 
respond. Too high expectations kill your love. Stay real! 

• Give each other space! Having a couple of contacts in the 
week is okay. Spending 24 hours a day with each other in the 
early stages will asphyxiate any new relationship. Stay socially 
active, challenge yourself and keep investing in your career or 
studies. 

You want one simple thing: you want to enjoy your love experience. 

The way to go is not to fall in the first place: it is to thrive. 

The idea of succeeding with love has nothing to do with staying with 
a man for a life time. This can of course be part of the story but the 
real success has to do with the way you stand in it. 

You can master your love life. This is what you want to do right 
now. No more pain. No more hurt. You are in charge. Love is one of 
the key energies in your life. It is one magic gift given to you. 

Now, if you ad this dimension of power to it, you multiply its effect. 
You want the tools to empower your love life.  
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Protect yourself! 

Your mind, love and energy are precious.  

Dating can be a battle for power, attention and love. The goal is 
simple: invest in what has chances to blossom. 

If you keep on giving and get nothing in return, you feel depleted, 
dependent and miserable on the long term. 

This might be the reason the expression “falling in love” exists. 

It does not need to be that way. Love is magical. It is a force, 
substance, power or energy. 

You want to get the skills to master that energy. 

This is the real revolution in your dating life. You were raised to 
believe that you need to surrender, give up and abandon yourself to 
the love of a man. 

This is a nice romantic idea. It works only if he does the same. 

In reality, love and romance work better if you stay awake. When 
romance builds up you want a strong foundation to secure it. If you 
want to enjoy it, you need to play with those energies rather than 
being slave of them. 

For many women, falling in love has nothing to do with happiness. 
Don’t you think it’s crazy?  

You see one of your friends falling for a guy and within a month she 
can end entangled in a labyrinth of emotions which drain her in a 
self destructive spiral. I see this happening so often! Don't you? 

At least half of the dating situations women face have nothing to do 
with fun, happiness or pleasure: falling in love often generates fears, 
tensions, pain, dependence and much more. 

The happiness side of it is of course present but seems to be lost in 
these flow of uncontrolled emotions. 

The goal is simple: Shift this dynamic! 

I wrote this book for one simple reason: I want women like you to 
own their love life.  
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I want you to enjoy it fully from beginning to end. Don’t be the 
slave of your love, don’t be slave of your passions and emotions. 

It is your life and you won’t kill the magic by being in charge of it. 
Surf the waves of your passions. Play with them! And don’t let them 
sink you in emotional turmoil. 

What do you need to achieve that? Extra power and effective 
strategies.  

You can get hurt! Do what it takes to protect yourself and defend 
your emotional territory. 

Love is so much more enjoyable when you are fully awake! 

You can be drunk by the nectar of love. You can feel the trance of it 
vibrating in your body. The stronger your emotional foundation, the 
more love you can take. 

You want to enjoy this ride! You don’t want to be one more of 
passion’s victims. Love claimed enough suffering. It is time to ad a 
quality to empower your love life. 

Will you kill the magic by taking responsibility? Not at all! The exact 
opposite will happen! When you have greater control and mastery 
of your love life, you can guide your experience in a more enjoyable 
way. You can decide where and how you want to travel this 
adventure. 

Dare to be in charge and create a dating foundation which gives you 
this extra kick of energy. 

If you go to sea, what do you prefer, a vulnerable unstable boat or 
a strong catamaran which can ride the waves using the best and 
latest technology. 

You want the skills. You want synchronicity. You want a mind set 
which gives you the power to dance. 

Believe me, you don’t want to miss this chance! 

Does this mean that you control your partner? Not at all. It is about 
mastering emotions and the winds of desire. It is about using these 
forces to create your love life. 
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When you partner with someone, you manipulate energies to create 
expected results. You do this together because you have a common 
goal. You want to play with your passion, not be the slave of it. 

Imagine being in nature. You can be the victim of the elements or 
you can play with the winds. Wind can be both a constructive or 
destructive force. If you use it wisely, it carries you forward in an 
exciting ride. If you work against it, it can tear you apart and 
destroy your efforts. 

The same goes for love. Love is like wind. It can be the most 
empowering force in your life and as well the most destructive one. 

How to make it empowering? See it is as a substance you can shape. 
You can create a temple with it. You can create beauty and 
immense bliss. 

Your goal is to master the dating environment. You want to 
empower your love life.   
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I always get hurt! - I always fall 

for guys who are taken!  

When you fall for a guy and start hoping to be with him, you 
already invest yourself emotionally. 

If it does not work out, you spend lots of energy recovering your full 
emotional base. 

You jump from "Island of hope" to "Island of hope". 

Every time you have a crush, the same story happens again, right? 

You want to break the cycle? 

Here is what you must do: Instead of relating to one guy, learn to 
relate to guys in general. 

It is truly like fishing. Have you ever been fishing? 

If you see a school of fishes, you don't say: "I want that one!!! 
That's the one for me!" 

No, you say: "I want a fish" 

It is simply easier to catch one when you don't limit your choice. 

I know this is quite a shift but it is simply the way it works. 

If you don't want to get hurt, don't give your emotional "hopes" to 
just one guy. 

Take an example:  

You go online and see 20 pages of profiles.  

You have two ways to take your next step: 

• The first way is to select just one guy you really like 
(out of 400 faces) and pursue that man until you get him. 

• The second way is to make two groups: in the first group, 
you put all the guys you definitely are 100% sure you don't 
even want to relate to. In the second group, you put all the 
guys you could relate to (not even date, only relate to). 
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Now, out of 400 profiles, you should probably have 200 potential 
guys you can relate to. Don't be picky at this stage.  

After that? Start interacting with them in a free, light and open way. 

This second approach works much better!!!  

Why is that? 

• Because you stay emotionally free! 

• You stay the center of your world 

• If one guy rejects you, you still have 199 other choices! 

• You take it lightly 

• There is much less at stake 

• You develop precious flirting skills without risking too 

much 

• It is fun! 

• Etc.  

You know already about the "one crush guy" strategy.  

You know where it takes you and you know that you will probably 
still looking for a boyfriend 2 years later. 

Shift your strategy right now.  

Even if you feel it goes against your nature, try the second strategy. 

Try interacting with men in a lighter way rather than focusing on 
finding Mr. Right straight away. 

As soon as you take that step, it will give you a massive confidence 
boost and radically shift the way you stand in the dating world. 

Believe me, it works!!! 

You'll feel the change instantly! 
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Help! I don’t want to get 

emotionally involved! 

When you feel attraction building up, you can resist it because you 
are afraid of what will happen next. 

You believe you can't play the game because you don't want to get 
involved with a man. 

You are right with the wanting to stay emotionally free.  

The best way to respond to attraction and stay emotionally free is to 
keep your options open. 

If one guy flirts with you and you start being attracted, you'll get 
involved if he is your only option. 

If you have a few men validating you as a woman and you feel 
them attracted to you, it radically shifts the balance.  

It gives you power and allows you to stay the center of your life. 

There are two levels of involvement or commitment: 

The first one is an emotional one.  

It is not a conscious decision.  

You simply notice that you start thinking and feeling for one given 
guy a lot.  

The result is usually that you stop searching further.  

This creates a natural emotional exclusivity in which you start 
feeling trapped (if it's not what you want). 

If you want to stay and feel free, the goal is to shift this balance 
and consciously invest in connections you have with other men. 

You stay free and non exclusive as long as there are no signs of 
mutual commitment. 

If you know where a connection is going and it is not what you want 
(for instance into a steady committed relationship) it is your right to 
stay free and non committed. 
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The second level of commitment by the way is when two persons 
consciously agree to be exclusive with each other and not date any 
one else. 

If you don't want to be exclusive and keep your freedom, simple:  

light date a few men at the same time. 

Is this okay?  

100% yes!!! 

Times are changing. 

If in the early stages of dating, if you rely on just one guy, there are 
always chances for you to get disappointed because you have too 
high expectations. 

It is okay to keep your options open and behave like a happy single 
until you really want to commit yourself to someone. 

Being single is okay!  

It is more than okay! It is great! 

What matters is that it fits with what you want and what you need.  

You are the one who decides! 

No one can force you into something which does not feel right for 
you. 

When you want to stay free, you have to fight a few battles: 

• Pressure from society, family and friends to be in a "couple" 
situation. 

• Pressure from guys you might be light dating who want to 
"own you" and in a way, limit your space and freedom. 

Remember, you own your life!  

You are the one who decides and there isn't a given model that 
everyone has to follow. 

Enjoy your freedom!  
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It is your given right! 
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He stood me up twice! What do I 

do now? 

This is simply not respectful. 

With online dating (and even dating in general), there is always a 
small chance for this kind of things happening.  

Guys can play games. 

The best way to stand in this is to cut contact.  

I know it is tough and not easy to understand, but some guys 
simply lack respect. 

Step back and let go.  

You can eventually give it one last shot and find out why he did not 
show up. 

However, when this happens twice in a row and he does not 
apologize or give you a valid reason, it is not a good sign. 

Keep your options open and do focus on men who are willing to 
respect certain limits and boundaries. 

Your time is precious and not showing up is a sign of disrespect. 

Step back and accept this as a learning experience.  

You did everything right. 

Learn from it and keep your options open. 

If you want to go for it, you can as well send him a clear message 
telling him that this was plain disrespectful.  

You won't let anyone treat you like that. 

You will now cut any further contact with him. 
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Part 4 - Key dating 

skills 
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Top 10 dating strategies 

• Make him feel like a man – Dare to be sexy 

A guy will be attracted to you because of the way you make 
him feel. If you feel feminine, he will feel like a male. If you 
don't dare to express your sexiness, it will naturally crush his 
ability to express his masculinity. 

• Don't wait for him to take action! If you like him, 
initiate contact! 

This is good news! The macho era is over and women are 
liberated! So, take action and establish connections you love! 
It is your right! 

• Keep your options open 

Never commit to a guy who does not commit to you in return. 
This would be the best way of getting hurt. Keep you options 
open as long as you did not decide together to be exclusive 
with each other. 

• Do what it takes to succeed! 

Invest in your "dating body" and dating skills! If you feel you 
don't get results, make it your top priority for 3 months. 
Every day, take a few steps to make yourself more attractive 
and get in touch with new potential dates. 

• Use the net! 

Nowadays, dating without the internet is like living without a 
cell phone. As soon as you get online, you multiply your 
chances of meeting someone by 10! Combine live and internet 
strategies. They go hand in hand. 

• Focus first on flirting with him! 

If you like a guy, don't walk to him and ask him out. Focus 
first on flirting and building up complicity. The relationship or 
dating "thing" comes later. Once he warms up to the idea that 
you are fun to be with, he'll be an easy pray! 

• If he already has a girl friend, move on! 

Same if is married, is attached to an ex or has strong views 
on someone else and tells you so. 
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• Never pursue a guy, act desperate or clingy! 

If he thinks he has to feed your world for you to feel good 
about yourself, it will turn him off instantly. A guy is not here 
to rescue you from a life you don't like; he is there to partner 
for an even more exciting adventure. You must be happy with 
or without him. 

• Respect a "No, thank you" sign 

Guys and women have boundaries. Respect his limits if you 
want guys to respect yours. 

• 0% Demands 

A guy owes you nothing, so don't walk in his life like you have 
the right to tell him what to do or what not to do. Simple, you 
don't! If you respect his freedom, he'll have no problem 
spending time with you. Now, bring in one inch of control and 
you'll kill the magic instantly. 
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How to develop a magnetic 

personality 

Developing a magnetic personality is truly the core of being 
successful in flirting and in the dating scene. 

Here is what you can do to develop your magnetism: 

Magnetism comes from a sense of enjoyment for life.  

The moment you express your emotions, are outgoing and fun to be 
with, you naturally generate these waves of excitement around you 
and guys do click on it. 

In fact you make dozens of choices every day:  

• What you read 

• What you think 

• Your job or studies 

• Small talk topics 

• Areas of interest 

• Etc. 

As soon as you meet someone, it is truly easy to smile, right?  

This is not a projection of some form of superficial positivism.  

Joy and pleasure are very powerfully attractive forces. 

This dimension of seductive mystery is in you.  

You can stay subtle with that.  

Joy, and fun don't have to be loud.  

You can enjoy in a subtle way and project waves of fun and 
pleasure around you. 

Guys connect with this.  

They respond to life force. 
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They respond to what you radiate.  

Sure, looks, and personality are central as well.  

Now, there is a more subtle message your being radiates.  

It has to do with health, inner vitality, inner freshness.  

If you feel energized and vital inside, you naturally reflect these 
qualities on the people you meet. 

This means that a balanced life is the core of your attractive power. 

Your personality is a space you build and conquer step by step. 

Guys do respond to a whole set of qualities your radiate when you 
meet them. 

You already know what these qualities are.  

All you need to do is free them in you. 
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Play the game 

With dating, it's all about daring.  

The dating scene has a simple rule:  

People are there for fun.  

No hang ups.  

No late night therapy sessions.  

Put aside serious conversations and play the game. 

When you play the game, you accept that the core of this is fun.  

It is a mind set.  

You prepare yourself.  

You condition your being to simply play that role.  

You remove anything which is unattractive in you and open up at 
100%.  

You are super conductive to life.  

No fears, no doubts, no hesitations.  

You respond to opportunities! 

What usually stops you from succeeding are invisible anchors of 
doubts in your mind.  

You doubt, hesitate or don't dare to take the steps. 

The word is simple:  

Dare! 
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Dare to be sexy! 

There is no vulgarity in being sexy.  

There is nothing cheap about it.  

Being sexy is your way of putting yourself in your best good light. 

How can you be sexy?  

It is very simple actually:  

Next time you go shopping for clothes, choose something sexy 
rather than comfortable.  

The moment you do, you stretch slightly your natural limit. You 
dare.  

You dare to show your body in a different light.  

You color your being with this special touch of attraction.  

Guys love it. 

If you go shopping with a boyfriend he'll always end up pushing you 
for buying more sexy stuff.  

Shorter skirt, shorter sleeves, open, colorful.  

If this is what guys go for, what stops you giving it to them?  

Nothing. 

Remove doubts, hesitations and preconceptions and bring the best 
out of you. 

This is about life force.  

It's not even about sex.  

It is about radiance and shining.  

It is about waking up this extra glimpse of inner refinement which 
will show in your smile and confidence. 

You don’t want to hide.  
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You want to show your beauty. 

To do this you want extra power and confidence.  

You want to dare and simply show yourself in your best light. 

There is competition for attention.  

Other girls might react to your presence.  

They might get jealous or challenge you.  

It is a battle. No doubt about it. 

You need to create your dating body.  

Your dating body is your role.  

It is the vehicle you use when you go out or meet a guy for a drink. 

It is you! 

There is nothing artificial about it.  

You play the game.  

It's simple. 

You don’t want to hide.  

You want to show yourself and consciously step out of your comfort 
zone.  

You are ready for a new picture.  

You want to reach beyond this territory.  

You want to take an extra step.  

You want to take risks! 
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First date - I have no clue! - 

Haven't had a date in 5 years 

Here is a simple advice:  

Focus on fun, excitement and quality time. 

If what you shared worked by phone, do the same in person. 

Here is more advice: keep the date light and short. 2 to 3 hours. 

Finish on a high note so that you want to meet again soon. 

Don't go all the way to intimacy on the first date. 

Stretch it instead over a few weeks. 

If you unveil everything at once, you'll kill the magic. 

• If he asks to drive you home should I accept? 

This is up to you, but it should be alright.  

Don't let him in your house this time though. 

It will tease his curiosity and make him come back for more. 

• A last kiss?  

Yes! If you give him nothing, he'll think you are playing with 
him. 

• If he wants to hang out as his house after, should you 

accept? 

I would say "No". You might stretch the date too long and 
miss on giving it rhythm.  

Keep it for the following date. 

• After date?  
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Contact him only once or twice max in the week. If you call 
every day, you'll asphyxiate what is building up. Trust and let 
it grow in its own way.  

You won't lose what you have by giving it space. You'll simply 
allow it to grow in its own way. 

• When to meet again?  

One week later is a good timing. 

If you meet too soon, you won't have enough space to refresh 
what you already shared.  
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He’s got lots of girls after him - 

Do I need to hurry? 

Essential question! 

What you need to win the challenge is to be at your best. 

Remove anything which you consider unattractive in you. 

Don't go to him and say that you like him.  

Perfect your flirting skills instead and if you think you are not at 
your best, do something to be straight away. 

Remember to stay cool and protect yourself emotionally.  

If you have a crush on a guy who is very successful with girls, 
chances are that he will make you work harder to get to him. 

If there is lots of competition, you need to apply all your flirting 
tools and perform at you your best. 

Now, don't pursue him.  

You'll sound needy if you do.  

Respect his space and play fair.  

This will give you an edge that guys like. 

Give him consciously all the space and freedom he wants.  

If he knows he can be with you without feeling limited in any way, it 
will be a massive turn on.  

If you try to limit him or claim him and he'll run away. 

If you go after a guy who is very successful, all it means is that you 
have to multiply your flirting, dating and seduction skills. 

Being good or average is not enough. You want to be the best. 

This will force you to go deeper and perfect your charm and what 
you have to offer.  
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Trust your instincts and dare to play the game, fully! 
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My social circle is limited - How 

can I meet new men? 

The net works wonders.  

I know dozens of people who found their dates on dating sites. 

If you have any resistance for going that way, double check it!  

Real people! Real lives!  

It is exciting because you can get in touch with many interesting 
people in no time. 

You have great control. If you don't like someone, you just block 
them from contacting you. It is easy and direct. 

The public place thing (cafe, pub, party, etc) is a good option but 
most of the times, you have too little choices and it can go very, 
very slow. 

With the net you can check people's profiles, get an idea of what 
they want and see if you would be a good match. 

Nowadays, dating without going online is like living without a cell 
phone.  

Dating sites do multiply your potential and results by 10 instantly. 

Are there any risks online?  

Tell you the truth, it is 10 times more risky to sit alone at a cafe 
than to be online at home in front of your computer.  

The net is safe! It is very safe compared with a public place. 

It's like everywhere, you might come across a guy who behaves like 
a jerk.  

Now, if this happens at a party, this guy will be right in front of you.  

On the net, it is much simpler: you delete their message and block 
them from contacting you again in the future.  

It is simple and direct. 
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If you didn't try, my advice is: register for a free profile and get a 
taste of how it works and how it feels. 

There are many places where you can get started. Simply make a 
search online for “dating sites”. In most of these sites, you can post 
a profile for free and in some of them, you can even  communicate 
for free with other members straight away. 

There are literally hundreds of them, so do some research and find 
an option that you like. 

The best is to step in and get familiar with the environment.  

After a week or so, if you haven't been contacted, start sending 
some light messages, winks, etc. 

No need to force it. It happens naturally. 

By the way, don’t discard the "live options".  

Expanding your social circle and going out a lot is great and does 
work.  

It is good however to try different things and see what works for 
you.  

Again, the difference between net and live is like the difference 
between meeting in person or talking on the phone.  

You can decide to meet a friend somewhere or you can grab your 
cell phone and send them a Text message.  

Both work. They simply complement each other. 

Don't discard any option, otherwise you'll limit your window of 
opportunities. 

The best way to find out what works for you is to try and 
experiment. 

If you step back, hesitate and keep thinking about it without taking 
action, you'll miss opportunities.  
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We kissed at a party – Now he 

hasn’t called back 

There can be a dozen reasons a guy might not respond to an 
invitation:  

• He can be busy with an ex 

• Worried about work or studies 

• Face a financial challenge 

• Work on a business project 

• Have someone else in mind 

• Etc. 

For two people to connect, it has to be the right time and right 
energy.  

Sometimes you send him an email and the timing is not right for 
him. 

Sometimes the timing is right but something else urgent comes up.  

Sometimes, his mind is simply busy with something else. 

This does mean that you have no potential; it simply means that he 
can't follow up on your invitation right now, whatever the reason. 

Now, emails do sometimes get lost amongst layers of spam and 
other junk. It is the truth. 

If you already sent him an email, it is perfect. 

Let at least a week in between. Just in case he was planning to 
respond.  

No demand, no pressure. 

If you have his number, try a Text message or a short message on 
his voice mail.  

Sometimes, a guy won't answer an email but will happily respond to 
a Text message.  

Wonder why??? That's simply the way it is. 
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If he does not respond the third time, send him one last message 
(all that over a period of a month or so) and say something funny 
like: 

"I have a whole tribe of potential lovers calling for my attention... so 
good to be free!" 

Or  

"So many men... So little time" 

This will give him a clear signal: you have plenty of options.  

Unless he makes a move, you'll soon be in the arms of another men 
and the delicious party kiss he enjoyed so much will remain 
suspended as a drop of desire in his mind. 

See how it works? 

You did your part.  

Congratulations for taking the step!  

You did the right thing. 

Now it's up to him. 
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I’ve got his number – What to do 

next? 

The next obvious step is to call him, right? 

Here is what you can say:  

"Hi, this is ... I hope you don't mind me calling you. I got your 
number from ... . I had a good time the other day.  

Simply wanted to tell you.  

Look, there is a party coming up next Saturday and I was planning 
on going there with some friends.  

If you want to show up, I'm sure it will be fun..." 

This is a kind invitation. 

If he can't or has other plans, no worries.  

The first step is to give him a clear message that you are interested.  

Keep it light and make him realize that you will have fun whether he 
is there or not.  

You are simply opening a door for him. 

Now, when you make such call, keep in mind that it's 50/50.  

He could respond or not.  

This means that you want to have a strategy in case he does not go 
with it.  

Change the topic.  

Ask him about his day and what he enjoy doing usually in the week 
ends, etc. 

Keep it light and keep it short (5 min max). 

Finish on a high no matter the outcome.  
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Say something like: "Well, it was nice catching up with you. Hope 
you can make it on Saturday... It will be fun" 

It is very important not to bring any questions, issues or insecurities 
on your side.  

A one time call like this one is exciting if you keep it short and 
exciting.  

You need to feel energized after it.  

After that, move on!  

The ball is on his side.  

You initiated the connection.  

Now, let it go and keep your options open.  

Don't expect anything.  

Simply be proud of yourself for having taken the step! 

Any action is always a victory in the dating scene, no matter the 
outcome. 

Go for it! 
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Are there any dating or love 

rules? 

Yes, there are! 

However, most of it is simply common sense and instinctual 
response to dating situations. 

You are not born with rules. 

Rules are habit patterns which are developed because they are 
repeated often. 

If a particular behavior or attitude is repeated enough times and it 
works really well, then it naturally becomes a "rule" or a dating 
"guideline". 

True, it is like cooking or playing music. If you don't know where to 
start, then check a manual and learn from the experience of those 
who went there before. 

If you feel limited by a rule and would rather run free, dare to 
simply trust your instinct and follow your intuition. It usually works 
wonders. 

A musical piece can be played systematically in a technical way 
without waking up deep feelings and emotions, right? 

Some musicians don't have a perfect technique but the way they 
play wakes up profound emotions. 

The best is to have a good technique + the passion and emotions to 
energize this experience. 

This works with dating as well. 

With dating, I would say: free yourself from 95% of the rules and 
go by instinct.  

The moment you face a challenge you can't overcome, do some 
research and benefit from other's experience.  

You don't have to reinvent the wheel.  
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You will notice that certain behaviors or attitudes never work while 
others give you great response. 

Okay, here are some "dating guidelines" examples (softer than the 
"rule" thing): 

• When you are on a date with a partner, don't talk about your 
exes 

• If you had a great date, let him or her know via a Text 
message, email or quick phone call the following day. 

• Focus on fun an quality time when you are on a date 

• Avoid small talk topics like politics, religion, problems at work, 
problems with an ex, hang ups, etc. 

• Focus instated on light and  fun topics, your passions, etc. 

• Don't monopolize the attention, be interested and simply 
listen at least 60% of the time. 

• Etc. 

You get the picture? 

The term rule is  bit heavy.  

I would go for a softer word like "guideline".  

It is good to realize that with dating there are behaviors and 
attitudes which never work while others do work.  

Your number one guiding forces are your instincts and intuition, 
definitely.  

If you trust yourself, you might get it right 90% of the time.  

Now, sometimes you face a challenge and don't know how to 
overcome it.  

A book like this one or a "10 tips" article or some dating advice will 
help you find what is missing. 

I am convinced that if you set up your mind to it, you will eventually 
break through any dating challenge.  
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Now, you can take a short cut and benefit from the experience of 
others. 

You can use terms like effective strategies, dating guidelines, dating 
tips, etc.  

All these express a "winning" mind set. One which eventually get 
you where you want to be. 

There are dozens of guidelines you can design, write about or 
discuss.  

Most of them are subject to discussion. 

A dating guideline is never true at 100%.  

There are always exceptions where a guideline will be successfully 
broken. 

Can you see how it works? 

Keep general guidelines in mind and trust your instincts at the same 
time.  

Own these skills, learn by experience, keep what you find useful 
and get rid of what you don't need. 

Sounds like a good way to succeed with your love life! 
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How do I make myself more 

approachable to men? 

This question is essential!!!!  

More important than you will ever imagine. 

Guys hate rejection.  

In fact when you wonder why a guy is not taking initiative when he 
indeed looks interested, you can bet that he thinks he might get 
rejected. 

Sometimes, he misses the skills and simply doe not have a clue of 
what to say. 

If you want a guy to approach you, you need to give him clear signs.  

Give him VERY CLEAR signs that you won’t reject him. 

Eye contact works best.  

After that, share a few words and sound really open. 

The moment he knows he won't be rejected and look like a fool on 
the dance floor, it takes away most of the resistance. 

Your body language tells a lot!  

A smile and eye contact are direct invitations to connect with you. 

If he does not take the initiative and you want him to know that he 
has a real chance, write your number on a piece of paper and give it 
to him.  

Simply look at him straight in the eyes, smile and say: "Call me!" 

There is still no guarantee that he will call but it is the best way of 
opening a door and making it easy for him. 

If you want to make him work harder, tease him.  

This always works, the moment you are having fun, it breaks the ice 
and makes it very easy for him to open up. 
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Smile! And eye contact!  

Show him you are open for contact. 

That's it! 
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When is the right time to say “I 

love you” 

Saying "I love you" or "I am in love with you" is a big step. 

What you are in fact saying is: 

"I am ready to have a fully committed relationship with you". 

Now, if he is not ready to give this love back to you, you might end 
up giving more than what you receive. 

Before you go ahead with this, ask yourself these simple questions: 

• Is he ready to commit? 

• Would he say "I love you" back? 

• Do you feel him emotionally free to invest in a long term 
relationship with you? 

The "I love you" thing makes it very serious and if the complicity is 
not yet strong enough between the two of you, he can feel 
pressured, and it could be a turn off. 

It takes two people really ready to commit to take the next step. 

If your instinct tells you that he won't take that step, or if he gives 
you clear signs that he does not want a commitment, then better 
protect yourself and "keep it light" and focus on building complicity 
and chemistry instead. 

This is the best way to protect yourself and not give more than what 
he is willing to give in return. 

The number one source of love ache is when you give your love to 
someone who does not love you back to the same extent.  

This creates an emotional gap. 

My advice would be:  

Don't open up if he is not ready to open up himself, otherwise, 
you'll end up giving more than what you will receive. 

Now, this is only a word of warning and a precaution.  
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If you feel you can open up and stay emotionally free no matter 
what he responds, then go ahead and trust your instinct.  

What matters is that no one gets hurt, right? 
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Dating two guys at the same 

time – Is it okay? 

You have been in touch with two different men online. 

Now they both ask you to meet.  

Should you choose for one of them now or should you accept both 
dates and make up your mind later? 

My answer is simple: 

Yes! Accept both invitations. 

With online dating, there are no guarantees and everyone 
"networks". 

When you go on a first date (and even a few dates) with someone, 
there is not yet a commitment.  

Commitment and exclusiveness come after, once you both agree 
that you really want to be with each other. 

You do 100% the right thing when keeping your options open.  

This makes sure that you don't "over invest" too soon.  

You stay free!  

They stay free! 
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I am so obsessed with my crush! 

– How do I get over him? 

Here is what to do when you feel that way: 

The goal is to consciously establish connections with other guys.  

If he is in your mind so much that you can't think or function 
normally anymore, the goal is truly to get your full power back. 

You want to recover control over your mind and life. 

A crush is first a love connection.  

You can use this "energy" to create. 

Many operas, paintings, or songs are the expression of a love 
connection. 

If you can't live it, express it in a creative way. 

Sharing in forums or understanding more about yourself is a way of 
growing with it as well. 

Remember that any challenge can teach you something essential 
about yourself and force you to find resources in you that you didn't 
even know you had. 

Tap into your instincts and fight the battle to get back full ownership 
over your life. 

You are the one in charge, right? 

The top priority though is to connect with new guys.  

You don't have to date seriously or in a committed way.  

Simply establish new connections and flirt. 

As soon as you get validation from other men it takes your attention 
away from the other man. 

If you don't know where to start, go online and set up a free profile.  
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After that, let your imagination wonder over the pictures of the guys 
you see online. 

Keep it light and open and interact in a casual and free way. 

You'll notice that as soon as you do that, you might feel attraction 
for other men straight away. 

Interact lightly without getting attached to anyone in particular. 

This is a direct way to get your power back. 
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I like him! Should I tell him? 

The question is: 

Does it work to express your feelings to him? 

Does it work to open up to him when you feel him uncertain? 

The answer is usually "no" it doesn't. 

Here is why:  

The moment you open up, you start saying things like:  

• "I like you" 

• "I love you" 

• "I feel like we would be good together" 

• etc. 

When you are still casually dating, it can be a turn off because you 
unveil straight away the plan of everything which will happen next. 

It works much better to keep the mystery alive. 

This is not playing games by the way, you simply let love build up in 
its own way and rather than opening up. 

You let complicity become stronger until suddenly, you feel that you 
are actually committed to each other. 

All this happens naturally.  

If you are not sure about his feelings, you risk an awkward situation 
because you would give everything to a guy without being sure he 
will love you back. 

It puts pressure straight away.  

There is a chance that he feels the same way as you and the "I love 
you" moment will suddenly be there naturally, when you both 
totally feel it. 

Let it grow and manifested in its own time; that way there are no 
risks neither for you nor for him.  
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You can express the fact that you like him in so many ways...  

Keep it light hearted. 

Let the passion build up and express your romantic feelings in a 
light hearted way. 

Stay on the fun and complicity building side. 

The truth is that when you say "I love you" to someone, most of the 
times, it means commitment on your side.  

It means that you want to belong to each other.  

It traces a very clear line of evolution for the two of you.  

It as well implies in a subtle way: "I want you to be mine" 

You see the dynamics? 

Let this moment come later when you are already naturally 
committed to each other.  

The "I love you" moment becomes then an affirmation of what you 
both already know. 
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Is confidence in women a turn on 

or a turn off for guys? 

Confidence is definitely a turn on! 

Guys are magnetized by confidence. 

Confidence is not arrogance and it is not aggressive. 

An aggressive woman will usually be intimidating for a guy. 

It's all a matter of balance and subtlety. 

If you feel good about yourself, you radiate this out and it makes it 
very easy for guys to enjoy your presence. 
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In love with your doctor, dentist 

or personal trainer? 

Your intuition is right: yes! As professionals, it's their job to be nice. 
They might feel something for you. However their professional 
boundaries force them to simply not cross the line.  

If they take a step and respond to your invitation it could bring 
trouble to their business and reputation. 

Suppose you really fall for your personal trainer. 

Is he married or already committed to someone? Find this out ASAP. 

Now that we know the objections, let's find a way to get around 
them: meet him outside of his professional context. Where does he 
hang out? Give him clear signs you like him. Smile. Slightly sustain 
eye contact. Find out if you like the guy outside of his professional 
context.  

Shift roles from professional-client to man-woman. 

Flirting is a natural way of being, so don't be afraid of flirting and 
expressing yourself, being sexy, even when he sees you 
professionally. Love is a natural stream! Express it! Let it radiate. 
Have fun with it. It wakes up your senses, wakes up your desires 
and excitement. It is a great gift! Follow your instinct! 

You can say "I like you" in so many ways: watch your body 
language, your posture, your looks, the tone of your voice. Be 
confident. Eat him with your eyes! Wake up his senses! 

Listen to his response. Don't make him feel uncomfortable. Again, 
the best is to connect with him outside of the professional context, 
that way, things are 100% clearer. 
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Work place romance – Can it 

work? 

Of course it can! 

Do you want to go for it?  

That's another question.  

Do you see yourself with this man 2 years from now?  

If you are unsure, keep it light and flirty.  

No need to "fix" things.  

Flirt in itself is okay.  

If you have been flirting with each other for some time and feel 
chemistry building up, it will naturally grow into something deeper 
and more meaningful. 

Work place romance is always tricky because if it does not work, 
you'll feel awkward, having to see each other every day.  

It can mess up your performance at work and destroy as well a light 
friendship. 

Don't mix the signals.  

Do you want to date the guy or is it just a flirt?  

If you are unsure, keep it light and enjoy it for what it is.  

The moment you try to fix things and transfer it in a dating context, 
you might kill the magic and lightness of it. 

You'll feel safer on the "teasing and flirty" territory.    
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Part 5 – How to flirt 
with men 
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You want to flirt! 

Flirting is “innocent”.  

It is the foreplay to relationships.  

It is open.  

It is freeing. 

Flirting is your way of connecting to men.  

It means showing interest while staying emotionally free. 

There is no sense of control, relationship or committed dating 
associated with it. 

This is why you can keep on flirting.  

You can flirt with many men.  

You can stay open. 

There is no taboo around it.  

Make it a play.  

Make it an exciting game. 

Smiling to a man does not mean that you give him your life.  

It means one thing: a smile! That's all! 

A smile is an exchange of life force.  

When you smile to a man, you give him a message.  

This message can be powerful and subtle at the same time.  

However, you are not committing to anything by doing that.  

You stay in charge of your life and simply say: "hey, here is a gift 
for you..." 

Many "work place flirts" are confused for serious relationships. 
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80% of the contacts you have with men could remain on the flirting 
ground.  

Only a very small proportion of these could turn into serious dating 
or even relationship. 

The good part of flirting is that it is non committed.  

You are and stay free. 

If you have a great evening at a social event and share a couple of 
smiles with a man you like, you can either built up on that and 
follow up on this experience, or you can enjoy it for what it is and 
let go.  

When you let go, you stay emotionally free. This is the art of 
playing with your flirting skills. 

Flirting can give you immense pleasure and validation from men. 

It stays on the non-exclusive ground.  

This is why it is so exciting: it feeds you with love and romance in a 
very innocent way. 

You can play with that.  

You need to put up clear boundaries though.  

You want to give guys direct signals when they come too close.  

Dare to educate them if they cross the line in any way. 

Be firm with your attitude.  

Stronger boundaries give you the power for greater intimacy when 
you want to.  
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What exactly is flirting? 

Flirting is a playful exchange of love and energy. 

When you flirt, you connect.  

You establish complicity.  

You recognize in the man you flirt with an essence you want to 
connect to. 

This is the essence of love.  

It is the desire to merge with a life force you recognize in the other 
being. 

This is why flirting is such an uplifting experience. 

When you flirt, you open up. 

Flirting is totally about loving men and enjoying their company. 

There are two main ways you can relate to a man:  

• The first one is competitive 
• The second one is collaborative 

When you establish complicity, you create a collaborative link. 

Basically, you join forces to create a special moment. 

Another word for complicity is synergy. 

Synergy is the art of synchronizing your energy. 

You stand together on a common ground. 

This common ground means that there is some form of recognition 
between you and a man. 

This is powerful! 

It is the opening of a door between two beings. 

It can stay light or grow into something deeper. 
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The important is that flirting rises from a desire to connect.  

You recognize in a man an essence you want to connect with. 

I know these are big words, but it is essential before you start 
flirting to understand the underlying dynamics of flirting. 

Flirting is a gift you give to each other. 

It rises from the desire to share. 
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How to wake up your flirting 

instinct 

True! Flirting is instinctual. 

The moves are in your genes and all you have to do is bring these 
skills to the surface.  

Now, you can sit back and hesitate or you can wake up and take 
action. 

Trying and experimenting is what makes a difference. 

To wake up your flirting skills, you need to jump in the water and 
experiment with them. 

The more you try, practice and play with flirting, the better you 
become at it. 

It is not a “head thing”.  

Go with the flow and do what comes to your mind first.  

Respond to inspiration.  

Trust your instincts. 

Dare! 
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It is in your hands! 

Guys are sometimes blind! 

They can barricade themselves behind walls of practicalities and 
forget to connect with the essential: the opposite sex. 

A guy can get so entangled in his work or self absorbed in his 
worries that he will miss all the signals you give him.  

Keep smiling. 

He’ll tend to simply look through beyond your body as if you were 
transparent. 

Frustrating isn’t it? 

I want to show you exactly how to break the walls and dissolve his 
resistances. 

If you think that you can sit back and wait for him to take action, 
forget it!  

90% of the guys you like won’t take the step because it is too dam 
risky!  

You look like a fool when a gorgeous girl looks at you and makes 
you feel like a total idiot by not responding to your invitation. 

So, girls and women! It is in your hands: the future of flirt on this 
planet is at least at 50% your responsibility ☺ 

If you don’t connect with it, you’ll miss dozens of opportunities and 
someone else will connect with the guy you like instead of you. 

Guys have a limited amount of RAM (free memory) in their minds.  

Unless you are number 1, you will be number 2 or further. 

You don’t want that. 

When you look at him, you want to hypnotize him with your smile.  

You want to stick a clear message on his forehead which says:  

“You and I? It could be fun! What do you say?” 
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Put aside taboos, fears and other resistances and play one of the 
greatest games there is in life: the play of flirt. 

PS: No, I’m not gay. And yes, as a guy, I am in the right place to 
show you what works and what doesn’t.  

Trust me! It is time for you to discover what goes on in a male’s 
mind. 
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So, where do you start with guys? 

It is actually very simple! 

Separation is boring.  

What makes you feel really good is exchange of life force in any way.  

Walls make people very unhappy and if you have the power to 
break walls with your smile, then you give yourself and any one else 
a very, very, big HUG!!! When doing so. 

Enough separation! Enough divisions! 

It is time to reconnect and rediscover the fun behind relating with 
the opposite sex. 

No more psycho-relationship dramas.  

This time is over for you! 

(I took this decision a long time ago) 

Now, there is no way back for you either.  

This is about rediscovering the dignity and the pleasure of exchange. 

Flirting is a way of recognizing someone else’s gift. I know… A bit 
cliché, but it is the truth! 

When you smile, you simply put down your weapons and say 
something like: “let’s be friends” 

No guy can resist a kind invitation. 

Right now, you are training yourself to reach men! 

You train yourself to develop a direct tool to dig in their minds and 
plant a very special seed in their mind. 

Save them! ☺ 
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How to connect with a man you 

like 

You know the feeling right? 

You have a crush or feel attraction towards a guy you know. 

The next question which comes to your mind is:  

What to do next? 

The first step is to flirt; it is not to date. 

Imagine: this man does not know you or maybe a little bit. 

You want to warm up the connection that you have with him so that 
dating eventually appears like the next natural step. 

In most situations, you can warm up the complicity and connection 
with him by establishing frequent contacts.  

Saying “Hi” when you see him, being interested and smiling is 
sometimes all it takes to build up a connection. 

Now, he will only decide to date you if you are number one in his 
mind. 

This means that being simply nice is not good enough.  

You want to manifest more qualities than that: you want to be sexy, 
fun, smart, exciting and attractive. 

You can’t simply sit in front of him and manipulate his mind so that 
he loves you.  

Luckily, this is not the way it works. 

The dating world is authentic and when you connect with someone, 
it is truly because it is the best thing which can happen to both of 
you.  

It is a true love connection. 

The power aspect which surrounds your connection is related with 
your ability to compete and protect what you have. 
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Love, however is what creates attraction.  

It is the core of your connection. 

It is instinctual and your respond to each other because of a stream 
of energy flowing between the two of you. 

The moment your flirt, chat or connect in any way, you swim in this 
river.  

You play with the flow and simply open doors when you feel an 
opportunity showing up. 

You have to take action but there are many ways you can take 
action: the first one is using purely your will power and the second 
is simply responding to opportunities which naturally come to you. 

Suppose you have an occasion to have a chat with him, here is 
what you can say: 

“Hi, so tell me about what you like in life… You seem pretty 
passionate about things and I wonder what is the force which drives 
you.” 

This is a very specific question.  

You ask him about what gives excitement to his life. 

The moment you say this, you set up the course of what you will 
talk about: passion and excitement. 

It is a perfect topic to start, right? 

If he answers and says something like: “I love bikes! I ride at high 
speed in windy roads in the week ends with some mates” 

You: “So, how does it make you feel when you are riding high speed 
on your bike?” 

Him: “Whaou, it’s just this feeling of freedom and power! I love it! I 
feel alive!” 

You can go deeper with that: “Is there anything else which makes 
you feel that way?” 

Etc. 
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You got it, right? 

If you talk about his passions and he feels emotionally high when he 
is with you, he will want more of that for sure. 

Imagine what would happen if you start a conversation about his 
problems at work or the latest political topic. 

You would have focused on problems, challenges and tensions and 
created a negative mind space. 

What he will remember from a 5 min chat with you is how he felt 
about himself when he was in your presence. 

If he felt good, he will want to recapture this impression and do it 
again. 

Now, this is not about creating a superficial feel good impression.  

You can have the same type of interaction and tease him or 
challenge him. 
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How to break the ice 

You probably had this experience a dozen times:  

You like a man.  

When you have an occasion to share a moment with him, you either 
say nothing, or say something and feel really stupid about it. 

You spend days wondering why you did not come with a smarter or 
funnier line. 

I am sure you would agree if I say that breaking the ice is the 
number one challenge when flirting. 

Is it okay to take the initiative? 

Should you wait for him to initiate the contact? 

What can you say when you approach him? 

The trick is very simple: 

Yes! It is okay to initiate the contact and approach him. 

If you wait for a man to take the initiative, you could be waiting for 
long. So go for it. 

Don’t try to hide the fact that you are flirting. It is okay to flirt and 
show him that you do in fact like him. 

Be subtle of course. If you are too loud in your approach, you’ll turn 
him off. 

Flirting is like dancing.  

You follow the natural stream of your instincts. 

Now, every time, you come closer to man, you need to break 
through his natural protections and find an opening. 

Never be pushy, demanding or arrogant. 

A bit of teasing is great. 

You want to create synergy with the man you connect to. 
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Synergy means that you synchronize your energy and emotions. 

You find a common ground. 

This common ground can be slightly competitive.  

Sentimentalism does not work. 

The streets or social situations are very competitive environments. 

The “micro partnership” that you create when you flirt must stand 
the waves of what happens around you. 

You need a dimension of power in what you create together.  

The best is to start on a neutral note: 

“So, are you enjoying the party?” 

After that, focus on building fun and teasing. 

When you flirt, you need to have a clear picture of where you are 
going. 

You are not directive but you are discriminative in what you want to 
create. 

What is your goal?  

Lightness, fun and complicity. 

The teasing part is essential in breaking the ice. It establishes your 
connection with that man on a playful ground which is what flirting 
is first about. 

When you move into a more seductive attitude, it is different: you 
bring in depth and desire. You consciously wake up his senses. 

The idea of sex is much more present when you seduce. You project 
your emotions and desires forward. 

There is more fire! 

What is your style? 

Are you playing “femme fatale” or are you keeping it light and open? 
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Flirting is definitely more innocent. 

If you don’t know where to start, go first for the lightness of flirting. 

Flirting is less challenging for a man. 

You can easily establish complicity and fun without moving to the 
warmer ground of sensuality. 

There is no commitment and no attachment involved in flirting. 

You can flirt without guilt with different men in the same evening 
without betraying anyone. 

Can you see how it works? 

You are free and open to establish fun connections. 
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How to tease a man 

When you tease, you are not aggressive. 

You find a weak point in the person and you challenge him.  

It is playful and it is an invitation for him to tease you back. 

Teasing is a play between two minds. 

Teasing is your second most important tool after your smile and eye 
contact. 

If you know how to tease, you are already good at flirting. 

If you don’t know how to tease, practice on some friends. Play 
teasing games. 

A few sessions with your coach can as well help you train these 
skills. 

Teasing skills is something you can learn. It is like finding a 
connection within a conversation and moving away from serious 
topics. 

Teasing is fun. It is fun for both sides. 

It breaks the ice. 

It is light and non aggressive. 

You don’t want to hurt anyone. You simply want to lighten up and 
bring the connection to a playful ground. 

Teasing is playful! 

The first reflex when you want to flirt is to tease.  

Here is a way to start teasing a guy: 

If he has a perfect body and he knows it, you can tease him on any 
other aspect of his body or anything related with him training hard. 

Here is what you can say: 

“So, do you have a life outside the gym?” 
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“Is it true that guys with big muscles have no brain?” 

“How do you actually take your steroids? With a shake in the 
morning or do you inject them in your but?” 

Be confident when you tease. 

Try it a few times and experiment with it.  

If you get it wrong one time, forgive yourself and perfect your 
technique. 

If you do it often, you’ll be excellent at it. 

The truth is that connections with guys become immensely fun 
when you can break the ice any time in any situation. 

Here is another example: 

Suppose the guy you flirt with has loads of money and it is obvious.  

Here is what you can say: 

“Every time I meet a rich guy, he is incredibly bored with his life. 
Are you bored with your life?” 

“Have you ever had a real job?” 

You show him one thing: you don’t take his money too seriously. 

You break the ice, slightly challenge him and make your connection 
exciting from the start. 

If you don’t know where to start with teasing a man, take these 
couple of examples and imagine other lines. 

Once you have a couple of ideas, you activate your “teasing skill”.  

The next step is to find a victim and give it a try. 

A couple of things to remember about teasing: challenge him only 
on aspects of his personality or life that he can truly take. 

For instance, don’t tease him about a painful divorce, a car crash or 
anything he seems to hurt about. 

When you tease him, don’t be aggressive or jealous. 
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You want to break the ice and reach him, not create a fight or an 
argument.  

The general tone is playful confidence.  

This is what you want to project. 

Enjoy the game! 
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I don’t know how to flirt with 

guys – How do you do that? 

If you are not used to flirting, it is a skill you want to develop and 
practice.  

If you do focus on it and keep learning new techniques and 
approaches, I am sure that you will become very good at it. 

The trick is to focus on it and look at it as something which can be 
learned and developed. 

Here is how you can start: 

The first step is to gain confidence.  

How do you do that?  

You feel great about your looks, what you wear and so on.  

The day you buy a new dress or get a new hair style, it gives you a 
huge confidence boost, right?  

You can do that even more.  

Give extreme good care to your appearance and dare to go for 
something sexy rather than comfortable when you go out (if it's 
both, it is even better).  

Sexy! Not vulgar! 

Be subtle with it! 

Simply make sure you are in your best light. 

The second step is to use your body language.  

Don’t look away when a guy checks you out. If you do shift your 
attitude: 

If he looks, look back and smile.  

Dare!  
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It is fun and it is the most direct way to show him you are 
interested.  

Look at him and smile.  

Don't stare, simply sustain eye contact for a couple of minutes, 
that's all. 

Third step: develop some small talk topics.  

If the attraction is mutual though, keep it light, fun and tease him if 
you can.  

If he is drinking something, grab his glass and say something like: 
"So what are you drinking? Looks good! what is it?" 

The best way to tease him is to find a part of him you can target. 
For instance, if he has a funny hair cut, call him: "Hey, Brad Pitt?!" 

Don't attack him on aspects of his person he is truly vulnerable on 
for instance if you are attracted to a guy who is tall and skinny and 
insecure about it, don't call him: "Hey, Mr. Sky Scraper, how is the 
view up there?" 

Keep this for later, once you build up complicity and you know he 
"can take it". 

Guys always have a part of them they take seriously.  

You can tease them on that. 

For instance, a guy with nice pecs thinks he is the beach king, right? 

 You can say:  

"Silicone, right?"  

or  

"What do you have for breakfast, a whole pot of Creatine?" (It's an 
amino acid used by body builders - He should know about it if he 
looks like a fitness addict). 

When you tease, the goal is not to be aggressive.  

You want to create complicity and at the same time break the ice. 
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It is the best way to establish a fresh and light connection with a 
guy.  

It shows that you are interested but at the same time you are 
confident enough not to be intimidated by him. 

Teasing is truly the number one chat flirting technique and comes 
right after your initial body language tricks (eye contact, smile, etc). 

Simply dare, experiment and see what works for you.  

Trust your instinct! Flirting is very instinctual.  

All you have to do is reawake skills which are in you. 

Enjoy and keep exploring! 
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How to get and keep his 

attention 

Here is what you can do to get his attention: 

Guys love having fun.  

If you life is interesting, you go out a lot, have a vast circle of 
friends, put him in touch with interesting people and aspects of your 
life, he'll come back to you. 

It is very simple: you want to understand his needs and give him 
what he is looking for. 

When you speak to him, identify what he likes and does not like and 
see how you can be part of this picture. 

Remember that guys come back to you because of the way they 
feel about themselves when they are with you. 

Read this again! 

Here is another way of putting it.  

A guy is attracted to you because he feels good when he is around 
you. 

Challenge can feel good, laughter, fun, joy, connection, some depth, 
refinement, pleasure, passion, emotions and life in general. 

You are an open door into something he wants.  

This is the moment he gets attracted to you. 

Another strategy is to make sure that you share quality time and 
fun together.  

If your connections are light hearted and fun, he will enjoy your 
presence and come back to it. 

Here is an important tip: focus on being popular with guys in 
general.  

Developing a fun and attractive personality is something you will 
use with anyone.  
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This means that you want to develop these skills even before you 
have a crush on anyone. 

Being fun to be with, flirty, attractive and sexy are qualities you 
enjoy as soon as you have them. 

Focus on building up attraction in your life in general.  

This means that you have an easy contact with people.  

You are outgoing , fun, active, have goals and ambitions, look and 
feel healthy, etc. 

This is your base.  

This is your life foundation.  

Once you feel naturally happy and excited about your existence, 
you can develop a special flirty connection with a guy you like. 

If you think about attraction only when you have a crush, you feel 
pressured and stressed because you feel you need to develop all 
these skills at once. 

Start right now developing a magnetic personality.  

That way, when you truly have to be at your best, you'll have no 
problem giving yourself this extra kick to seduce a specific man you 
like. 
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How to be outgoing and fun to be 

with 

To be outgoing, you need extra resources and energy.  

You leave hang ups, worries or problems at home and you decide to 
open up. 

Nothing can stop you! 

You have an infinite resource of fun, delight and life force in you. 

All you have to do is unleash it! 

Men respond to energy! 

They respond to what you radiate. 

The more you radiate, the more attracted they are. 

How do you radiate? 

You remove whatever stands on the way of you not having a great 
time. 

Doubts? Fears? Remove them. 

Being super conductive to life is an art and flirting is a lot about this. 

When you flirt, you connect, you open and express yourself. 

No need to be loud.  

Respect other person’s space.  

At the same time, never refrain from having a great time. 

This is the core of flirting. It is the art of opening doors and 
establishing connections where there were none. 

Go for it! 
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How to use your smile 

Flirting starts with a simple smile. 

A smile is on the inside and on the outside. 

A smile is an emotion your project. It is the expression of what you 
feel inside.  

You can’t cheat with it. 

It tells everyone exactly how you feel. 

Your emotions are a channel of energy. 

The art of smiling is the art of clearing this channel and projecting 
forward an accomplice invitation. 

Smiling goes far beyond the surface. 

Smiling is a mind set you design in yourself. 

You decide when an how to smile. 

A smile is an inner posture.  

It is an attitude you take consciously.  

It is aimed at establishing a very specific connection with your 
environment. 

Your smile is your first communication tool.  

It is your first flirting skill.  

It impacts on those who look at you and wakes up their desire to 
connect with you. 

When you smile, you dare. 

You send a message which says: 

• Want to chat? 
• You look like an interesting person 
• I am attracted 
• I want to connect 
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• I am happy 
• I am confident 
• I know what I want 
• Etc. 

A man who sees you smile will perceive all this diversity of 
emotions waking up in him. 

It is whole universe of feelings you can project in this simple 
glimpse. 

Your smile is a window into your emotions. 

It tells a man exactly where you are at. 
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Should you touch him? 

Definitely yes! 

When is a good time? After you have been chatting for a while. 

Touch him in a kind way to complement your body language. It 
gives him a clear signal that you are interested. 

A great way to break walls! 

Great turn ons: 

• Touch his arm 
• Hit him with your hand on his leg (teasing, complicity) 
• Stroking your body against his body (when the place is 

crowded) 

Great turn offs: 

• Holding his hand (signals a relationship status, one step too 
far 

• Holding his arm (don’t go anywhere! Listen to me!!!!) 
• Pet on the face (too intimate, too soon) 
• Hand on the shoulder (poor thing… sounds like pity) 
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What is your invitation? 

Flirting happens because there is an intention.  

You have a desire. 

When you flirt with someone, all you do is establish a connection.  

It does not give a man any right. 

Flirting is a playful way of relating and it is a goal in itself. 

Of course, it can be a form of foreplay to something more intimate. 

However, you can flirt even if you have no intention of following up 
your connection. 

Flirting validates you and validates the other person. 

Dare to break through limits and play the game.  

It is always okay. 
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Identify the right timing when 

wanting to connect with a guy 

Successful flirting is a lot about rhythm and timing. 

If you catch a man when his mind is very busy, you might not get 
the response you were expecting. 

You need to be aware of right timing and context. 

If a man is surrounded by his mates, it is usually harder to establish 
a connection.  

Why is that?  

Because his circle of friends will check you out as well. 

This does not mean you must not flirt with a man who is with his 
friends. 

Simply feel into it and be aware that will power, determination and 
assertiveness are sometimes not enough to break though and 
establish a connection with a man. 

Flirting is a game and this game has a certain natural rhythm and 
flow. 

Once you are good at it, I believe you can drop any limitation. 

In the early stages, make it easier on you though. 

Here are some examples of how the right timing can help you 
establish this connection with a man you fancy. 

 

Wrong timing: 

• When he is obviously busy with something important 

• When he is working 

• When he is already chatting or having a conversation with 
someone 
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Good timing: 

• Just after he smiled to you 

• When you are both waiting on a line (Theaters, shops, 
supermarkets) 

• Parties and social events 

• On the dance floor 

These are not rigid rules. 

Playing with timing and context is like playing with the waves when 
you are surfing. 

If you catch a good flirting wave, you’ll naturally be taken to your 
destination. 

There is a spirit of flirting. 

Tune into that spirit and go with the flow. 
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What to say to break the ice 

Intros are opening lines. 

What you say can open a world of possibilities. 

Here are some possible directions with examples: 

• Paying a compliment:  

o “Nice shirt!” 

o “Hey! Someone who does not look lost!” 

• Teasing  

o “Are you flirting with me?!” 

• Invitation  

o “I’m heading for the bar. Want a drink?” 

o “I have a spare ticket for the concert on Saturday.” 

• Asking for an opinion  

o “So, what do think of this party?” 

o “Do you think these tomatoes are ripe?” 

• Practical info  

o “Any idea when the show is starting?” 

• Asking for practical help  

o “Any idea how this thing works?” (trying to get to 
answer a text message on your cell phone) 

• Asking for feed back  

o “Margarita or Dry Martini, what fits better tonight?” 

• Being interested  

o “I heard you just come back from Australia…” 

• Sharing an opinion  

o “I really like Salsa” 

• Etc 
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How to pay a compliment 

When you pay a compliment, mean it.  

It’s more than finding something interesting about someone.  

It is about going slightly deeper and finding this element that others 
might miss. 

A guy will feel valued when you tell him something meaningful 
about his personality. 

Remember, this is about establishing a connection.  

You want this guy to feel valued.  

In fact, meeting you might be the highlight of his day. 
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Is it okay to initiate contact with 

men? 

Guys can be intimidated when you take too much the lead or if you 
are impatient for things to move on.  

It shakes them within their comfort and they feel challenged. 

Initiative is excellent though.  

Once you make a move, step back and give him space to respond. 

Remember, you want to wake up positive feelings in him.  

This is not about wrestling with his mind. It is about establishing an 
open and freeing connection. 

This sense of freedom and openness must be present in your 
attitude and intention. 

There is no sense of aggression, pressure, demand or challenge in 
your attitude.  

It is actually the total opposite. 

Teasing is different.  

It is not an assertive attack.  

You give him space to respond and you play with emotions and 
feelings waking up the pleasure and laughter side of it. 

The teasing game is fair only if it’s two sided. 
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How to flirt at a party 

You are invited to a friend’s party. 

You know there will be dozens of people and you want to have a 
great time. 

You get ready at home, call a friend and decide to drive there 
together. 

Most persons at that party want to flirt. They want to connect. Men 
and women. Everyone wants to establish a connection. 

This is the number one goal of a social event. 

Of course, you have those who won’t take a step, who are worried 
about something, committed or believe flirting is bad. 

You have as well those who would not really use the term flirting to 
describe what they want to do: for instance men will more usually 
connect with the idea of seduction rather than flirting. 

However, all doors are opened.  

You want to connect.  

You feel great. You want to have fun! 

What’s next? 

What can you do to make this evening a great moment? 

Flirting is not a set of actions. It is a “spirit” you are in. 

You feel emotionally free. No hang ups. You let any worries at home. 

This party is an occasion to open up new doors in your life. 

You want to exchange. You want to connect. 

Suppose you are straight and you look for connecting with men. 

You arrive in this house. People are chatting, eating and drinking. 
There is some music. It’s colorful. 

All ingredients are there. You are ready for it! 
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The first step is to break the ice. 

You break the ice by smiling, establishing eye contact and saying 
“hi”. 

As soon as you say “hi” the next step is to start a chat with 
someone. 

This chatting thing can be boring or exciting. You can connect with 
someone straight away or lose the connection depending on how 
you approach it. 

What is your intention? 

What do you want from this moment? 

What does the man in front of you want? 

You two want to connect, right? 

As soon as possible you want to establish a fun connection with that 
man. 

It is not a closed cluster of energies.  

You are not isolating yourself with him and “fixating” the energy. 

You want to keep things open and free. 

What is going to happen?  

Will you “crystallize” this connection and spend the rest of the 
evening just talking to him? 

Would you better give him your number so that you can meet again 
another time? 

What’s the idea? 

What works best? 

Flirting is a game and the idea is to fully enjoy it on the spot.  

Sure, the connection can lead to something deeper in the future. 

However, flirting is a goal in itself.  
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Even if only a few words are shared, this already nurtures you. 

A one time glimpse with a man is enough validation and pleasure to 
wake up a whole stream of refreshing feelings in you. 

Your goal is to stay free. 

Let’s go back to the connection you established: You said “Hi”. 

What comes next? 

What makes a great first connection with a man? 

This is like sailing on a ship.  

Where do you want to take this experience? 

What is your direction, intention or strategy? 

The goal is simple: you want to create synergy. 

Synergy means that you want to synchronize your energies.  

You want to find a common ground.  

You want to “vibrate together”. 

You want to stand on the same “wave length”. 

Now, we are talking about flirting. You can connect with men in very 
different ways. Flirting is a very specific way of establishing a 
connection. 

Why flirting? Because it is fun and it is an exciting way of 
establishing a first connection. 

Once you said “Hi”, what do you say next? 

“Did you come alone?” 

“I’m getting a drink. Would you like one?” 

It sounds simple, but this is the next step. 

What matters is not the words. It is the intention. It is what you put 
behind it. 
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90% of your message will be communicated through the tone of 
your voice and your body language. 

A man might remember what you said but he will mainly remember 
the feelings associated with it. 

Feelings. 

These feelings are what wakes up in a man when you flirt with him. 

What kind of feelings do you want to wake up in him? 

You want to wake up his senses. 

Pleasure is related with an experience. Right now, you want him to 
feel excitement. 

What else do you want him to feel?  

Pleasure, freedom, openness, fun, laughter, joy, etc. 

These are the emotions and feelings you want to wake up in him. 

He must leave this room with the impression that something special 
happened to him while he was speaking to you. 

You want to feel the same, right? 

You want to feel positive emotions.  

You will seek contact with him again if speaking with him was fun 
and you felt valued. 

Flirting is light and innocent. You are not trying to create a cluster 
of security. 

You don’t talk about your ex. You don’t talk about your work. You 
don’t talk about politics.  

You want to open up a positive flow of uplifting emotions and 
feelings and share that with him. 

Where do you go? Teasing and fun chat is a great way to start. 

So, how do you start? 

Ask a question: 
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“What are you drinking?” 

He needs to know you are interested in him straight away. You 
don’t want to talk about yourself first.  

If you start with a monologue about how you got here and the 
traffic jams on the way, he won’t connect. 

You ask him a question. 

If you want to feel really comfortable within social situations, you 
need to master the small flirting talk. 

You need to master your body language and tone of voice as well. 

How do you master that? By practicing and trying. 

With flirting, you want to have at least a dozen great opening 
questions which allow you to break the ice. 

You need to be aware and awake. You want to be fully present and 
truly master the art of establishing that first connection. 

Now, flirting is innocent. It is a play. It is game and the number one 
target is lightness and fun. 

Flirting is your first connection. 

Trying to “fix” things, share numbers or make plans… All that comes 
after. 

The first connection is a 100% light one. You don’t try to own the 
guy or monopolize his time and attention. You don’t create a limited 
cluster of energy. 

You don’t want to control the set. 

Flirting is your attitude. It is your core attitude and it is not 
exclusive. You bring in new people. You stay open and dare to 
connect with new faces.  

Flirting is your way of connecting.  

Of course, you don’t do all the work. 

Flirting is like dancing. It is easier when two persons know the steps. 
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If you try to flirt with someone who does not respond, it’s obviously 
more challenging. 

It is harder to create synergy with someone who is lost in his 
worries and inner world and only concerned about himself. 

Have you ever tried to flirt with a guy who is totally self absorbed. 
You try to break the ice and there is no response. It can look like 
hard work, but in fact there is a simple way to break the ice. 

The way to break the ice is to tease. Teasing is a form of gentle 
challenge. 

A man might be behind his walls. You want him to come out and 
play with you.  

Why would he play? Because no man can resist an invitation to 
have fun. 
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What to do if you tend to get 

tongue tied 

Here is what you can do: 

Being in love or asking a guy out is like being on stage.  

It truly feels like you are naked.  

Instead of putting the guy on a stand and worshipping him like a 
god, imagine him naked as well, tease, play.  

Tease him to break the ice.  

Pretend not to take him too seriously.  

This will build up the fun and bring lightness between the two of you.  

Being fun is the number one quality a guy looks for in a woman.  

So don't be afraid to express it.  

Dare to be yourself.  

This will multiply your natural charm!  

In one word, it will make you totally irresistible!!! 

When you go on stage the first time, it feels a bit awkward.  

Why?  

Because it is the first time.  

Repeat the experience to feel more comfortable with it.  

If you ask one guy out one time, it is a bit funny.  

Now, if you try again another time, it feels already more easy.  

Simply do it and every time you do it accept the outcome, accept 
what happened, forgive yourself if it wasn't as good as you would 
have wished.  

Learn from the experience and do it again, and again.  
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Don't let anything hold you back from doing it.  

You'll soon become super confident at it.  

If you feel it's just too much at once, practice these flirting 
techniques with guys who are non-threatening to you.  

It is great fun to discover these new skills in you. 
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How to get a guy to notice you 

Play with your eyes!  

Sustain eye contact for 2, 3 seconds.  

Flirt outrageously and let him notice that you check him out.  

Be fun to be with!!!  

No need to be frivolous or superficial, simply enjoy life.  

Your inner freedom is extremely attractive for any guy.  

Show him you enjoy life deep inside and that your pleasure can't be 
challenged or destroyed.  

Be sexy and take care deep care of yourself.  

Don't worship him like a god, tease him instead. 

Be confident and take risks. 

No need though to put your life, health or future in danger.  

Try simple steps like talking to guys more in social situations.  

Be active in social situations.  

Fun!  

Never be exclusive or clingy with him.  

Stay active, open and excited about life beyond the limits of what 
you share with him. 
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What can you do to look sexy? 

It is very simple.  

You don't need to go over the top with that.  

The secret lies in the choices you make.  

Before you go out, check what you want to wear.  

Open your wardrobe and definitely go for what looks slightly sexier 
than what you would usually wear. 

You know the difference between gross and sexy, right? 

Ask a friend for help and advice if you are unsure.  

The trick is to go slightly beyond your comfort zone and get used to 
it. 

Same if you go shopping, choose for what looks sexy rather than 
practical or comfortable. 

Check as well with fashion magazines. 

Follow the trends. 

Being sexy simply means daring to show yourself in your best light. 

It means putting yourself in value. 
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Flirting and sexual attraction 

Flirting and seduction are usually intimately associated with sexual 
attraction.  

If you are straight, this usually means that you want to flirt with the 
opposite sex. 

However, you can stretch your idea of flirting.  

Nowadays, the definition of flirting goes far beyond the sexual 
attraction thing: 

Flirting is a way of relating.  

If you are a woman, you can “flirt” with another woman without 
feeling sexually attracted to her.  

In fact you can flirt with anyone.  

It is simply a way of relating playfully and establishing a refined 
connection with someone.  

The keyword here is complicity. 

When you flirt, you break barriers and connect. 

You put down rivalry or competition and establish a friendly 
connection. 

Sexual attraction can be present and enhance this experience. 

No need however to limit your flirting to men you are sexually 
attracted to. 

You can stretch your potential if you want to and embrace your 
flirting role within a much vaster definition. 
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How to feel great at any social 

event 

A social event is a set up.  

It is a place with a simple rule: we are here to have fun, meet 
people, share and enjoy! 

It is a game!  

So play the game.  

Be part of it.  

Merge with people and use this occasion for fun and enjoyment! 

If you have already a great time in parties and other social events, 
simply skip this chapter. You won't need it. 

Playing the game is giving people what they want! Sure it's great to 
accept yourself the way you are but you can do better. You can be 
better.  

Your present limits are not your real limits. Reach beyond your 
present comfort zone to establish a new rhythm and freshness in 
your life. Raise your standards! 

Here are the greatest turn offs in social situations: difficult person, 
self absorbed, sad, melancholic, distant, worried, or unstable.  

If you want to have fun, express exactly the opposite 
qualities:  easy going, generous, happy, joyful, warm, balanced. 

What is this game? It is often a flirting game! 90% of guys want 
first to have fun on the dating scene. They want to spend time with 
people who are fun to be with, so no hang ups. 

Guys fall for women who look and feel free! They respond to life 
force, to radiance, to excitement, to emotional fuel. What does 
emotional freedom look like? Ready to engage! Ready to invest! 

Become incredibly attractive to yourself by being a problem free 
zone! (at least in social situations). To be successful, simply let go 
of what is not attractive in you. Stop doing what is bad for you. 
Simplify everything. 
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People will be magnetized by you when you are a life model they 
want to follow. Express their deepest dreams. Express their deepest 
desire and they'll simply be attracted to your presence. 

Dare! Take risks! Be ready to respond to situations! Be spontaneous! 
Trust! Enjoy the magic of the moment.  

Being successful is first a gift you give to yourself. Engage! 
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Office flirt – What do I do next? 

If you feel attraction and flirt building up with a guy you work with, 
here is how to stand in it: 

In 90% of the cases, an office flirt is only a flirt.  

This is where it stays.  

It does not need to become anything else. 

There are many reasons for that but we won't go into it here. 

The question is:  

How do you flirt and how do you make this experience enjoyable 
first? 

The goal is simple:  

Play the game and don't worry about the outcome. 

When you play the game means respond to his invitations, tease 
him, be fun, give rhythm to it, challenge him if you can, etc. 

You need to do one thing:  

Shift from the "I want a relationship with him" to the "Let's have 
some light fun" (I am talking about fun, not intimacy). 

Flirting is a key life skill.  

When you are good at it, you enjoy life a lot more. 

If you feel you miss the skills, go online and set up a free profile on 
a dating site.  

It is the best place to train your flirting instinct. 

Next step, don't focus on him alone.  

Flirt with other guys in the office parties or other social events. 

Being exclusive with flirting can become boring because it makes 
you clingy and dependent.  
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The moment you see him flirting with other girls, you need other 
options to be able to stay on top of it. 

Enjoy, gain confidence, experiment and follow your instinct. 
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Help! My boss flirts with me and 

I like it! 

Having a fling with your boss is a complex thing because you don't 
want this story to impact negatively on your career of job. 

It is complex because he is in a position of power and sometimes 
using his influence as well to get to you. 

If you want to play it safe, the best is to keep it on a light flirting 
ground. 

If he goes too far, set up a boundary and educate him on that. 

Now, if you are expecting a committed relationship with him, wake 
up now!!! 

Before you take any step, find out if he is married or in a 
relationship.  

If he wants to be intimate with you, find out first what the rule of 
the game is. 

If you don't want to get hurt, you have to be very smart and not let 
your expectations rise high. 

These are tricky waters!  

Stay awake and aware! 
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How to know if he is interested 

or just flirting? 

If he flirts, it means he interested. 

Flirting is precisely his way of showing he is interested. 

Interested by who? 

By you!  

He would not be flirting if he wants not attracted to you. 

Now, what does he want?  

Is he saying: "I want to have a relationship with you?" 

No, he isn't.  

He might in the future. 

However, when he starts flirting with you, all he says is:  

"I like you and I feel attracted". 

See it for what it is.  

If you like the idea of flirting with him than go ahead and keep it 
light. 

Now, if you are not interested, you can step back and give him a 
"no thank you" sign. 

If you are excited about connecting with him, the first step is to 
enjoy the flirt.  

Next steps will come after. 

Keep it simple and enjoy it for what it is. 

If you are truly interested in dating him, simply respond to his flirty 
moves by teasing him back, giving him attention, establishing eye 
contact, etc. 

All these work wonders on a guy and wakes up his senses. 
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I like and flirt with my best 

friend’s ex 

Dating or flirting with someone who was your friend's partner is 
okay. 

Your friend does not owe your life or his life.  

You are both free! 

She might show some resistance for you dating him but she would 
get jealous with any girl, so consider yourself free!  

You are free and so is he! 

This is important!  

It is about your love live, and feelings. 

It would be a pity if you both like each other but at the same time 
don't take action because you feel you are not allowed to.  

Remove any feeling of guilt or shame and flirt with him if you want 
to.  

You don't have to suppress any of what you feel. 

Don't make it heavy though.  

Don't go into serious "dating" conversations, talking about his ex or 
anything along that line.  

Now, it is about you two, not about her anymore! 

Keep it light and fun and enjoy the flirt for what it is.  

There is no shame and no guilt in expressing openly what is 
happening. 
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He flirts with me but has a 

girlfriend – What should I do? 

When a guy flirts, it does usually mean that he likes you. 

Now flirting means only that: Flirt. 

He is not saying:  

"I am madly in love and want to spend the rest of my life with you".  

He is saying:  

"Let's relate to each other in a playful and light way". 

It is not really an invitation for more, simply a way of enjoying each 
other's company right there right now.  

Expect nothing more than that. 

If he has a girl friend and even talks about her, it is pretty clear. 

If you are looking for a potential serious date, play safe and keep 
looking.  

You'll make sure that no one (Especially you) gets hurt. 
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He kissed me but I get mixed 

signals 

You were at a party, had a light flirt and a nice kiss with a guy.  

After that, he does not ask you out or mention what happened.  

What do you do with this? 

What did he mean? 

It is a nice moment and one you can fully enjoy for what it is.  

It does not fix things and there could be more of it if you simply go 
with the flow. 

This is light flirting and light intimacy. 

There is no commitment, no demand no future plans. 

What to do next?  

When the timing is right, this might happen again.  

You could initiate one of these romantic moments yourself if you 
feel it's right.  

If such moment happens a few times, you'll feel really happy and 
deeply connected. 

Enjoy the magic of the moment for what it is.  

It is worth it in itself 
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Part 6 – How to use 

your seductive 

power 
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How to wake up his senses 

It is simple: talk about your and his passions. 

When you speak to him, use sensual and vivid images which invoke 
pleasure, senses and desire. 

If you meet him for a date, the goal is to use the sexual tension and 
attraction between the two of you and make it expand. 

You want to give more space to your senses. 

Your body language is your first tool. 

The way you dress, your smile and tone of voice give him many 
sensuality signals. 

Whisper something to his hear. 

Touch his arm in a subtle way. 

Establish frequent and accomplice eye contact. 

Your words are your second sensuality tool. 

Ask him about his feelings, impressions and emotions. 

If he says: “I love Indian cuisine” 

Answer: “What you feel when you taste a chicken curry?” 

Bring him to talk about his emotions, feelings, passions and desires. 

If you ask him what he thinks, he will give you thoughts. 

Thoughts don’t wake up his senses. They wake up his conceptual 
and rational faculties. 

Ask him about his passions. 

Ask him about his life’s desires. 

Say something like: “What is the most vivid pleasure you ever had 
in life. I want to know everything about it” 
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As he recalls this moment of pleasure, he will associate this sensual 
feeling with being with you.  

When he does ask you a question, answer with the same type of 
vivid, sensual language. 

Use expressions like:  

• I find it really exciting! 

• I am passionate about this! 

• I love it! 

• It fills me with energy! 

• My whole being wakes up! 

• I always enjoy it! 

• Etc. 

 If he asks you a simple question like: 

“So, how was your day?” 

If you say something like: 

“Nice! I got great results at work. This marketing project I am 
working on is truly fascinating. Do you realize that marketing is all 
about understanding people’s feelings and desires. For instance, 
when you buy a new CK fragrance, what you buy is the way this 
scent makes you feel. Do you ever wear anything?” 

You turn a simple question into a sensual dialogue about scents. 

If he says something like: 

“So, where do you go when you want to party with your friends?” 

You can answer something like: 

“Any place where I can connect with nice interesting people. For 
instance, there is this club downtown. You would love it! It is 
packed with guys who look just like you: passionate and bold! If 
you enjoy being surrounded by dozens of attractive girls, this is 
definitely the place to be! In just one evening, I made so many new 
friends!” 

Same story. Meeting new people is exciting. 
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Within a few sentences, you show him that you don’t claim him and 
that you do have other choices. 

You are not here to limit his life in any way. 

You talk about fun and excitement. 

You open doors which go far beyond his senses of course.  

You acknowledge some of his deepest desires and lead him to feel 
free to express them.  

By doing so, you truly show him that you are a catalyst in his life.  

One of your roles is to open doors for him and you are aware of it. 
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How to turn on guys 

Some years ago, I had the same question about women:  

"How to turn on women?"  

What I did?  

I started reading cosmopolitan!  

Understanding the opposite sex is the first step.  

Who are they, these strange (but fascinating) creatures?  

Instead of going for "Cosmo" this month, get yourself The latest 
“Men’s health”.  

It will tell you a lot about what goes on in a man's mind. 

Second step: Dare!  

What do you think when you hear the word sexy?  

No shame!  

Would you like to be called “sexy”?  

If the answer is no, then you are in trouble.  

What turns on guys has a lot to do with being sexy.  

Dare! 

What turns guys on is energy!  

It is radiance! Freshness! Fun! Vitality! Life! Flirt! Playfulness!  

The main quality a guy is looking in a women when dating is: "Fun 

to be with!" 

Ad a dimension of mystery and you to get the full picture! 

The “serious part” of committed relationship comes after.  
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First focus on sparks, chemistry and excitement.  

When a guy is turned on, he does not think, he feels.  

Talk to their senses.  

It's their senses you want to wake up, not their thoughts. 

Turning on guys is accepting to play the game!  

It is just a game, so take small steps in the beginning and build up 
your confidence.  

Here are 3 simple techniques you can start with: 

• Seek eye contact with guys. 

Play with your eyes. Slightly smile. Establish eye contact slightly 
longer than usual (2-3 seconds). Practice that as often as you can. 

•  Be fun to be with! 

You have at least 5 to 10 interactions a day with men. It can be in a 
shop, professional situations, social, friends, etc. Don't be self 
absorbed. Be generous with your attitude. No serious talk! light, 
relax, fun, smile. Make a move! 

• Be sexy! No shame!  

No need to be extravagant or vulgar. Simply take it one step further 
than you would usually do. Start with clothes. What do you choose 
in the morning? What do you buy? Put yourself in a good light! Then 
focus on body language! 70% of what a guy remembers from you is 
expressed through your body language. You might focus on the 
words when in fact, what he sees is your posture and attitude. 

Practice these for a week or so.  

To develop dating skills, you have to try, play, experiment, have fun, 
repeat it many times a day (for instance eye contact).  

This is the first step.  

You don’t have to succeed with everything you try.  

Don’t focus on the outcome. 
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Taking action is a victory in itself. 
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Is it okay to seduce him? 

Of course it is okay. 

Daring to use your seduction power is one of the key pleasures you 
can get from dating. 

It makes your life more exciting when you simply wake up this 
power and use it.  

It is a bit like touching on the dark side of your love. 

Seduction is okay.  

It is part of the game.  

Guys love being seduced. 

What is seduction?  

It is the play of your emotions and desires.  

Flirting is one step, one dimension.  

Seduction is another step in the same direction. 

When you seduce, you ad a dimension of power, sensuality and 
desire.  

You ad mystery and a deeper sense of passion. 

Seduction is an instinct.  

Deep inside, you know all the right moves.  

All you need is to wake up your seductive power and dare to 
express it.  

Again, it is all about power and confidence.  

You can easily wake up these skills.  

Dare!  

Step beyond your comfort zone. 
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How to use your suggestive 

power 

A smile suggests a lot.  

You can be on the edge of the seduction territory.  

Flirting is lighter.  

It is open. 

How to suggest? Saying little but suggesting a lot. 

Suggestion works with imagination. 

You give them a hint and let then do the rest. 

When you suggest, you talk to their senses and to their desire. 
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How to make him dream about 

you 

Stimulate his senses and imagination. 

When a man wants to share something with you, it is never a 
rational decision. It is always an instinctual one. 

Of course, he might rationalize with facts but he first responds to a 
feeling he can’t really define. 

Trigger his imagination. 

When you flirt, you wake up feelings in him. 

What do you want these feelings to be? 

What do you want these feelings to be in you? 

When you flirt, you are an architect. You are a feeling designer. You 
create a world of emotions and impressions that he will remember. 

If these feelings are good, he will seek contact with you again. 

You wake up emotions in him by sending clear messages. 

Keep the chat light. 

At the same time, you give him a glimpse of what he could get from 
knowing you better. 

A couple of meaningful eye contacts open a world in his imagination. 

Fantasies! 

Desires! 

These are triggered by what you say and what you send out. 

Now, part of what he sees in you might have a sexual connotation. 
The shapes under your dress might wake up his desire. 

However, this is not all. 
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He has worlds of feelings which have nothing to do with sexual 
exchange or fantasies. 

A light connection is a goal in itself and many men are happy to 
keep the connection on that level. 

The first flirting connection is not sexual. 

It is light and fun. 

It is an exchange of life force. 

You can choose your style.  

You can consciously decide to be more or less sexy depending on 
what you want. 

You open up a world of feelings and emotions in a man. 

Realize the power you have right there!  
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How to keep the mystery alive 

When you say too much, you unveil your secrets. 

A naked body can be much less sensual than a half naked one. 

Can you see how it works? 

Mystery triggers a man’s imagination. 

You can wake up his desire to know more and to explore. 

It is an invitation to come further with you and explore a new 
territory.  

If you unveil too much, you kill the mystery. 

Flirting is the refined art of connecting with a man. 

It is the art of playing with words and body language in a way which 
conveys visible and invisible messages. 

Don’t share information. 

There is little rationality in flirting. 

Use your words in another way.  

Your words are for his senses. 

Dare to keep the mystery alive! 
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What is the number one 

seduction skill? 

Eye contact!  

To get to a man, all you have to do is have an intense and 
sustained eye contact with him.  

These 3 seconds can be the seed for a man's desire. It can wake up 
images, attraction, dream, fantasies. 

Practice anytime anywhere! Try it out for a day or a week. You'll 
soon get addicted to it. This simple technique can radically change 
the way you perceive yourself and the potentials of the dating world.  

Flirting is fun.   
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What can you do to spice up 

things with your date? 

Spicing up is about waking up your senses.  

Build up excitement.  

Excitement comes a lot from sexual desire.  

To spice up with a man, you have to make him desire you.  

How?  

Radiate sexual energy.  

Be and feel sexy. 

You are a born seducer. 

Wake up these skills in you.  

Use your instincts.  

Build refinement and mystery by using all the senses. 

Use perfumes, incenses, fragrances.  

Take time choosing the right music.  

Choose an exciting location for your date.  

Get a gorgeous dress.  

Spices is what colors a meal.  

Think of tastes, touch, pleasure for the eyes.  

Your dating moment is the nectar of your day.  

Enjoy! Take the confident posture.  

Experiment and try! 

Use slightly sustained eye contact.  
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Smile with your eyes. 
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Part 7 – How to ask 

him out 
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Should you ask for his number? 

Try first to let him take the initiative. 

Guys love it when they are challenged.  

If you make it too easy they tend to lose interest. 

Let him take the initiative instead. 

Build up chemistry and fun and stay on the light, innocent and 
casual flirting territory. 

If you had a great time and want to see him again, when you are 
about to go, turn to him, give him your number, smile, look at him 
straight in the eyes and say: “Call me” 

As soon as you take that step, you enter into the seduction zone.  

It is a significant shift and opens the door to a whole new world of 
emotions between the two of you. 

If for any reason, this strategy does not work, then sure, get his 
email or phone number. 
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Get him to dial your digits 

The main reason a man would not take that step is because he 
doesn’t want to be rejected.  

Before calling, they might think stuff like: 

• "She might think I'm clingy" 

• "Will I be intruding" 

• "She could be with someone" 

• "She's going to turn me off" 

• "It might be complicate" 

• "How will she respond?" 

• etc. 

All the are doubts. If you want him to call, you need to give two 
things:  

• Make sure he understands you want him to call. Don't be 
pushy. Simply look at him straight in the eyes when you give 
him your number and say firmly with a smile: "call me". 

• Give him a taste of what he will get if he calls. 

A man will follow his emotions.  

Calling a girl is not a mental decision: it is an emotional one. 

He'll call only if he is excited about seeing you again. 

The goal is simple: remove anything which is unattractive in you 
and wake up his senses. 

He will take the decision to call you or not when he is chatting with 
you when you meet him first. Your smile, attitude and radiance are 
the qualities which will convince him. 

If you are fun to be with and he is single, he will usually go for it. 

Remember that there can be a dozen reasons for him not taking 
steps which have nothing to do with you. If he is stressed at work, 
focused on personal projects or simply not available, he might not 
take the step. 
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Be sure you don't have too high expectations and keep your options 
open. Once there is a clear sign of interest on his side, invest 
yourself, not before. 
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Should you call him and ask him 

out? 

If you gave him your number and after a week, he did not take a 
step, give him a call and have a friendly chat. Don't say something 
like: "What is happening, why didn't you call me?" This would be a 
turn off. He owes you nothing. 

So, call him and have a friendly and open chat. "How is life?". "I had 
a great time the other evening". 

Keep it light and fun. This is essential. 

The goal is simple: It is to build up chemistry and have a nice 
friendly conversation with someone. 

Make sure it is the right time. Evening works better because during 
day time, he can at work or have other priorities. Evenings are as 
well more conductive for romance. 

When you call, ask him first: "are you busy right now? Do I disturb 
you in the middle of something?" 

This question makes sure that he has time and focus for you. 

If he plays aloof or does not seem interested in talking with you, 
stay polite and respectful. Say something like: "Well, just wanted to 
say hi! I have to go, now... Bye!" 

If you two have good chemistry, say something like: "I'll be with 
some friends at this cafe on Saturday... Meet me there if you want 
to..." 

An open invitation is easy to take for a guy. There is no 
commitment. It is free. This usually works better than a formal date 
invitation. 

It keeps it light and flirty and gives you the occasion to get to know 
each other without having the "formality" of a set date. 
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If he already called you 

Wait a few days and call him. It brings good balance and clarity 
between the tow of you when you both take the initiative. This 
strengthens the connection and he gets a clear signal that you are 
interested. 

If he left a message on your voice mail, return his call within 24 
hours (the same day is even better if you can). Don't play games. 
Don't sound either like you give your life to him on the spot. Stay 
cool, have a friendly chat. Give space and time to know each other. 

The biggest turn off in these early dating stages is to be demanding 
or pushy. Love needs space to grow freely. Any form of control or 
rigidity kills the magic. 

Once you have a connection, the risk is to focus too much on each 
other too soon. 

Your connection needs to breathe. Do not asphyxiate it by calling 
each other every day. Give it space. Let it grow. Trust it! 
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Ask him out 

Build up first flirting excitement with the man you like. 

If you directly walk to him and ask him out, it's like going from 
ground zero to a 5'000 m mountain top. All at once, it can be 
thrilling! that's great and soon you might be so confident that you'll 
just do it.  

If it's just too much to take this step, build up complicity and take 
smaller steps. Smile, be fun to be with, exchange meaningful eye 
contact with him. This will give him a taste of what you have to 
offer. 

Your life is not being played there on the spot! This is an experience. 
It is one opportunity. You'll get many more. A "Yes!" would be great 
but you want to  have a "rejection" strategy in case the answer is 
not what you expected.  

No fear! You go there to win! Now, winning is emotionally winning. 
No one can disturb your confidence! 

A guy will go for it if he already got a taste of what you have to 
offer. If he sees you as a fun-free person, he'll respond to your 
presence for sure. 

The confidence boost comes from being used to these type of 
situations. You get used to the flirting game by being part of it and 
experimenting with it. Once you are familiar with it, asking a guy 
out becomes very natural. This skill is already you. 

Asking him out is like scoring in the dating game! To score, you 
need to be in the game, engaged, familiar with the moves. You 
can't score if you watch from the side of the pool. Jump in the water 
and play the game! 

Lower your expectations and take risks. 

There are many moments you can score. There are many right 
moves. You want to hit the target! Trust your instincts! They are 
your greatest ally. Be flexible, ready to move. Be alert and awake! 
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Get him to ask you out 

To get him to ask you out, you must be number one in his mind! 
The dating scene is a very competitive environment. Being yourself 
is great! Accepting who you are is wonderful! Now, if he still did not 
ask you out, what can you do about it? You can do better! You can 
be better!  

The dating world is a school of life. It is a space which gives us the 
possibility to grow, expand and go beyond what we already know! 
Succeeding in dating means taking risks, not accepting what you 
see today as your real limits. 

I am catching you on your question. My apologies! The expression 
"get him to ask you out" was a trick to make you realize something: 
You want him to do for you what you don't dare doing yourself! 

Confidence boost does not come from sitting back and waiting! It 
comes from realizing you can take action!  

Ask him out! 

This "Taking action!" is what can transform your life! Imagine 
yourself as a river. Action is an open door! Without an open door or 
open channel, water simply does not flow! Water is life! It is your 
spirit! It is your inspiration! Action is what frees your energy, what 
frees your being! 

What if? He says "no", "maybe", "get lost", etc. Would you learn 
surfing by standing on the beach? No way! You have to get in 
the water and do it to find your skills! A wave might toss you 
around like a white sock in a washing machine? 

What's your answer? Learn with small waves!  

Take a second to observe these two possible pictures of you, one 
month from now: 

• In the first picture you did take many actions. You 
moved, dated a couple of guys. Flirted with two others. Got 
to  know better the man you like. You got some waves on 
your face. One of your best friends is angry with you and 
another guy you rejected does not talk to you anymore. You 
know all this is a learning process and you'll go out partying 
with your best friend again next week-end. 
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• In the second picture, you did not take action. You are 
still hesitant and waiting for things to move. You are dreaming 
about what life would be if... You get impressions, advice from 
friends. You feel okay but nothing did really move since you 
sent me your mail. 

Which of these two persons do you want to be 1 month from now? 
The answer is yours! 

Take action! To boost your confidence! Taking action is a victory 
in itself! Focus on the action, not the outcome! 
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Have the guts to tell him that 

you like him 

Take him down from this high altar in your mind. Bring him down to 
your level: he is a human being like you. So tease him and don't 
take him too seriously. 

Don't ask him out. Instead focus on having a good time together. 
Step out of this "date" thing and focus on fun, flirting and 
excitement. Take the "formality" away! It's useless: you are going 
to share some fun with someone, that's it!  

Lower your expectations. 

What is the story in your mind?  

"Could he be the one?", "What if?", "Shall I wait another day before 
calling him?" etc.  

Dissolve these "scenarios" and focus on the moment right now! 
Break the rules and follow your instinct! They'll guide you to make 
the good moves. 

If he does not get it, he's blind! Avoid sentimentalism and go in the 
"romantic dream" only when the link is already established.  

The first step must be fun and complicity. Tell him you like him by 
sustaining eye contact (just a couple of seconds... don't stare) smile 
with your eyes. Slightly touch his arm at the right moment! Timing! 
Go with the flow! Take initiative!  

Be fresh, alive and fun to be with.  

Your presence is a gift! 
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How to ask him out without 

looking like a fool 

Next time you have a chat, invite him for something without this 
being an official date. 

Suppose he mentions a movie and you both want to see it, here is 
what you can do: 

Next time you talk about a movie you would both like to see, simply 
say: "Do you want to see it together?" 

This is not an "official date" with all the planning.  

It is an invitation to share extra time in a casual way.  

It is a perfect way to build up complicity and shift the whole "asking 
him" out thing without taking too much risk. 

How do you do that?  

You get ready for this type of opportunities and respond to them 
when you see them. 

If it's not a movie, it will be a drink.  

If it's not a drink, it will be a party at some friends.  

Any occasion is good.  

What matters is that you seize the occasion when it arises. 

See the opportunity and go for it!  

Dare! 

If you miss an occasion, forgive yourself... You'll grab the next one! 

If he can't or doesn’t respond to your invitation let it go straight 
away and change topic.  

That way, you'll avoid any awkward silence. 

If he does not go with it the first time, don't worry.  
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It means nothing.  

Give him a week or so.  

He might be thinking about it and if you take the initiative again too 
soon, you might sound pushy. 

Taking the initiative and trusting your instinct when the moment is 
right will give you a huge confidence boost, guaranteed!  

If your proposition merges with the flow of the conversation, it will 
sound like the next natural thing to do. 

This strategy works wonders! 
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How to ask him out casually 

Right now, you might already expect too much. 

You believe that if he does not respond, it is the end of the world. 

It isn't! Simply relax and give it a try. 

How?  

You first flirt. 

Then you have casual connections.  

After that, have some light informal dates (Hi, want to come for 
drink?) 

Then comes light intimacy 

etc. 

The asking out is usually a big step.  

Now, you can take a smaller step by integrating this into the 
conversation or the connection you already have. 

This asking out thing is always a bit awkward because in fact, it 
breaks the natural flirting rhythm and unveils everything at once. 

It does not need to be that way.  

You can shift the whole asking out thing and put it into a totally 
different perspective. 

As you have a light chat with a guy, simply say something like:  

"There is this movie showing up at 8pm, want to go and see it 
together?".  

Don't think!  

Just do it when the timing and the occasion is right and you feel he 
is "available". 

It is not a big risk and if he says "I can't", do not worry, he might 
have other plans, be busy or simply not feel like it.  
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No problem! 

Get the picture?  

See how it works? 

Give it a try!  
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I said no the first time he asked 

me out - Now, I want him 

The best solution with this is to act casual and not expect too much. 

The truth is that if you sit back and hesitate, you'll miss a chance. 

The only way to learn is to try and experiment. 

The first time you ask a guy out, it is always a bit awkward.  

The second time, you are more comfortable, and after that, you 
keep on perfecting your "asking out" skill. 

It is a "move" you have to practice to get it right. 

It is always 50/50.  

There is no guarantee that he will say yes because he can have 
dozens of elements in his life which stop him from dating you right 
now. 

There is only one way to find out: Take the step! 

How do you do that? 

If you know where he hangs out, go there and if you see him, walk 
straight to him with a big smile: 

"Hi...! How are you? Good to see you!..." 

Don't focus on the date thing.  

Simply establish a connection first.  

Chat for a few minutes and then say something like:  

"Was fun seeing you again..."  

Then write your number on a piece of paper, look at him straight in 
the eyes and say:  

"Call me. I know you already tried once... But guaranteed. This time 
I'll say yes. You are a fun person and I would like to see you again. 
It will be nice" 
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See?  

It's casual, spontaneous and it does work wonders. 

If for some reason he does not respond, stay cool and alert and 
keep your options open. 

If you expect too much, you systematically get hurt. 

So simply try it out as an experiment and if it does not go the way 
you expect, drop it and focus on someone else. 

The art of dating has lot to do with going with the flow and 
responding to opportunities when you see them.  

Sometimes, you can rationalize too much when in fact only action 
(even imperfect action) will give you the answer. 

Go for it! 
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I gave him my number 1 week 

ago - He didn’t call yet 

In most cases, a guy who is interested would have called within one 
week. 

Now, there is a small chance that he lost your number for instance, 
that something got on the way or that his mind was busy with 
something else. 

If he does not respond within a week, you can give it one more try 
simply to double check.  

If you have his number or email, you can contact him and say 
something like:  

"I am about to go downtown... Want to meet me there for a drink?" 

Don't mention the fact that he did not call. Don't demand, question 
or look offended.  

Simply give him another honest chance. 

Sometimes, a guy won't call because he is shy or does not have the 
guts to take the step. 

Remember, guys hate rejection.  

Sometimes, they prefer simply not taking the risk rather than 
looking like a fool. 

Give him another honest open light chance. 

This will clear your questions and make sure you don't miss a 
chance because of a misunderstanding. 
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Should I call him? – They say he 

is a player 

 

Is he a player?  

There can be lots of gossips going on about someone.  

Sometimes these gossips are true. Sometimes, they are not.  

The best is to find out for yourself.  

He already called you, right?  

The best is to wait for a couple of days and if he does not contact 
you, call him. Have a friendly chat. 
 
At the end of the call, say something like: "hey, I will be going to 
this cafe, with some friends on Saturday. What are you doing on 
Saturday? We could meet there if you want..."  
 
Guys can feel quite uncomfortable when you ask them for a date 
directly.  

It can already feel like a semi-commitment which can lead to 
intimacy.  

The idea is to simply propose an "open" meeting in a public place. 
This takes away the "formality" of a date and keeps things on a 
friendly and flirty ground.  
 
It's usually a great alternative. 
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Part 8 – Cyber 

dating 
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Success with online dating 

Online dating is a training ground. 

It gives you the occasion to train your flirting skills. 

Online dating is very safe.  

It is much safer than walking into a pub and sitting at a bar, right? 

This is a gold mine! 

It is one of the incredible benefits of the internet. 

It is not a coincidence that there are thousands of dating sites all 
over the net. They respond to a need. 

By now, I know dozens of couple who met online. 

The goal is to empower your experience and make sure you don't 
invest too much too soon. 

You want to network when you are online.  

You network with online dating in the same way as you would 
network with business. 

You stay in touch, follow up on your contacts, get the best of a 
connection, have fun, find out how you can make someone's day, 
let go when you have to, etc. 

It is an art to play that game.  

It takes a few weeks of practice and experimenting get really 
familiar with it. 

The benefits are immense: 

• You create a social circle 

• You get validation from men 

• You train your flirting skills 

• You develop a "dating body" which is your profile, what 
you want others to know, etc. 
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• You have fun 

• You learn to take initiatives 

• You create romance 

• You establish fresh connections 

• etc. 

I mean, this is already a long list!  

There is no other place in your life where you can effectively train 
these skills. 

The dating equation has shifted over the last few years because of 
internet dating.  

The net gives you the opportunity to have much greater control 
over your dating life. 

The trick however is to network.  

The moment you become exclusive with someone, you lose all the 
power of your online dating. 

What does it mean to be exclusive?  

• You send messages only to one man.  
• You wait for his answers.  
• You worry when he does not reply. 
• You know nothing about his real life.  
• You have no clue whether what he says is really true 

• Etc. 

As you can see, being exclusive online makes you dependent and 
very vulnerable. 

In the early stages, it is a mistake you don't want to commit. 

You want to stay free and open. 

Flirting with a man online does not mean that you have a 
relationship with him.  

It is okay to only flirt. 

The moment you are in a committed relationship, this dynamic 
might change.  
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You can decide for the right strategy at that stage. 

However, right now, you are free!  

Use and express that freedom. 

This is how you strengthen your emotional freedom: by expressing 
it! 

Online dating gives you the perfect opportunity to practice this.  

If you want to keep and empower your freedom, it is very simple: 
all you have to do is use it! 

Freedom is a right!  

It is a power in you!  

Use it! 
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Cyber dating – Why it works 

Cyber dating is your training ground.  

This is the place where you develop and refresh your dating skills.  

It's safe, ethical and an incredibly exciting environment. 

This is a gift.  

Have you been meeting people online?  

If you haven't, it is time to stretch yourself and log on to one of the 
big dating sites. 

Why is that?  

Millions of potential dates looking for exactly the same as you: love, 
fun, friendship and even intimacy.  

It is magical. It is a world of wonders. 

Here are the good news.  

Cyber dating is 100% safe.  

If you don't like someone, you block their messages and you'll 
never hear about them again. 

Here is a secret: destiny does work through cyber space.  

If you are not open to it, open up! 

If you believe it is artificial and unreal, change your mind straight 
away.  

Real love does happen in cyber space.  

These emotions are real and authentic.  

Sure it is a new medium.  

Dating habits have evolved.  

Cyber dating is now part of the game. 
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Maybe you don't feel comfortable in that environment.  

This, I understand.  

You simply miss the skills? Sure. 

How long does it take to get the skills? 

1 month! 

Invest yourself for 1 month and your life will never be the same 
again.  

I can give you dozens of examples of friends and people I coached 
who were stacked with their dating life.  

In fact they had almost given up totally on finding someone. 

The moment you enter cyber space, you multiply your chances of 
finding someone by 300%. 

It is a world of opportunities.  

This is not the end of the good news for you.  

In dating sites, for one woman, there is an average of five men. 

Guys struggle to get attention online.  

For women, it is exactly the opposite.  

Many, many admirers are waiting to meet you. 

I won't give you the details of all those who succeeded with it. 

Trust me on that.  

Cyber dating is powerful and it works.  

If you haven't tried, this will be your next life revolution :-). 

Remove doubts, negative preconceptions, hesitations and go for it.  

It takes 2 minutes to sign up and post a profile online.  

You have hundreds of choices.  
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It is a jungle! No doubt about it. 

It takes 1 month to get familiar with this environment but I do 
guarantee: your life will never be the same again. 

Will it happen overnight?  

Maybe yes, maybe not.  

You might face some key challenges like a crush not responding to 
your messages.  

It is fine.  

It is part of the game.  

If you are tired of waiting, you want to get out there and use fresh 
opportunities. 

Lift your anchors.  

Remove doubts and fears and go for it at 100%. 
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How to flirt online 

The cyber world is great.  

A dating site is your training ground.  

This is the ideal place to practice your small talk and flirting skills. 

Imagine, when you write a message, that’s all a man will hear from 
you.  

A one time message is powerful. 

You can get your message through in just a few words. 

You might establish a connection which will stay alive. 

Observe the way he reacts to what you stay. 

Don’t make the mistake of focusing on just one man in the early 
stages of your cyber dating. 

Stay free and experiment! 

Experimenting is the best way to develop your flirting skills.  

See this as a game. 

You try new moves and don’t worry too much about the outcome. 

The goal is not yet to find your long term partner. 

The goal is simply to innocently practice your moves. 

Try and experiment. 

The moment you have an idea, trust yourself and follow up on it.  

Don’t assume that you know the outcome before you tried. Self 
limiting beliefs can stop you from trying. 

Don’t put yourself down before you even send a message. 

Stop any form of negative self talk and take action. 

Action is the key to your flirting success. 
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Guys love getting messages. 

Do, you realize that for one woman, there is an average of five men 
in dating sites? 

You don’t have to show yourself as an “easy pray”. 

If you initiate the contact, it is always a risk.  

Now, you can step back and retreat in the comfort of what you 
already know or you can take some risks and feel great about 
yourself. 

The key challenge is rejection.  

You need a solid strategy to deal with it. 

Can you stop it from happening ever? No way. 

You might sometimes get a sign of rejection from a man.  

This must not stop you from exploring the flirting game and doing it 
anyway. 

This is the real test. 

You build up a level of confidence in which you know that nothing 
and no one can hurt you. 

Any rejection simply bounces on the surface of your mind. 

Dealing with rejection is one of your first flirting skills. 

No need to be defensive or aggressive. 

No need to offer yourself on the spot either. 

You develop flirting skills by trying.  

You want to forgive yourself if sometimes you make a move that 
you see later as a “mistake”. 

There are no mistakes.  

There are only learning experiences. 

The more you experiment, the more you learn. 
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Flirting is one of the most exciting ways of relating to the opposite 
sex. 

You want to get out there and use your conquering power to master 
those skills. 

It is an environment you want to conquer. 

Never let any rejection stop you from flirting again. 

The art of flirting is the art of opening without ever getting hurt. 

How do you avoid getting hurt? 

You go prepared! 

When you flirt, you need different types of tools, skills and 
“weapons”. 

You need to be ready for any situation. 

Some men will be very good at validating you. They will make the 
right moves. 

Now, if a guy steps on your toes on the dance floor, will this stop 
you from dancing again?  

No way!  

One of the aspects of the dating scene is about competition. 

You might be “bitchy” sometimes and reject and invitation from a 
man who likes you. 

Another man might behave like a jerk and try to put you down. 

These tests must not stop you. 

If you decide to stop playing the game, it is the whole dating and 
flirting scene that you reject. 

Now, imagine a guy being nasty with you and saying something like: 

“Where on earth did you find that dress? …” 

You need a surefire way to respond to it. 
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Now, handling rejection effectively is the top dating challenges. 

It would be too long to fully treat the topic of rejection in this book. 
I will need another volume to fully cover this subject.   

Dealing with rejection is a skill you learn because you are faced with 
this type of situations. 

There is no way around it. 

I can guarantee you that the moment you know how to handle any 
rejection, this gives you a huge confidence and power kick.  

You are queen of the dating scene! 

Nothing and no one can stop you! 

This is what you must remember. 

The dating world is an environment you want to conquer and 
master. 

Do what it takes to become good, really good at it. 
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Give them space to validate you 

There are hundreds of men waiting for just one thing: make you 
feel good about yourself. 

Did you know that on a dating site, there is an average of 5 to 10 
men for 1 woman.  

Guys don't know that usually.  

They will often sit at their computer waiting for women to take the 
initiative. 

For women, it is the other way round.  

As soon as you post a profile on line you start already receiving 
messages.  

I know, I tried it out! (don’t tell anyone ☺) 

I did register for a profile as a woman one time.  

Before I had even finished posting the first line of my description, I 
already had a couple of messages in my inbox! I had not even 
posted a picture! 

With a male profile, you can stay online for weeks or months and 
unless you take the initiative, nothing happens.  

You, as a woman, if you check how many times your profile has 
been viewed after 3 months (let's say that you got 1000 views) you 
can be sure that a man only gets a small fraction of that (10 to 100 
views). 

This is good news for you! 

Guys are waiting for women to join dating sites. 

If a guy is slightly trained and aware of the dating game, he will 
seek one think: try to make you feel good about yourself.  

Put it this way: he is competing with dozens of other men.  

He has to find a way of standing out.  
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This is why he will try to go out of his way to offer you something 
special.  

Spend time setting up your profile.  

Get a really good shot of yourself and post it online (profiles with 
pictures get 10 times more responses). 

After that, be discriminative.  

Get rid of what you don't want, offends you, or disrespects you. 

This is the next stage: mastering your inbox. Be tough on that one! 
Get rid of the insults! Keep the compliments.  

I'm serious! If you get an offensive message, delete it straight away 
and block the sender!  

That's it! 

Your cyber space is your territory. Master it! 

• Print the nice emails 

• Follow up on your exciting connections 

• Give men enough space and time to respond 

• Flirt and tease 

• Keep the mystery alive 

• Etc. 

Show your good sides first. 

Keep it light and keep it fun. 

Never get attached to a guy you only met online.  

There are no guarantees.  

If he pulls back, let go and focus on those who respond.  

This is easy to do if you have many choices and if you kept your 
options open. 
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Keep options open until you 

meet and decide to be exclusive 

This is one the most important strategy you need in cyber space 
and even in live dating. 

Don't be exclusive in the early stages of your dating. 

When you wake up your dating skills, you have to stay free. The 
alternative to exclusivity is to network.  

Date networking?  

What is that?  

You keep your options open. You give yourself the choice! No 
exclusivity. 

You stay open. You need it, believe me!  

Rejection from one side can happen any time.  

Being in contact with more than one man gives you power and a 
much stronger emotional base. 

I'll be direct with you, okay? This is a battle strategy.  

This has nothing to with love.  

It has to do with balance of power.  

It has to do with emotional survival instinct. 

When you give too much too soon, you create a huge unbalance of 
power. You give and have no guarantees to get anything in return. 

Suppose you chat online with this man. He lives 5000 miles away 
from you. You have no control! You know very little about this 
person. This is why you need to protect yourself in these early 
stages. Don't invest in just one person, you'll crash, guaranteed! 

Instead, stay open and alert.  
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Don't give your life to someone unless it is clear that it is a two way 
commitment. 

This is a battle for power. I repeat: a battle for power. 

The moment you lose your base, you are done.  

You need to stay master of your life and not let your passions run 
ahead too fast. Stay "awake" at all times. 

The moment you build this power base, it gives you the opportunity 
to later share greater intimacy with someone. Love and dating are 
fun when there is no aching. 

Aching happens when you feel powerless. It happens when you feel 
insecure and consumed by desire. 

Desire is a wonderful force unless you are overtaken by it. Flow with 
your stream of desires without ever suffering. Stay master of your 
life. Are you master of your passion or are you its slave? 

Your emotional foundation is where your strength and your power 
lie.  

This is the core of your being and the place where you connect with 
your force. 

You can love someone, share, be intimate but the moment you give 
up that core, you give up your life and lose track with your own 
destiny line. 

Stay master of your life. Stay master of yourself. 

Once love and complicity do grow, a new destiny line is created 
which is the line of your couple or relationship.  

It is not your partner's unique desire or your own but a new 
territory where you play a balanced role. 

This is what creates win-win, complicity and trust: a perfect balance 
of power within the relationship. 
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Should you be offended if he 

leaves his profile online? 

This is a question which comes frequently with cyber dating. 

Cyber dating has its set or unspoken rules and behaviors. 

If you go for a first date with a guy you met online and notice that 
his profile is still posted and that he is still frequently online, don't 
worry about it.  

It is perfectly okay. 

The first few dates are a non committed stage.  

It is okay for you and for him to keep your options open and to stay 
in touch with other potential dates. 

It is perfectly okay to date casually more than one person. 

This is what happens with modern dating events like speed dating. 

It is okay and it is fun! 

Competition, openness and non exclusivity are part of the game.  

Don't be offended or worried about it.  

Simply make sure you are at your best. 
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First date stress – Should we 

meet or not? 

When you have been interacting online for a while, meeting up in 
person is the next natural step. 

Usually, you can definitely go for it but you must take a couple of 
precautions: 

• The first step is to make sure you are safe. If you see any 
warning signs like lies in disguise or other unclear feelings 
about him, lack of information, listen to your instincts and 
trust yourself. Meet in a public place. 

• The second step is to lower your expectations. Simply 
meet him and keep it light.  

You are not committing yourself to anyone, simply having a light 
date with someone you like.  

Focus on having a fun time. 

About your looks, make sure you are in your best light.  

If you feel that your image and appearance do not reflect who you 
are, do something about it and go out of your way to look really 
nice.  

Do some extra training if you have to, get yourself a new dress and 
invest in the outside as much as the inside. 

The way you look tells a lot about the way you feel.  

Play the game. 

In a way, this is a good test and the perfect occasion to make 
yourself attractive.  

Invest in yourself!  

You'll feel this immensely empowering and it will open up a whole 
new door of confidence in you. 
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Should I travel to another 

country for our first date? 

When you meet the first time, it is like a lottery ticket: the more 
you invest, the more you can win or lose. 

In my opinion, traveling to another country for a first date is quite a 
risk. 

If you met online and he invites you for a week end in another 
country or city, what he has in mind is clear.  

Imagine that he arranges the accommodation, takes care of 
everything.  

I am sure he might be a caring guy and you can probably trust him. 

Now, for a first date, try a smaller step if possible: a drink, a casual 
encounter or an evening.  

A whole week end is a lot at once. 
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Does it kill passion to have long 

phone or messenger chats? 

Here are some ideas on calls and chats. 

Excitement is a big part of dating and connecting. 

Now, when you have long phone or chat sessions, you tend to lose 
the rhythm and intensity after a while. 

You unveil everything and in a way you can slow down the rhythm 
of what you share. 

Imagine, if you are giving a lecture; what works best?  

A 2 hour monologue or a 15 min focused pep talk?  

What will you remember and how will you feel after it? 

In my opinion, shorter contacts do work better. 

Keep the energy high. 

I would say max 30-60 min and even shorter if possible. It will 
make it easier on your phone bill as well. 

It is always nicer when you finish on a "high".  

Even if you have much more to share, you keep it for next time. 

This is not an absolute rule.  

If you feel like having a 3 hours phone conversation with your 
partner, I am sure it can work out as well. 

Now, sometimes, it takes courage to simply hang up even if there is 
much more to say. 

Short high energy contacts seem to have a stronger impact in 
building passion and romance.  

It keeps the mystery alive between two persons. 

If you don't know what works best for you, try both ways and 
observe how you feel after a conversation. 
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Try 5 min phone chats as well.  

These are direct and give a powerful energy boost to your love 
connection. 
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We had an appointment for our 

first date but he cancelled 

With online dating, it is always tricky.  

The first goal is to lower your expectations and keep your options 
open. 

You probably know exactly what you want and that's very good.  

Now, strong assertiveness can be intimidating even for a guy.  

The general attitude with cyber dating is:  

"He makes one mistake and he's off". 

The truth is that everyone is human.  

Any guy does respond negatively to any form of pressure, especially 
if he is not 100% confident. 

If you feel he shows resistance, this could be because he feels there 
is too much at stake.  

He is afraid he might not be able to live to your expectations. 

There is such a thing as "first date performance stress" 

In my opinion, giving a totally casual, light and open note to this 
first date experience is the best way to go. 

Consider as well that he might have told you only part of the story.  

For instance, he could be casually dating someone else right now, or 
is resisting getting intimate with anyone at this stage. 

If you say something like:  

"Hey, let's simply connect and take it lightly... It will be fun"  

It could be easier for him to open up fully. 
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Top 10 cyber dating mistakes 

Next time you log onto a dating site and decide to work on your 
profile, take a step back first and if you recognize one of these 
online dating mistakes, do something about it! 

It will save you energy and lots of time! 

• Sin 1 – Boring interior 

You might believe that what is around you on the picture does 
not matter?  

Wrong! 

100% wrong! 

People log on to dating sites because it makes them dream.  

They fantasize about the person they see on their high 
resolution screen. 

Nothing spooky about it. 

You open a window in their minds. 

If you don’t want to invest into having a nice shot of you, 
guys won’t invest in taking the time to know you. 

It is a direct cause and effect thing. 

 

• Sin 2 - Looking desperate 

This is a huge turn off. 

If you look like you are waiting to be rescued from your life, it 
says one thing: “My life is not interesting. I need you to feed 
my existence” 

It simply does not work that way. 

This deadly sin is committed by at least 50% of those who 
post their profile online. 
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• Sin 3 - Being rude 

You believe that a visitor will be turned on by direct harsh or 
even rude language? It’s exactly the opposite. 

You might meet the occasional punk or skin head who looks 
for aggressive challenge, but the chance for this happening 
online is so limited, you’ll get people running away from your 
profile. 

Even a dominatrix has some form of refinement or style. 

Respect first! 

 

• Sin 4 - Lying 

Lying about your age, income, marital status, etc. can all be 
felt from the distance. 

Visitors to your profile feel it straight away. 

They know that something is wrong even if they can’t define 
exactly what. 

 

• Sin 5 - Putting yourself down 

Talk about your qualities first.  

Put yourself in a good light. 

If you put yourself down, you take a self defeating attitude. 

You influence a visitor’s perception or judgment in the wrong 
direction. 

If you don’t love yourself, it will show all over your profile and 
it will make it very hard for others to love you. 

 

• Sin 6 - Focusing on just one person 
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The net is a networking tool. 

There are no guarantees. 

You can get really turned on by someone you meet online and 
find all sorts of reasons to believe that you two are meant for 
each other. 

This throws your level of expectation through the roof and 
creates intense tension. 

It is the number one online dating mistake: investing too 
much in someone when there are no guarantees that he will 
love you back. 

Drop it, trust and relax, instead. 

Make sure you keep your options open and interact with a few 
men. 

If you get a rejection on one side, you must have alternatives; 
otherwise, you crash. 

 

• Sin 7 - Not posting a picture 

You have to post a picture!  

It is part of the game. 

Nowadays, everyone is online. 

It is perfectly okay to have your profile on the internet. 

Meeting people online is as common as eating in a restaurant; 
so there is no need to be ashamed any more. 

If someone bothers you, simply block them in your profile. 

A profile with picture gets 5 to 10 times more responses.  

You don’t want to miss that. 

 

• Sin 8 - Letting rejection stop you 
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Some rejection is part of online dating. 

If you have a shop, you don’t close it the moment a client 
does not buy what you sell. 

Handling rejection is the number one cyber dating skill. 

When you feel rejected, you have two options:  

The first one is to step back and shut down. 

The second one is to get over it in no time and move on. 

There is a whole other set of chapters in this book about being 
rejection proof. 

Check it for more! 

 

• Sin 9 - Lack of perseverance 

What I am going to say might shock you: it takes often one to 
three months to get familiar with the online dating scene. 

This means that if you start today, you might get it right 
straight away but in most cases, you will go through trial and 
errors. 

You’ll get rejected a few times, and eventually learn all the 
tricks for having lots of fun with it. 

It is an environment you want to master.  

Learn from experience and move forward. 

 

• Sin 10 – Taking yourself too seriously 

Taking yourself too seriously is boring. 

What lightens up a good profile and online communication is 
humor and teasing. 

This is the best way to flirt and be successful with it. 
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Next time you are online, dare to color what you say with a 
touch of humor.  

It gives you originality and breaks the ice in no time. 
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Part 9 – 

Understanding men  
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How to challenge him 

If you make him feel too comfortable, he will not respond to you. 

To keep on growing as a human being, he needs challenge. 

He needs you to challenge him. 

How do you do that? 

• Challenge his beliefs 

When you notice that his way of thinking limits him in any 
way, dare to have an interactive and engaged discussion 
about what he thinks of given topic or situation.  

You challenge him by asking him key questions about his 
beliefs and bringing to realize that there is more than what he 
sees. 

• Challenge his life style or habits 

If the way he dresses is plain boring, open his eyes to the 
fashion world. Take him shopping and educate him on what 
would look good on him. 

If needed, do the same with cooking, what he eats, his social 
circle, etc. 

• Challenge his emotions and the way he relates to you 

If the way he relates to you does not satisfy you, show him 
the way and educate him on how to manifest passion fun and 
excitement in your date and what you share. 

• Break the ice and tease him 

Emotional teasing is the best way to get him to stretch his 
limits. Don’t take him seriously. Make fun of some aspects of 
his personality. Swear at him playfully. Stretch his daily habits 
and comfort. 

The moment you challenge a guy, you become a source of 
freshness and renewal in his life. 

Deep inside, this is what he craves for. 
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He wants his life to keep on evolving but instead tends to build up 
walls with what he thinks he needs. 

Your role as a date is to challenge his beliefs and emotional 
foundation. 

You open new doors in his life. 

Now, there is one golden rule for this to work: you need to be 
subtle and make sure that you challenge him on aspects of his life 
which really need improvement. 

Suppose you date a man who is 40 something and has lots of life 
experience, he might already know exactly what he wants and 
needs from life. 

Don’t miss the point. 

Recognize the value of what he already has and see where he truly 
can take his life one step further. 

This is one of the top qualities you can give to your connection with 
him: opening his eyes to aspects of life he was not aware of. 

In other terms, you become a positive catalyst for change in his 
existence. 

You are an agent of his own evolution. 

This is the big picture. 

Meeting you is a form of initiation.  
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How to be successful with guys 

To be successful, you have to play the game. It's all a game anyway, 
so go ahead and have fun. 

What is this game? It is the flirting game! 90% of guys want first to 
have fun when on the dating scene. They want to spend time with 
people who are fun to be with, so no hang ups. 

Playing the game is giving people what they want! Sure it's great to 
accept yourself the way you are but you can do better. You can be 
better. Your present limits are not your real limits. So, go beyond 
and reach beyond your present comfort zone to establish a new 
rhythm and freshness in your life. Raise your standards! 

Here are the greatest turn offs for guys:  difficult person, self 
absorbed, sad, melancholic, distant, worried, or unstable. If you 
want to be successful, express exactly the opposite qualities:  easy 
going, generous, happy, joyful, warm, balanced. 

Guys fall for women who look and feel free! They respond to life 
force, to radiance, to excitement, to emotional fuel. 

Become incredibly attractive to yourself by being a problem free 
zone! To be successful, simply let go of what is not attractive in 
you. Stop doing what is bad for you. Simplify everything. 

Guys will be magnetized to you when you are a life model they want 
to follow. Express their deepest dreams. Express their deepest 
desire and they'll simply be attracted to your presence. 

Dare! Take risks! Be ready to respond to situations! Be spontaneous! 
Trust! Enjoy the magic of the moment.  

Being successful is first a gift you give to yourself.  
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What is the first quality a man 

looks for in a woman?  

If you go to dating sites and check men's profiles, you'll notice that 
the number one quality guys look for is:  FUN TO BE WITH! 

That's it, that's the answer. It is now in your hands 
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Is he flirting with you? 

If he seems interested in you in any way, checks you out or tries to 
establish contact with you in any way, consider him hooked! 

That’s good news! 

Here are some exceptions though: 

• If he is a colleague at work 
• If he is your personal trainer 
• If he is your doctor, dentist, therapist 

In most of these situations, it is their job to be nice and kind. You 
can get mixed signals and confuse a kind professional attitude with 
flirty signs. 
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What to expect from a guy who 

flirts with you? 

When you know that a guy is interested, what can you expect form 
a flirty connection? 

It is very simple. Flirting is the first step of foreplay. 

A guys who flirts is not saying:  

“I want to marry you and spend the rest of my life with you” 

All he says is: 

“I feel attracted and I want to connect” 

Take the flirting game exactly for what it is: a light innocent 
connection. 

Sometimes, a flirt evolves into something deeper and very often a 
flirt stays a flirt and does not shift to dating or relationship. 

Stay in the moment! 

Enjoy it exactly for what it is! 
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How much do looks really mean 

for men? 

It’s simple: it’s 50/50 

Personality and looks both count equally. 

The way you look tells a lot about the way you feel. 

Guys know that. They respond to radiance and energy first. 

If you feel you don’t have the looks, you will still be a “winner” as a 
flirt if you put yourself in your best light, dare to be sexy and 
develop a healthy life style. 

Remove whatever you feel is unattractive in you. 

Here are the top qualities guys look for: 

• Fun to be with 
• Vitality, radiance 
• Healthy life style 
• Confidence  
• Looks 
• Etc. 

All these qualities weight equally in a man’s mind. 
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How to make him feel at ease? 

If a guy gets nervous when you approach him, it is very natural.  

Why?  

Because when you speak to someone, you always enter in their 
personal space.  

This happens naturally.  

Without realizing it or truly wanting it, you use your "conquering 
power" when you start chatting with someone.  

If you want a man to feel comfortable, give him space.  

Give him time to adapt to your presence.  

Humor and teasing is a good way to get everyone relaxed. 

Chat a bit, let go.  

Play with that.  

There is nothing to worry about.  

People tend to build walls around them.  

It is a sphere of protection.  

When you break through this protection, they naturally feel 
defenseless.  

A new balance of power and energy gets built up.  

It can take a couple of minutes for this energy to find a new balance.  

There is another element as well: they can be excited by your 
presence.  

His lack of confidence can show as if he was not comfortable. 

Can you see that?  

It is true, the one who takes the initiative (Especially if you show 
lots of assertiveness) uses this conquering power.  
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You basically go beyond his comfort zone and connect.  

The one who is waiting and receptive is within a sphere of comfort 
and by coming into their sphere, you challenge this comfort. 

Again, there is nothing wrong with that.  

Give it a couple of minutes to readapt. 

Play with humor. 

Teasing and if you feel you make guys uncomfortable, show less 
assertiveness in your approach. 
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You like him - Should you tell 

him?  

Definitely yes!  

However, there are many ways of telling it!  

Just walking to him and saying "Hi, I like you!" is a great thing to 
say but you can express these words in many ways.  

Build up the mystery, build up the sexual tension and attraction.  

Guys don't respond to thoughts, they respond to desires and 
emotions. 

Flirting is playing!  

Seduction is a dance which uses rhythm and fire.  

A man wants to dream and wake up his senses and emotions first.  

When he has all the answers, it is part of the mystery which is gone.  

Imagine a child unwrapping a present.  

When is the true moment of excitement?  

Make it last! 

Build up the mystery and when you feel the time is right take 
exciting steps in his direction.  

How do you tell him?  

• Use non verbal language 
• Tease him 
• Wake up his senses 
• Wake up his desire 

You are the active catalyst of these sensations in him.  

Your moves are an invitation to share pleasure and delight. 
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Does it work to play hard to get? 

As long as you play, it is okay.  
 
Playing hard to get is a seduction style, right? It is something you 
do to have fun together.  
 
If a guys suffers from it, he obviously won't enjoy the game.  
 
If your "hard to get" is a way of teasing him, I'll say go for it and 
enjoy.  

Give him small bites of what he could get.  

Send him and SMS saying:  

"Catch me if you can!"  
 
Messages like this one really work with guys. 

Playing hard to get is a great way of flirting as long as you show 
him that he gets somewhere.  

If you give him nothing, he will just see you as someone complicate 
who plays games and wants to hurt him. 

If he notices you play games, he will run away and look somewhere 
else. 

Play “hard to get” as a way of teasing him and building the 
attraction between the two of you. 

Open some doors to him when you feel the moment is ripe.  

If you overdo this “hard to get” game, you just keep him hanging 
on and both of you will get nowhere.  

So make sure that attraction and play are the centre of it. 
 

Go for it and enjoy! 
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What can stop him from asking 

you out? 

Sometimes, you know a guy is attracted to you and still, he does 
not take any step. 

You’ll be probably asking yourself:  

"Why on earth isn't he not taking the steps and asking me out?" 

Here are 3 key reasons: 

• Fear of rejection 

Guys are like you. They want to avoid pain and challenging 
situations. A man who asks a woman's phone number has 
80% chances of getting rejected (that's the real numbers!). 
Challenging for a man to take the step!  

• He thinks it is going to be complicate 

Dating can sometimes be a hassle. The risk of dating someone 
who becomes clingy, possessive or very jealous is quite big.  

• His mind is busy with something else 

He is still finishing a relationship, or too busy with a 
professional challenge. An interesting fact: 50% of guys in the 
UK affirm to be sometimes too stressed up to have sex. To 
date you need space and inner freedom. 

 

The solutions? 

• Step 1 - Make it very, very clear to him that if he approaches 
you, you'll say yes!  

• Step 2 - Be a problem free zone. Act like one. Be one. Focus 
on fun and enjoyment. Show him you are fun to be with.  

• Step 3 - Timing is everything. Follow you instinct with that 
one. Jump in at the right moment! 

Enjoy the opportunities! 
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Do guys give mixed signals? Do 

they play games? 

Yes! Sometimes guys give mixed signals and play games.  

It's not a bad thing though.  

They simply won't give you straight answers and keep on leading 
you on. 

This happens a lot with dating and it is good to find out soon if this 
happens to you.  

If what he says does not match reality, then it is a serious hint.  

For instance if a guy says he wants to spend his life with you but 
then dates another girl, take it as a hint! 

There are plenty of indications when these things happen. 

Dare to double check what he says and open your eyes.  

Don't play blind with these situations.  

It is okay to be in the middle of it as long as you don't get carried 
away by these games.  

Stay on top of it.  

See and observe what truly goes on. 
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Can you intimidate guys? 

Guys can feel intimidated if you radiate lots of power, confidence or 
assertiveness. 

Being rejected by a girl is usually not something they enjoy. 

A model on a catwalk for instance is intimidating because there is 
this high sense of confidence, no smile, gorgeous looks, etc. 

If you wear lots of black or look like a top executive, it can be 
intimidating as well. 

If you want to be more approachable, you can soften the way you 
dress, smile often, establish eye contact and develop a friendly 
attitude to anyone you meet. 

Simply show that you are open to meeting new people and that you 
won't reject anyone who approaches you.  

Would you? 
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I don't get it! Do guys prefer 

bitchy girls? 

Guys love confident girls. 

It is true that a girl who is not challenging in any way will quickly 
sound boring or average.  

I know it is tough but it is the same the other way round.  

Wussies are not attractive.  

They sound weak and surrendered.  

Wussies will become your best friend but for a lover, you'll look 
usually further.  

You'll look for passion and confidence, right? 

So, as a girl you can keep on questioning it or you can simply go 
with the flow and give guys what they want.  

If you are in doubt, try and experiment. 

Dating attitudes are like a shirt you put on.  

All are authentic. 

They are all you!  

You simply decide what role you want to play in a guy's life.  

You try things and see what works and what doesn't. 

You will often notice power games.  

If a guy is an easy "catch" strangely enough you lose interest very 
fast. 

It is instinctual.  

Have you seen a cat playing with a mouse?  

It is the same type of game.  
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They pretend the mouse will run and then catch it again. 

Why is that?  

Because it wakes up thrill and excitement.  

It wakes up challenge, thrill, conquering drive, etc. 

Why do people compete in sports?  

Because competing wakes up energy in your system, in your mind 
in your body.  

It makes you feel alive!  

It is thrilling! 

If you compete and always win easily, you lose interest and in a 
way don't expand your potential.  

On the other hand, if you are challenged, it forces you to go deeper 
and surpass yourself. 

Dating works in a similar way.  

If your target is too easy and misses this dimension of challenge, 
you tend to lose interest. 

There are different ways to challenge a guy.  

There are different ways to wake up excitement and thrill in him.  

Now, if you see guys attracted to certain feminine styles, learn from 
it and expand your skills. 

Try it and see what works.  

It is human nature and it is there for a reason.  

Dare to play the game!  

You'll be amazed of what happens when you do.   
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He rarely calls me and cancels 

dates? - What's up with him? 

Many guys love their freedom.  

Some guys simply can't stand making plans, appointments or 
anything like that.  

They want to keep things open.  

Anything which is "fixed" limits them.  
 
How do you deal with such man?  

The best is to act on the spot. 

Spontaneity, excitement and thrill. 

That's what he would respond to.  

He wants fun, freedom and openness.  

A fixed time and day kills the magic for him.  

He wants to keep things open.  

Here is what you can do:  

Next time you are having drink with some friends, give him a quick 
call: "hi, we are having a drink at ..., why don't you come over, 
there is something I want to show you" or "there is someone I 
would like you to meet..."  

The idea is to shift to open casual and invite him for things on the 
spot. My feeling is that he would go for it if he does not need to plan 
it or think about it.  

Try it! 

Something else:  

Right now, you are as well already more invested emotionally than 
he is.  

The idea is to slightly pull back and keep your options open.  
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Don't act like you are committed to him.  

Date other guys and don't expect more than what he is actually 
giving you. 

Keep your options open. Stay free. 
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Interviews conclusions 

Recently, I run a series of interviews with men. 

I asked them very specific questions about women like: 

• Why they did fall for the girlfriend or wife 
• What made them commit to that relationship 
• What are turn ons from women 
• What are mistakes they see women making 
• Etc. 

Here are a few essential points that came out: 

• Guys love it when you take the initiative 

90% of the guys interviewed enjoy being approached by 
women. 

They said things like: “It’s good for my ego”, “You make it 
easier for me”, “The only mistake you can do is to not take 
your chance”. 

• Don’t be pushy or loud 

These were mentioned again a couple of times as big turn offs. 

• No beer, please! 

What you drink makes a difference. Go for a light cocktail or a  
“Bacardi Breezer” instead. 

I agree! This one is unfair! ☺  

Hope you hate beer anyway! 

Same goes for being drunk or high. 

• Spontaneity, happiness and smile  

At least two guys mentioned their girl friend’s smiles, laughter 
or happiness as the first element which got them “hooked”. 

It worked for them. The answer was “love at first sight” 

• “Don’t limit me! Accept me the way I am” 
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When asked what guarantees the success of a long term 
connection, a few guys mentioned “respect my space and 
freedom”. 

They said things like: “Understand what I want”, “If you want 
a bad boy, don’t try to turn him into something else”, “I want 
to date you and sometimes party with my friends as well”, etc.  

Another essential aspect which came out: 

After 5 minutes interview, you can clearly tell which guys want a 
commitment and which ones don’t. 

Some men go for the total commitment. 

Some guys call themselves bad boys. 

Some want definitely to keep their freedom and date multiple 
partners at the same time. 

Some others are in just for the party and the fun. 

What strikes me is that all of them are honest about it.  

What they expect from dating is obvious almost at first sight. 

They might not tell it loudly to everyone but it is very easy to read 
the signs. 

Listen to what he says, attitude and looks and you’ll get your 
answer on the spot. 

Stay awake and if you choose for a bad boy or a player, do it with 
full awareness. 

Deep inside, love is always the core of the dating world. 

Even guys who decide to keep their freedom or date multiple 
partners still love the girls they date.  

They simply love them in a non exclusive way. ☺ 
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Part 10 – Win these 

key dating 

challenges 
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What if he doesn’t respond? 

You probably experienced that a few times, right? 

You smile to a guy and he stays as cold as an ice block.  

Inside, you go… “What’s wrong with me?”, “What did I do?”, How 
come he doesn’t like me?”, etc. 

Have you ever been fishing? 

Imagine going to the lake, watching the water and saying:  

“I want this fish!” 

Got it?  

It’s easier when you try to catch any fish rather than THE fish you 
have in mind. 

This is strategy number one: 

You have to stay open and go with the flow of opportunities and 
possibilities which are there in front of you.  

Once your flirting energy starts flowing, you become really good at 
catching just about any fish you want, right? 

In the beginning, however, you better go with the flow and offer 
your flirting energy to whoever wants to play. 

You’ll be surprised of how many doors open up once you simply stay 
flexible rather than fixed on one single guy. 

If the guy you like does not respond, don’t let rejection stop you.  

Rejection is like an arrow bouncing on the surface of your mind. 

Inside yourself, think: “Jerk!” and move on. 

The moment he sees you enjoying the partly immensely and being 
all popular with other guys, it will make him curious and he will 
want to know more about this amazing girl who connects so easily 
with everyone. 

He’ll ask a friend: “Who is she?” 
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And the friend will just say: “She’s great. I met her a couple of 
times in town and she’s smart and so much fun to talk to” 

See how it works? He’s hooked in an instant. 

If you focus on just one guy, you’ll miss dozens of opportunities to 
train your flirting skills and make yourself popular wherever you are. 

I’ll give you an example: 

The other day, I was at a party.  

As I was walking in front of this gorgeous girl, she just looks at me 
straight in the eyes, smiles and says “Hi!”. 

She was with someone. Obviously she was not trying hard to hit on 
me or trying to seduce me.  

She was just being friendly. 

It was perfect. 

Her attitude was perfect. 

If a guy would witness that, he would think: “Whaou!” and tell his 
friends about her. 

I saw her again in town a couple of times and mentioned the 
episode to another friend of mine. 

This style does work and it works for one simple reason: she is not 
pursuing, trying hard or behaving like a bitch. 

She seems at ease with everyone and is not afraid of being friendly. 

At the same time, I am sure that she could show her claws anytime 
if a space invader shows up. 

Here are the qualities which summarize it: 

• Open 
• Friendly 
• Rejection proof 
• Confident 

This is the perfect flirting base you can start with. 
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If a guy does not respond to your first flirting invitation, your 
chances are never blown! 
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Top keys to safe flirting 

A key aspect of successful flirting has to do with protecting your 
space adequately.  

I am sure that sometimes, you might have attracted the wrong guy 
or had a real space invader being slightly pushy. 

In social situations, this can happen of course. 

The goal is to make sure guys don't cross the line. 

Being a good flirt requires this extra kick of power and confidence.  

You are the one who chooses and decides when you want to open 
up or not. 

You are in control of it.  

This is an essential aspect of having fun with flirting.  

I know many women who do actually give up on flirting because 
they don't know how to protect their space. 

This book is not only about learning to connect with guys, it is as 
well about knowing how to give them a clear "I am not interested" 
signal when needed. 

The best way to send such signal is to be firm and confident. 

If you give him a “back off” signal, repeat the message until they 
get it. 

Some guys sometimes misinterpret a “back off” signal as “playing 
hard to get”. 

Make sure they get it by repeating the message a few times if they 
don’t get it straight away. 

After that, eventually move to another spot if you have to. 

You can as well ask a friend to back you up with this. 

99% of people are respectful and would not cross the line. 
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If by any chance you find yourself in a situation you don’t like, dare 
to shift the mood instantly. You don’t have to be kind with someone 
who does not respect you. 

You must be firm and direct. 

No need to be offensive but make sure he gets the message.  

No need to be rude either. 

Say something like: “my date will be arriving shortly” or “Sorry! 
Married!” showing a fake wedding ring. 

If he insists, follow up with: “Are you listening? I am not interested” 
and move to another spot if you have to. 

Essential point: don’t let anyone ruin or upset your evening!  

Go on and focus on connecting with guys you are attracted to.  
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What to do if he is already with 

someone? 

When you realize that a man you like is already with someone, 
there are two roles you can play. 

• The first role is the challenger.  

• The second role is the accomplice. 

The choice is yours of course. 

Now, if you challenge his partner or girl friend and start flirting with 
that man, someone can get hurt. 

If you go into the battle and conquering mood, you might win this 
man’s attention. 

However, I would like you to think twice before you take action. 

Imagine for a second playing another role. 

Imagine telling this couple something like: “You two look great 
together. I can see you share something special. I would love to flirt 
with your partner but obviously, he already found his muse…” 

Imagine how this makes them feel.  

They feel valued. 

Instead of flirting with him, you “flirt with the couple”.  

You feed their love and strengthen the link between the two of them. 

You respect their relationship. 

The choice is yours always. 

You decide what role you want to play. 
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What to do if he goes too far? 

One of the key challenges you face when flirting is to build healthy 
boundaries. 

You must be able to respond effectively when a guy crosses the line 
and becomes pushy or demanding. 

It is a skill. 

Develop it and don’t let anyone push you into something you don’t 
want. 

Successful flirting has a lot to do with building healthy boundaries 
and being able to express your power when you need to. 

How to say to a guy that he is going too far? 

Simple: be firm, direct and clear. 

Stand straight and confident and don’t let anyone cross the line. 

If a guy buys you a drink, that’s all he is buying.  

If you smile to a man, that’s all it means: a smile. 

Sure, a smile is an invitation but it is only an invitation to be more 
open and friendly.  

Give him clear signals when he goes too far. 

You are in charge of your life, time, personal space, actions and 
emotions.  

Don’t let anyone make you believe otherwise. 
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What are the worst flirting 

mistakes? 

Here are some key mistakes you can make when flirting.  

Stay away from these to give your love life a real kick 

• Being a space invader. Being pushy. Going too fast. 
Being loud.  

Stay subtle with flirting. It is an art. It is play. Listen to a guy’s 
limits. Be aware of his personal space. Give him the opportunity to 
respond on his own time.  

• Letting rejection stop you 

Sometimes a man won’t respond to your invitation. It is fine. Don’t 
let rejection stop you. It is only a hurdle. If you notice that rejection 
is systematic (more than half of the times) do something about your 
flirting strategy. There could be something in the way you approach 
men which is a turn off. Make it your priority number one to find out 
what it is and how to do it better. 

• Being unprepared 

Flirting is a natural instinct. However, you often need to wake it up 
in you. Train your flirting skills. It is like learning a couple of steps 
on the dance floor. Once you own all the right moves, it gives you 
immense confidence and makes you 100% ready for success. 

• Sounding needy or desperate 

If what you say sounds anywhere close to “I can’t live without you” 
guys run away! It is simply too much for them. Imagine: having the 
responsibility to make you happy for ever without even knowing you. 
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How to deal with a space invader? 

When you open up in the dating scene, all sorts of things can 
happen: you will tend to invite the men you want to connect to and 
those who step on your shoes on the dance floor. 

You probably experienced this a few times: Having a drunken hero 
spilling his beer on your new pair of $400 suede boots. 

What to do? 

Breath deeply and respond with grace. 

No need to be rude.  

Give him a firm “back-off” signal. 

If you need, use your two hands to bring him back to a distance 
where his nauseous breath can’t reach you. 

If you want to have fun with flirting, you need two things: the skills 
to reach men and the skills to protect your space when needed. 

You want to be able to shift gears any time and give a pushy men 
direct signals he must respect. 

Your instincts show you the way. 

Express your power when needed and dare to use your secret sword 
anytime you want to. 

Develop strategies for any such situations. 

If you feel drained by a situation, send a clear “No, thank you!” 
signal and make sure he hears it.  
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How to not feel threatened by 

other women or girls  

It is hard to accept but the dating world is a competitive 
environment. If you are not in the top 3 in a guy's mind, there are 
little chances he'll ask you out. 

Girls or women can be truly tuff, projecting sparks of loaded 
judgment on each other. As a guy, I was truly chocked the first time 
I observed this "psychic battle" going on. 

Don't think: "Wish this was different". Instead shift your attitude 
and see the dating world slightly more as a battle field. Develop 
your natural weapons and  defend yourself. Your weapons are your 
mind power and the ability to overcome challenges and rejection. 

What are the challenges? Other women's judgment, their 
competitive attitude, possible rejection from men, etc. All these 
challenges have the same solution: extra power and confidence.  

A negative judgment is an attack on your being! Don't let the arrow 
pierce you through: deflect it before it even hits you. Build a shield. 
Build a protection 

When you are warned and prepared, it is much easier! Stay awake!  

Realize, this is a major shift in your mind! Evolve in the dating 
scene like a martial artist! Aware! Awake!  
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The number one dating mistake 

The number one mistake is to give too much too soon. When you 
meet a man you like, you tend to abandon yourself.  

Big mistake! 

In the early stages, there is no commitment. It's an "observation 
dance" where you feel if there is good compatibility. 

This is a non committed period. You are open to date other guys 
and don't give yet exclusivity to only one man. If you do, you're in 
trouble. 

Why is that?  

Because it makes you immensely vulnerable. You invest everything 
when there is still no sign it will work out.  

It is a dating mistake: giving too much too early. 

Expecting too much too soon.  

Your passion and desire wake up and you become a slave of these 
desires. 

This can take you out of your base and get you hurt and dependent 
very vast.  

The alternative is simple: in the early stages of dating, keep you 
options opened. By doing this, you secure your personal foundation 
and make sure that you can step back any time in case something 
unexpected happens. 

A man is immensely turned off by too high expectations from a 
woman. If you sound anything close to clingy, dependent or 
desperate, guys will run away. 

Keep your base. Keep your power. Stay centered on your own life. 
You are the center of your universe. You are the most important 
person in your life. 

Even when you engage further and commit yourself to someone, 
you need to keep a strong personal foundation. The moment you 
abandon yourself, you betray your own spirit and lose track with 
your own destiny line. 
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Sure, at a later stage, you can healthily plan your life together if 
you feel a similar level of commitment. However, this happens 
much later in a relationship.  

The early stages of dating are about building up romance, flirt and 
complicity. It is a light way of connecting. There is no demand, no 
jealousy. There is only freedom, openness and play. 

This is light dating. It is pre commitment. 
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Should you have sex? 

I want to tell you something important about guys:  

When a guy orgasms and loses semen, he goes into an emotional 
dip. 

This emotional "after sex" stage is okay if love and romance are 
already strongly established with his partner (you!).  

If you have sex too soon, you take the risk of dropping the sexual 
intensity between the two of you. 

The force behind dating is greatly stimulated by sexual attraction.  

If you allow attraction to build up without releasing it too early 
through sexual intercourse, you'll create extra refinement, fun, love, 
and respect towards each other. 

How soon is too soon?  

You can have a few dates with someone without having intercourse.  

You can flirt and even share kisses. 

You can share some light intimacy.  

The moment you have intercourse, everything changes.  

There is a whole new set of dynamics involved.  

There are as well new fears or risks involved with it. 

This is why sex is a beautiful thing.  

You can enjoy it immensely when trust and complicity are already 
established. 

This does not mean that you shut down your feelings and desires in 
your first dates.  

No, it's actually the opposite.  

You do open up.  
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You do enjoy intimacy but hold a bit before taking it to the next 
level. 

In the East, the science of tantra explains exactly how sexual 
energies work.  

We would however need another book to go into it. 

Follow your instinct.  

Trust yourself.  

If you feel the natural need to hold back slightly before having sex, 
listen to it.  

You'll notice that intimacy and complicity will greatly benefit from it. 
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What if he does not take steps? 

Here is a secret: guys enjoy being challenged.  

Some guys do actually wait for you to take steps. If you wait for 
them to make a move, you could be waiting for a long time. 

Men can be shy and like you, they don't like being rejected.  

Actually, they hate it!  

This is why they won't easily take the first step: by fear of being 
turned down.  

Did you know that in the dating scene the average guy will get 
rejected four times before he gets a "yes" from a woman?  

It takes five tries to get one yes? 

He'll be rejected 4 times before there is a potential opening. 

This is what is being told in men's dating manuals. 

I can tell you, many men simply give up! 

If you have views on him, give him clear signals that you are open 
for it.  

Don't be pushy or get impatient, simply give him clear flirting 
signals. 

A man can have many worries.  

If you catch a guy when he is going through lots of stress at work, 
he'll simply not be available.  

If he does not follow your invitation, you'll tend to blame yourself.  

Don't!  

His lack of response has to do with timing. 
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Perfect timing 

It takes a while for complicity to build up.  

Flirting is a set of sensations that you nourish.  

You let them mature until the moment is ripe.  

Love wakes up. Magical feelings.  

You'll notice that a guy is interested in you when he seeks your 
company.  

Be it at work or in other social contexts. 

He'll be driven by your energy and will come closer. 

When you feel this build up, it's essential to keep it light. Flirt is 
about fun and lightness. This is how you strengthen complicity in 
the early stages. You are not committed. You are free and open. It 
is fun. It would be worth simply for what it is, even if you were 
keeping it on that level for a long time. 

Flirting is fun. No need to rush. No need to "fix" things. Freedom 
and openness are thrilling states of mind.  

Why would you take it to the next level?  

No need to!  

Enjoy the playfulness and innocence of it. 

A thousand worries can polarize a guy's mind. There is a hierarchy 
of needs in a men's life. The need for sex and intimacy is not 
number one. 

It comes somewhere after survival and security.  

If a man faces health challenges, his energy won't be available.  

If he faces challenges at work, the same will happen.  

You'll give him signals but he won't respond because he is too 
stressed up. 
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If a guy goes through a heavy break up or divorce, same story. His 
ex is still in his mind. He is still digesting and trying to understand 
what went wrong. 

You see, these are waves and natural life cycles.  

You need to take action at the right time.  

These external factors have nothing to do with mutual attraction. A 
guy might be attracted to you and still not respond to your flirting 
signals. 
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How to force destiny 

Is it possible to simply force events and make things happen?  

I believe it is.  

Destiny is an intelligent spirit.  

You can work with the forces of destiny or against them.  

If you go with the flow of it, magic starts unveiling in front of you. 

When you feel there is no open door, it is time to take drastic 
measures and stimulate your destiny to open up.  

Your life is a very subtle ecosystem.  

If your love life does not move, you need extra power and 
determination.  

It is okay to use your conquering power and create your destiny.  

If your environment is "frozen", bring in your passion and desire. 

Do you realize that you are the master of your destiny?  

You are the person who has the greatest power over where you will 
be in a year from now. 

You have the power to open doors.  

You have sources of power you are not using. 

Why don't you?  

Because you don't dare to.  

Power is an emotional substance you can manipulate in you.  

You can wake it up like fire and give it the right shape. 

Some things are given in life, some others can be taken or 
conquered.  

You deserve love.  
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You deserve 100% happiness.  

If for some reason, it is not happening right now, shift your mind 
set and do what it takes to conquer this territory. 
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What if he is not interested? 

This could be called the number dating challenge! 

There is only one way to handle a situation like this one: move on! 

I know this is a tough and direct answer, but it is by far the best 
strategy. 

If you start over investing in someone, that’s the way it will stay.  

You might manage to temporarily shift his mind and he might 
respond for a while. 

However, you can already feel what this creates on an energy level:  

you give more than he does. 

The result? You end up frustrated and depleted. 

Love is energy.  

It is a substance.  

You own a certain “reserve” of it. 

When you invest in someone who loves you back, you create a 
dynamic exchange where magic happens.  

Trying to force someone to be with you is like dancing with 
someone who does not want to dance.  

You need twice as much energy to keep it going. 

Pursuing someone who is not interested is very different from 
seducing a man.  

Seducing happens because there is a response.  

Seduction is a dance.  

The one who seduces and the one who is seduced create something 
together.  

It is a play, a game or a courting dance. 
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Can you see the difference? 

Believe me.  

If a man shows no interest, don’t waste your time.  

A relationship needs two pillars. 

You need two will powers fully invested in it to make it work.  

If you want to succeed with your relationship, partner with someone 
who is ready to invest in the same proportion as you do. 

The moment you start a relationship on such base, it is super 
empowering for your couple.  

It is a perfect ground which creates a powerful foundation.  

Balance! Synergy!  

These are the qualities you need for a healthy start. 
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Are you very sensitive to 

rejection? 

The dating world is a jungle.  

It can sometimes feel like a battle field with impossible 
challenges, warm deserts and frozen mountains to cross.  

Nice picture! 

You and I know about it.  

Now! that's only one aspect of it.  

Anytime, anywhere, you can be attacked or challenged.  

You can be judged for stuff you did not do.  

People can love you! Hate you for what you are or what you aren’t! 

Now, what?  

Are you staying home??!!! No way!!  

Dating is life!  

It is part of the thrill!  

The art of dating is partly the art of overcoming any rejection, any 
judgment, laughing about it and staying untouched. 

Develop your fighting skills, self confidence! 

The other side of the story? 

Love, romance, passion, thrill! 

Yes! That’s right... The other side of the story!  

Give yourself the tools to protect what truly matters! 
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Playing games? 

There is big controversy about this topic.  

If you like playing mind games with those you date, I want to tell 
you:  

If a guy feels you trying to manipulate him, it will be very hard for 
him to trust you in the future. 

Seduction is a beautiful game as long as it stays a game.  

Flirting is along the same line. 

You can seduce a man.  

It is like a dance.  

It is the play of your desire.  

Guys love it! 

Will power alone is manipulative.  

If a guy feels that, it turns him off. 

We are far away now from this "battle" of the sexes.  

It is time to unite forces and build long term harmony. 

My advice is: Don't play games. 

If a guy calls you, return his call.  

If you like someone, give him clear signals.  

Be subtle with it.  

You don't want to walk to him and say something like:  

"I can't imagine living without you, please, stay with me".  

This would be a turn off. 

No, if you like a man, there are other ways of giving him clear flirty 
signals while giving each other space to take action.  
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This is fun.  

Flirting is a dance. 
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Can you use your conquering 

power? 

Sometimes, you need to give destiny a serious kick. If you feel 
things are not moving, you need to empower your dating spirit. This 
means taking definite action. 

You can use your determination. It is okay! It is sometimes a useful 
weapon. 

What do you want to kill or destroy? You want to remove whatever 
stands between you and him. 

You can use extra power to get your message through. Sometimes 
It's all you need to win with dating. It is okay to use it. 

Open space and make sure that whatever you are up to is a win-win 
for you and for him. 
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He never makes an effort 

His behavior has nothing to do you.  

It's part of his character.  

Some guys do take initiatives and arrange everything.  

Some others don't.  

They don't do it with girlfriends and they don't do it with friends 
either.  

They simply tend to delegate when it comes to organizing things. 
 
Why is that?  

Because organizing and taking an initiative takes time and energy. 

Some men simply don't know how to do it or have other priorities. 

It is a personality trait and has nothing to do with his feelings 
towards you. 
 
What to do with it? 
 
Simple! It is his problem.  

This can actually ruin friendships and relationships for him.  

As you can see, you can run out of energy and simply stop relating 
to him because of it. 
 
This is along the same line as being greedy, not showing emotions 
or systematically being late for appointments.  

These personality aspects can stand on the way of having a great 
relationship. 
 
If you are up to it, you can educate him with that. 
 
You can invite him for a drink one time and say something like: 
"Look, there is something important I want to share with you... Can 
we meet at this cafe, Thursday 8pm?" 
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When you see him, say something like: "I care about you but 
something has been bothering me lately. I feel like I am always 
organizing things and taking the initiative and it is draining me. I 
tell you because I know we have something special but this is 
putting too much "weight" on me. What do you suggest?" 
 
You see, this is non aggressive and non demanding. You face a 
challenge and you share it with him. 
 
If he's clever, he'll respond to your call and change his behavior.  
 
By the way, if you do educate him, give him space to truly take the 
lead. Let him decide and organize. Don't come around telling him 
what and how he should do it. 
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My boyfriend is too independent 

I know exactly how you feel!  
 
When you are in love, you might want to spend all your time with 
him, right?  
 
I'll be direct with you, okay?  
 
When you spend all your time together, you end up saturating or 
"asphyxiating" your relationship.  
 
It's perfectly normal and healthy to spend time apart.  
 
He is giving you a clear sign that this is what he needs. You have no 
choice but to respect it.  
 
If you were spending every single minute together, you would end 
up being very dependent towards each other, which is not good on 
the long term.  
 
Be comfortable with spending time without him.  
 
Focus on your friends, career or studies.  
 
You'll notice that when you meet again, this enhances the moments 
you spend together.  
 
It is like breathing in and breathing out. It is natural and healthy. 
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I am too jealous! What can I do? 

Jealousy is a natural protection.  

It is there to protect your relationship space and your family.  

Now, when you overuse jealousy, you are actually destroying the 
harmony in the couple.  

You are using control, and limiting your partner's life often without 
any good reason.  

It is simply the result of an irrational fear. 

The best is to strengthen the opposite mind patterns in you.  

Use affirmations like: 

• "I trust you!" 

• "You are free" 

• "I value too much our relationship to destroy it by 
being jealous" 

Tell this to yourself.  

Tell this often to your partner when you feel you are just on the 
"edge".  

Jealousy is a natural instinctual response.  

Learn to tame this response.  

Being afraid of the dark, afraid of heights, or being afraid when your 
partner speaks with another woman are all irrational responses.  

Reprogram yourself for these situations.  

Realize it can be done and realize as well that it is for the best of 
your relationship.  

You don't need to do it all at once.  
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The best is to take small "affordable" steps that bring you closer 
and closer to your ideal situation. 
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How to get him back 

If you broke up and you want him back, something needs to change 
in the way you relate to each other.  

If your relationship ended, it is because the two of you reached the 
limits of what you could share together. 

To take it one step further and keep evolving together, you need 
to bring in something new, something you did not do before. 

Forget about force or ultimatums.  

Modern human rights claim the power of self determination. 

Everyone is free.  

Now imagine that within that freedom, he realizes that what you 
have to offer is the best thing that could happen to him.  

Shift your perspective and think for second:  

What is the best thing that could happen to him?  

What do you feel is his next step in his personal evolution?  

Don't use control!  

Set him free instead!  

If he feels free, he'll have no problem spending time with you. 

You see, you can't cheat with someone's destiny line.  

Every person has a powerful spirit overseeing their lives and 
bringing them where they have to be.  

Sometimes these lines open up!  

Sometimes they don't! True! 

The best thing is to "partner" with his spirit and give that man what 
he most needs!  

Are you in his future or in his past?  
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Are you part of something he had to experience in the past or do 
you have something significant to offer him in the future? 

There is a profound “logic” in everything which happens in life!  

It is called synchronicity!  

It happens when two people truly meet: common needs, common 
desire, same life vision.  

WIN - WIN always. 

If you feel you are not in his future right now, what could you do to 
be in it.  

Take a deep breath and start taking steps to be there.  

It is an incredible opportunity for both of you! 

Don't think you are doing that for him!  

Do it for yourself! 
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Conclusion 
I hope you enjoyed this material! 

Feed back? Questions? Success stories? 

Email me at francisco@vitalcoaching.com   

For instant live help: 

http://vitalcoaching.com/coaching.htm  

For more topics on dating and personal power go to:  

www.vitalcoaching.com. 

To your power 

Francisco Bujan 

 

 


